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It is still a quality of the Australian that he can make something out of 
nothing…he has had to do without the best things because they don’t exist 
there. So he had made the next best do; and where even these are not to 
hand, he has manufactured them out of things which one would have 
thought it impossible to turn to any use at all. He has done it for so long 
that it has become much more than an art. It has long since become a part 
of his character, the most valuable part of it. 
C. E. W. Bean (Sydney Morning Herald, 1909) 
Tony Tuckson, Abstract on Newspaper No. 6 (Posthumous title), 1965. 
Gouache on newspaper, 59.2x79.2cm. 
Reproduced from Thomas, Free and Legge, Tony Tuckson, 167. 
 
 
 
History is the last continent  
Nicolas Bourriaud (curator Altermodern: Tate Triennial, 2009) 
 
This is an account of makeshift in mainstream Australia. It is written within the 
parameters of a history, in that events unfold in chronological order. It is also written 
with author impartiality and restraint. The author does not support all events recorded 
in this history. Equally, I apologise if recorded events offend anyone. 
This exegesis discusses Indigenous artists who are deceased. 
 ii
Abstract  
                                                                                               
 
Ned Kelly’s armour, the Eureka flag, and the premise that underlies the title of the most 
famous exhibition in Australian art history; the 9 by 5 Impression Exhibition held in 
Melbourne in 1889, are makeshift. This exegesis records the spirit of ‘making do’ or 
‘makeshift’ in Australia’s post-settlement history including its manifestation in art. As 
this history is traced, the role of the harsh Australian landscape, and assertions of cultural 
convergence in post-settlement history, raised by historians including Russel Ward and 
Philip Jones are explored. Makeshift maps this country’s history of adversity, and popular 
bush story tellers, including Henry Lawson, contributed to makeshift flourishing in 
Australia and developing ‘everyday’ cultural associations.  
 
Four decades after the Dada art movement in France, mid-twentieth century Australian 
critics had difficulty classifying the work of the Annandale Imitation Realists. Subsequent 
artists, including John Davis, have arrived at visually similar outcomes to some 
Indigenous art via a utilisation of materials in the landscape, combined with 
methodologies associated with the Australian tradition to ‘make do’. The chronological 
recording in this exegesis includes the Australian lyrical abstract painters; Ian 
Fairweather, Elwyn Lynn and Tony Tuckson. 
 
‘Makeshift’ would appear to be a universal humanistic response to need. When Australian 
Indigenous and non-Indigenous artists reference the same regional landscape there is 
sometimes a technical overlap that I refer to as the ‘Australian patina’. Visual similarities 
exist in the paintings of the leading Australian lyrical abstractionists (including Tuckson) 
and some leading contemporary Indigenous painters (including Emily Kam Kngwarray).  
 
Australia’s makeshift heritage has contemporary relevance to our search for sustainable 
future solutions to global warming and the 2008–9 World Economic Crisis. ‘Rough and 
ready’ Australian makeshift values inform my abstract painting process and choice of 
materials. A legacy passed to me from my grandparents who lived through the 1930s 
Great Depression. 
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In memory of my grandmother; 
 Mary Sophia Charles, an artist and bush improviser. 
 
The wonderful artists, writers and ordinary people who made this story 
 
The landscape 
 
                                                 
     1.  Top photograph.  My great grandmother, Elizabeth Sainsbury’s Coolgardie safe, which is an early 
version of a refrigerator. It was sent to her by her son who was working on the Kalgoorlie Gold Fields; 
Photograph: Terri Brooks, 2007.  
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Preamble 
 
 I’ve always been an improviser—I’m my father’s daughter 
 Margaret Olley                            
 
Makeshift: the Australian tradition to; knock about, knock up, make do and improvise, 
that was so important to our history in the outback and further during times of depression 
and war, which encapsulated our culture for decades in the 20th century culminating with 
the Crocodile Dundee character created by Paul Hogan. 
 
The history of makeshift in Australia is a cyclical occurrence, mapping this country’s 
history of adversity. These tough times help shape Australian society as we know it 
and for this reason makeshift holds a special place in Australia’s cultural heritage. Yet 
this history, which is also a cross-cultural history, remains largely unrecorded.  
 
I grew up in an extended family of maternal grandparents1 who, like many others of 
their generation, began life ‘on the land’ only moving to Melbourne as a result of 
‘walking off the land’ due to the devastating widespread effects of the Great 
Depression. Their tales of rural life, bush survival and handy solutions to various 
problems instilled in me an affection for this part of Australian history that I refer to 
colloquially as ‘makeshift’ or ‘making do’. 
 
 
Figure 1. My grandmother, Mary Sophia Charles, nee Sainsbury at the farm, circa 1920; 
Note: she is riding bareback in a suit: Photographer unknown. 
                                                 
     1.  These two stories of my grandparents are based on my childhood recollections, information 
passed to me from relatives and from genealogical research. 
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My grandmother, Mary Sophia Charles, nee Sainsbury (Figure 1), was a dedicated 
craftswoman and ‘doer’, ever helpful to anyone in need, who also harboured personal 
desires to be an artist. Following is a retelling of her family’s story, it exemplifies the 
integrated way makeshift was included in everyday early Australian society. 
 
Elizabeth Sainsbury emigrated from St Pancras in London (though originally from 
Gloucestershire) to Australia with six of her seven children and a niece, on the carrier 
ship the Bowdon in 1881 following the death of her husband, George. They settled in 
Ballarat to be initially assisted by her brothers, the Willingtons, who at that time ran 
an undertaking business in Sturt Street.2 Robert, the second youngest male, married 
Elizabeth Foster from Sebastopol and moved, first to Outtrim, and then Wonthaggi, 
where they ‘ran a milk run’ and had a farm which Elizabeth cleared.3 Together they 
had five children. My grandmother, the second eldest, ‘walked off’ the farm with the 
rest of the family following the death of her father Robert4 when Wonthaggi was 
severely affected by economic recession that led to the coal miners’ fight for rights. 
Her father, my great grandfather, was one of those miners. Following is an excerpt 
describing life in Wonthaggi at that time written by Humphrey McQueen:  
Wonthaggi was a Victorian government coal-mine which supplied the Department of 
Railways. Workers at the mine had been badly hit by the depression. While the rest of the 
working class had their wages cut by 10 percent, the Wonthaggi miners had theirs slashed 
by as much as 40 percent. This assault devastated Wonthaggi’s economic life…the 
strikers….in order to live…set up a self supporting town…The strikers bought cattle and 
set up slaughter yards. They went on trips to Pakenham where fruit could be had for the 
picking. Being close to the sea, they organised fishing parties. Free coal was taken from 
disused mines. Community gardens were dug for basic crops such as potatoes. A free 
barbers’ shop opened and had 2500 customers…These actions succeeded only because 
the women of the town were involved. They raised money locally and managed most of 
the free goods and services…Their victory gave hope to other unionists.5 
My grandmother was a natural storyteller and I was an avid listener. My childhood 
was filled with memories and stories of life on this farm. This plant stand circa 1915 
                                                 
     2.  The funeral parlour was located at 427 Sturt Street opposite two main churches in Ballarat. Today 
it is a restaurant but the morgue at the back still bears its original structure and has its own separate 
driveway to facilitate easy access to the churches for burials. Top right of the preceding page is a photo 
of the roofline of the morgue, June 28, 2007. 
 
     3.  Outtrim, near Wonthaggi, today is nothing more than a recreation ground and a small cemetery, 
but from 1895–1915 it was the location of one of the largest coal mines in Victoria; ‘ran the milk run’ is 
a country terminology my grandmother used for operating a diary; my second cousin Maureen believes 
the hard work of clearing the scrub from this land contributed to Elizabeth’s death a few years later. 
 
     4.  Robert Sainsbury died of Bright’s Disease which relatives say was a consequence of coal mining. 
 
     5.  Humphrey McQueen, Social sketches of Australia, 3rd ed. (St Lucia, Qld.: University of 
Queensland Press, 2004), 140–1. 
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(Figure 2), was made on the farm. It is unconventional in that it is made of two 
different types of wood: a black hard wood that composes the body frame while the 
facing panels are made of a type of ply-wood held in place by large head tacks or 
drawing pins. I believe one of my grandmother’s brothers6 made this stand, and it is a 
forerunner to the construction techniques of ‘depression furniture’ made during the 
1920s and 30s from packing crates, sugar sacks and other cast-offs. Examples of this 
furniture, deftly made with considerable skill and inventiveness but, importantly, 
without professional expertise, are considered ‘collectors’ items today. 
 
 
Figure 2. Farm made plant stand; Photograph: Terri Brooks, 2007. 
 
My grandfather John Thomas ‘Jack’ Charles, was a shearer and an entrant in 
competitive ‘wood chops’,7 whose family first emigrated to Australia from Tipperary 
as a result of the mid 1800s ‘potato famine’ in Ireland. The family originally settled at 
Yackandandah. My great, great, grandfather, John Creamer, actually ‘cleared’ the site 
for the cemetery, and if you ever go to Yackandandah, his grave is just inside the front 
gate and bears a rather large headstone. Being Irish, as tradition of the time decreed, 
the entire inheritance went to the eldest son, whilst the remaining family members had 
to forge a life for themselves. 
 
                                                 
     6.  It was either one of her brothers or an employed ‘handy man’. 
 
     7.  ‘Wood chops’ was a manly competition, the winner being the one who could chop through a 
block of wood the fastest. I know how to do this thanks to lessons from my grandfather who also taught 
me to knit, grow vegetables, play the harmonica, whistle, hammer nails, paint, wash clothes, etc. 
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During the Great Depression, my grandfather was the only wage earner supporting 
five people (including siblings) who had sought refuge at his North Melbourne home 
in Curzon Street. Inevitably, he defaulted on the mortgage repayments and ‘walked 
away’ from the house. This is typical of the time, and according to McQueen: 
The 1933 census showed that 33,000 people were on the road in the middle of winter. A 
further 400,000 were sheltering under iron, calico, canvas, hessian, bark and other 
makeshift materials.8 
 
 
 
Figure 3. ‘Jack’ Charles, watering the garden, Balaclava, circa 1930s: Photographer unknown. 
 
My grandmother moved to Inkerman Street, Balaclava with her mother and young 
sister where they ‘ran’ a boarding house. Here, she met my grandfather who would 
pass by and bring her his home-grown pansies. Above is a photo of my grandfather at 
the St Kilda house (Figure 3). Russel Ward’s Australian Legend character could easily 
describe my grandfather, who was a classic ‘jack of all trades’, adapting to several 
forms of employment without formal training as the situation and needs changed. As 
Ward comments: 
According to the myth the ‘typical Australian’ is a practical man, rough and ready in his 
manners…He is a great improviser, ever willing ‘to have a go’ at anything, but willing 
too to be content with a task done in a way that is ‘near enough’.9 
My grandfather settled into working life in Melbourne, but he never stopped talking of 
his fondness for rural life in Yackandandah and shearing days around Wilcannia in 
outback N.S.W. He became a foreman for Thompson and Chalmers, a building 
company constructing high rise buildings and, according to my mother and cousin 
Billy, gained the respect of his workers by his ability to walk fearlessly out on the 
                                                 
     8.  McQueen, Social sketches of Australia, 128. 
 
     9.  Russel Ward, The Australian Legend (Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 1958), 1–2. 
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girders which were many stories above the ground and without protective barriers. He 
was a tough man in a tough game. Jaded by the depression experience, the family 
rented until the 1960s, when my grandmother secretly bought a house in Northcote, 
the deposit being saved from the housekeeping money. This house, a single fronted 
terrace, is where I grew up. A lot of the furnishings and clothes we wore were made 
by my grandmother. These clothes included all our jumpers, with some garments 
being recycled from other materials such as an apron used to make a shift (Figure 4), 
or a school tunic which I remember was made from a donated pair of men’s trousers.10 
 
 
Figure 4. ‘Makeshift Apron’, circa 1930s, rice sack and material scraps. 
Courtesy of Andrew Portway; Photograph: Terri Brooks, 2007. 
 
Each Saturday there was weekly baking on the wood fire stove of cakes and puddings 
and the back yard was a vegetable garden where much of our food came from— 
organic and farm fresh by today’s standards. Our Christmas tree was an open umbrella 
stripped of its covering. The structural wires were wrapped in cotton wool and bound 
with tinsel and adorned with hand crafted decorations. At the base of the ‘tree’ there 
were ornaments of gold and ‘silver frost’11 painted pine cones decorated with tartan 
ribbons and holly. In the back yard was a ‘fairy tree’, an old plum tree, whose trunk 
was laden with found objects that my grandmother salvaged. These included 
horseshoes, doll parts, wheels, toys and plastic flowers (Figure 5). 
 
                                                 
     10. This was when I was really small and money was scarce as my mother and I were living with my 
grandparents who were paying a mortgage on the pension. 
 
     11.  Silver Frost was a type of hard wearing enamel paint used to brighten the appearance of taps 
and pipes but was also used for all sorts of things including painting pot plants and tin boxes to give 
things a fresh appearance. 
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 Figure 5. Found Christmas tree brooch; Photograph: Terri Brooks, 2008. 
 
School holidays often included outings with my grandmother, and we once stayed 
overnight, during the height of summer, in a ‘pioneer’ one-room hut on the cliff edge 
at Cape Paterson.12 We had travelled down from Melbourne by train over the 
Kilcunda Bridge13 to spend time with relatives. At night the beds were pushed 
together to accommodate everyone and there, without electricity, the room was alight 
with many candles and laughter. 
 
These two stories of immigration to Australia are common to the people who arrived 
here from the commencement of European settlement. With little or no possessions 
they settled in country areas or the city, and had few resources and no help other than 
that of the neighbours. The recent decades of ‘high capitalist’ sustained economic 
development led to a change in everyday perceptions. Australia was transformed to 
become a disposable society: ‘if it’s broken or worn out, get a new one’. But this was 
not always the case. After experiencing one of the richest economic phases of our 
history due to our trade positioning within a global market, and fueled by the West 
Australian resource boom, this past history of Australia was at risk of being forgotten.  
 
Recently however times have dramatically changed. The threat of climate change and 
finite resources has reached a level of urgency where governments are implementing 
                                                 
     13.  The farm belonging to my grandmother’s brother and niece, ran along the coast at Cape 
Paterson and I remember walking down to the beach and exploring the rock pools with the deserted 
grasslands above. The farm was later sold and the whole area redeveloped as holiday homes. 
 
     14.  Crossing the bridge at Kilcunda was the highlight of the journey, as the bridge straddles two 
cliffs above the then considered treacherous beach. The bridge and railway track is now part of a 
coastal walk at Kilcunda. 
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sustainable solutions. Additionally in 2008 an economic crisis of the magnitude not 
seen since the 1930s depression has led many countries into economic recession. 
Subsequently there is discussion once more of recycling, energy efficiency and the 
need to live ‘lightly’ on the planet; ethics that many people from my grandparent’s 
generation understood fully.  
 
The Australian patina                                                                                         1  
                                                                                                                                                                  
 
 
 Introduction 
 
 
Designed to protect him from gunfire, Ned Kelly’s suit of armour has 
become one of Victoria’s most treasured historical icons. 
State Library of Victoria 
 
Curiously, as important to Australian history and culture as I think makeshift is, I can 
find no singular history dedicated to it. Rather, it appears as snippets to be gleaned in 
books on perhaps ‘grander’ subjects. But it is the very ordinariness of makeshift that 
makes it so important. For it affects us all in our every day life, from patterns of 
speech we engage in, for example, ‘no worries’ and ‘she’ll be right’, to the informal or 
egalitarian nature of our social interactions and many acceptable lifestyle choices 
founded on the ‘fair go’. Because history is a presentation and an interpretation of 
facts and opinions, it changes over time as we change, presenting more often as a 
subjective art than a concrete science. Indeed Geoffrey Blainey states in Black Kettle 
and Full Moon, 2003, which is written about ordinary life in Australia to the 1900s, 
that he had to recollect tales of the everyday as ‘most of us who worked full-time as 
historians did not write about shoelaces, billy tea and shipboard food’.2  Additionally, 
until recently, there has been a ‘whitewashing’ of Australian history with the full 
consequences of the impact of European settlement on Indigenous Australia 
downplayed. Many Indigenous Australians are still disadvantaged. Post-settlement 
Australian history is a complex story, which is at times fraught with tensions, but also 
with episodes of shared experience. Australia is now a vast multi-cultural continent 
and throughout all of these developments in Australia’s post-settlement history, 
Indigenous and non-Indigenous cultures have continued to reference the same 
                                                 
     1. Top photograph. My great grandfather, Clealand ‘Chas’ Charles’ shears; Photograph: Terri 
Brooks, 2007. 
 
     2.  Geoffrey Blainey, Black Kettle and Full Moon: Daily Life in a Vanished Australia (Camberwell, 
Vic.: Penguin Books, 2003), 431. 
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geographic location. This introduction commences by placing makeshift in the 
mainstream Australian context, historically, geographically and culturally before 
turning to the notion of makeshift as art (see abstract for full research theme). 
 
Makeshift can, and does, occur anywhere in the world under circumstances of need. 
For example, a makeshift hospital may be built to accommodate victims of an 
unforeseen tragedy such as occurred during the 2004 Tsunami in Indonesia or a 
makeshift boat may be knocked together to escape a flood. It would seem to be a 
universal humanistic response to a situation of need. Though makeshift occurs 
throughout the world,3 here in Australia it holds a special cultural significance. It 
developed in the outback where, for generations, European settlers had to ‘make do’ 
without professional expertise. Being a ‘jack of all trades’ and having the ability to 
improvise in any manner of circumstance was essential for any isolated worker, 
typically portrayed here by Russel Ward: 
If rough and ready improvisation were convict traits they were also, in the outback, often 
necessary conditions of survival. Where population was so scattered and specialist 
service of all kinds practically non-existent, a man had to be a jack-of-all-trades who 
knew how to make do with whatever scanty materials were at hand.4 
By definition, Australian makeshift would include an object or thing created either by 
(a) inventiveness or intuition utilising whatever materials were at hand, or (b) 
constructed in an expedient or no nonsense manner that was ‘good enough’ for the 
job. Over time, makeshift in Australia also developed an element of humour by taking 
‘any old how’ to extremes reinforcing the cultural importance of this adaptive way of 
living. That makeshift has deep cultural meaning to some Australians is well 
illustrated by the following abbreviated death notice placed by my friend’s family 
upon the death of John Daley aged 92, in 2005: 
 DALEY. John, Jack (Jim)  
 Died peacefully 05.12.2005. 
Pioneer in outback Australia, POW on 
the Thai Burma railway—one of 
Weary’s Men, Husband of Marie. Father 
of Mary, Dermot, Hugh (Dec.) Angela 
and Martin… 
Thank you for giving us 
 our sense of place 
 
DALEY, John/Jack (Jim) 
                                                 
     3.  Makeshift also has cultural significance in other countries. In Greece, for example, children’s 
games are invented and played utilising stones lying around on the ground according to George 
Alamidis in conversation, June, 15, 2007. In Malaysia buses used for public transport are decorated in 
crazy getups, the more fanciful the better. It is a national undertaking. 
 
     4.  Russel Ward, The Australian Legend (Melbourne: Oxford University Press. 1958), 81. 
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Dad, finally you reached the end of your 
amazing journey. These few words can 
never express all that you mean to us. 
You showed us how to survive, and 
thrive, by improvising with whatever 
materials were at hand. If those materials 
weren’t too flash, wit would usually do 
the trick.5 
 
A makeshift past 
Makeshift is tied to the tough times of Australian post-settlement history, flourishing 
in adversity as its very nature dictates. These tough times are also the bench marks of 
our collective history and include the early settlements bereft of sufficient resources; 
the tent cities of the gold diggings; the nomadic life of the pastoralists and shearers; 
and the trenches and battlefields of the First World War. In all these situations 
makeshift was, by necessity, integral to every day survival.6  
 
The 1930s Great Depression saw a further resurgence of makeshift when swaggies 
lived ‘rough’ on the road, with knapsack and billy searching for work, while others 
‘down on their luck’ took refuge in makeshift shantytowns. These camps, such as 
Happy Valley at La Perouse in Sydney, were predominantly built from salvaged 
materials including hessian and corrugated iron. The ‘how to’ was the ‘art’ of 
inventiveness. Subsequently classified as folk, bush or ‘everyday’ art, this art of 
necessity had increased in popularity following World War I. In 1923 a competition 
run by the New Settlers League for the best ‘makeshifts’ resulted in the publication 
Makeshifts and other home-made furniture and utensils, 1924, containing some 400 
examples (Figures 6 and 7):7 
 
                                                 
     5.  Dermot Daley and Martin Daley, ‘Obituaries’, Herald Sun, December 7, 2005. 
 
     6.  Terri Brooks, James Sillitoe and Allan Mann, ‘Makeshift and the Australian Patina’, Sites of 
activity/On the Edge, Australian Council of University Art and Design Schools (A.C.U.A.D.S.) 2008, 
South Australian School of Art, University of South Australia, Adelaide, http://www.acuads.com.au/ 
conf2008/papers/brooks_mann_sillitoe.pdf (accessed January 6, 2009). This published summary of my 
exegesis contains information extracted from the ‘Introduction’ and ‘Literature Review’ and 
‘Conclusion’ sections (see ‘Appendix vi’). 
  
     7.  Bush Toys and Furniture, (Ultimo, N.S.W.: Powerhouse Museum, 1990), 1–3. The Makeshifts 
publication was subsidised by British Imperial Oil (B.I.O.) the manufacturers of kerosene. Author’s 
note: It is also possible that the flourishing of makeshift was influenced by news of the Dada art 
movement in France.  
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Figure 6. Cover for Makeshifts and other home-made furniture and utensils, 3rd ed., 1927. 
Reproduced from Monash University Library Website. 
 
 
 
Figure 7. Hessian tea towel circa 1930s. Courtesy of Andrew Portway; 
 Photograph: Terri Brooks 2007. 
 
Moreover, during World War II makeshift resurfaced again, in Australia due to 
‘rationing’, on the Kakoda trail8 and in the prison camps such as Changi, where Sir 
Edward ‘Weary’ Dunlop ran a makeshift hospital. Makeshift had by now become a 
recognised cultural trait, as this excerpt from a poem by James Griffin of a soldier’s 
‘prized’ possession portrays: 
 
He was old when I knew him 
but he wasn’t more than forty 
But he did two years in Changi 
                                                 
     8.  The Kakoda trail in New Guinea was a rugged track through mountainous terrain. A fighting 
ground against the advancing Japanese forces during World War II. 
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in the big pacific war 
& his most prized possession 
was a little hand made banjo 
he created it from nothing 
while he watched his comrades fall 
 
He would play that Changi banjo 
it was only made of tin 
with a broomstick for a fret-board 
two-inch nails to peg the strings 
& the strap was his old webbing 
it embraces him again 
& the bridge-piece was the rising sun 
from off the slouch hat brim9 
 
As Federation approached, the outback ‘bush’ legend as championed by popular 
writers including Henry Lawson, permeated aspirations of many Australians 
regardless of where they lived.  Making do was part of this dinky-die persona, and the 
role of the ‘innovative maker’ was to resurface again and again in the survival and day 
to day life skills of the shearer, the A.N.Z.A.C. digger and the itinerant worker or 
swaggie.10 It is no accident that two treasured Australian icons of early settlement 
history, Ned Kelly’s armour11 and the Eureka flag are makeshift. This legacy of 
makeshift has continued to inform ‘everyday’ cultural values in Australian 
contemporary society, being evident in the egalitarian or classless nature of our 
society; our general willingness to have a go and give a ‘fair go’ for all; the notion of 
‘she’ll be right’ mate; a short tolerance for ‘pretentiousness’ or the ‘tall poppy 
                                                 
     9.  James Griffin, ‘Changi Banjo’, in Letters to Les, eds. Donata Carrazza, and Paul Kane (Mildura, 
Vic.: D. Carrazza & P. Kane, 2005), 25. Author’s note: A copy of this book was presented to Les 
Murray at the 2005 Mildura Writers’ Festival. Also Changi Banjo performed by Lee Kernaghan (co-
written with James Griffin) won the Golden Guitar for Heritage Song of the Year, Australian Country 
Music Awards, 1999.  
 
     10.  Henry Lawson, The Romance of the Swag in Selected Stories by Henry Lawson (Sydney: A&R 
Classics, Harper Collins, 2001), 453, ‘and many rusty nails, to be used as buttons, I suppose’; Henry 
Smith in ‘5th Light Horse Regiment’, Australian Imperial Force, http://www.anzacs.org/5lhr/pages/ 
5lhrmemberss1 .html (accessed September 1, 2009), said diggers made ‘jam tin bombs’ in the trenches. 
 
 
     11.  ‘Ned Kelly’s armour’, State Library of Victoria, http://www.slv.vic.gov.au/ergo/ned_ 
kelly_s_armour (accessed July 7, 2008). Ned Kelly’s armour is makeshift. It was anonymously forged 
in 1879 for, or by the Kelly gang and is made from donated and rustled ‘mouldboards’ which are the 
curved boards or metal plates of a farmer’s plough. Hammers were used to beat the metal into shape. 
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syndrome’; our obsession with sport; a certain casual directness (easy going) or 
openness; and an acceptance that ‘anyhow’ might do when there is no other option. 
Other remnants of our makeshift past include terminologies such as ‘rough as bags’ 
and ‘jack of all trades’. 
 
The prolonged times of hardship in Australian post-settlement history that made 
makeshift cultural, also made it humorous. The solutions to various problems at times 
being so inadequate or ridiculous meant that ‘you simply ‘gotta’ laugh’. Laughter can 
be healing in a ‘tight’ moment by providing comic relief, which invariably led to the 
incorporation of humor into bush crafts. This double storey matchstick squatter’s 
house or barn (Figure 8) is from Lightning Ridge: 
 
 
Figure 8. Matchstick house, artist unknown, Lightning Ridge; Photograph: Terri Brooks 1996. 
 
Matchstick creations were typical of Australian ‘every day’ craft; anyone could do it, 
it cost nothing to make and it whiled away the hours and frequently incorporated an 
element of lampoon towards the well-to-do-classes. Importantly for bush crafts or 
makeshifts the source material is often worthless, cheap or ‘found’, it could therefore 
just as easily be left or abandoned when it was time to move on. 
 
Landscape 
Integral to the development of culture is the inter-developed relationship with land or 
the environment. It is as fundamental as ‘people in landscape’ and the specifics of 
geography seem to universally influence local culture. For example, Inuit masks 
sometimes made of driftwood with colourful sections and fine feathers, appear intense 
and potent, while being also fragile and ruthless, almost as stark as blood on snow. 
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The profound masks reflect reality while also contrasting their vast ‘difficult’ white 
expanse of origin.  
In Australia, culture has developed with a particular sensitivity to the landscape. 
Though surrounded by water, inland Australia is predominantly desert, and is the 
driest continent on earth. The outback population is sparse by comparison to the 
predominance of rim dwellers living tenuously along the coast. People travelling ‘off 
the track’ to the ‘centre’ or outback of Australia need developed survival skills; they 
need to take water, spare petrol and have elemental mechanical knowledge—‘just in 
case’. Yet Australia is beautiful in a harsh, rugged sort of a way. Ironically, the harsh 
and rugged nature of the land—at a time when land mattered,12 was reflected in the 
sensitivity of the bush character as mythologized by ‘bush poets’ including Henry 
Lawson and A. B. ‘Banjo’ Patterson during the pastoralist/nationalist era.13 Below are 
two selected stanzas from Paterson’s, Mulga Bill’s Bicycle, 1896, which captures both 
the resilience and the fragility of the bush character in an unforgiving land: 
“See here, young man”, said Mulga Bill, “from Walgett to the sea, 
From Conroy’s Gap to Castlereagh, there’s none can ride like me. 
I’m good all round at everything as everybody knows, 
Although I’m not the one to talk—I hate a man that blows. 
But riding is my special gift, my chiefest, sole delight; 
Just ask a wild duck can it swim, a wildcat can it fight. 
There’s nothing clothed in hair or hide, or built of flesh or steel, 
There’s nothing walks or jumps, or runs, on axle, hoof, or wheel, 
But what I’ll sit, while hide will hold and girths and straps are tight: 
I’ll ride this here two-wheeled concern right straight away at sight.” 
 
’Twas Mulga Bill, from Eaglehawk, that sought his own abode, 
That perched above Dead Man’s Creek, beside the mountain road. 
He turned the cycle down the hill and mounted for the fray, 
But ’ere he’d gone a dozen yards it bolted clean away. 
It left the track, and through the trees, just like a silver steak, 
It whistled down the awful slope towards the Dead Man’s Creek.14 
                                                 
     12.  Environmental concerns are putting the spotlight back on the landscape. 
 
     13.  The nationalist period of the late 1800s occurred following a ‘boom’ period due to the wealth 
generated by gold and wool culminating with Federation in 1901. 
 
     14.  A. B. ‘Bango’ Paterson, ‘Mulga Bill’s Bicycle’, The Sydney Mail, July 25, 1896, 183. 
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But within this external toughness of the landscape and its ‘characters’ lies a 
vulnerability, which, as we have seen, with the recent drought in Eastern Australia 
(the worst in living memory) and rising salinity through the reclamation of wetlands, 
requires a delicate balance to avoid widespread devastation of the land and 
community. 
 
The Indigenous peoples of Australia traditionally managed that balance through a 
seasonally semi nomadic existence which brought environmental benefits including a 
less invasive management of the natural environment than current Western 
agricultural practices. Simple but effective measures were used by Indigenous people 
to gather resources, including the setting of wooden fish and eel traps, building 
drystone weirs and using controlled burning to stimulate new growth. They also 
weaved, ‘nets, sometimes hundreds of feet long, [which] could catch and hold 
kangaroos driven towards them, or fish herded into them’.15 At the heart of Aboriginal 
culture is a deep relationship with nature and ‘country’, an apparent philosophy of 
‘living with’ and ‘walking lightly’ on the planet. Indigenous art reflects these cultural 
and spiritual codes, leading artist Jonathan Kimberley to conclude, ‘The paint, the 
painting, the painter—all are the land’.16  
 
This excerpt from a State Library of N.S.W. publication for the Bicentennial by Baiba 
Berzins, describes an early perception of this unique land:  
Trees retained their leaves in winter. Flowers had no perfume. The poorest land produced 
the largest variety of plant species. There were egg-laying mammals, animals with 
pouches, and methods of reproduction unknown before and scarcely believable. Many 
animals slept during the day and were active at night. A popular notion developed that 
Australia was a land where nature was turned upside-down.17 
The Antipodes, as Australia was romantically labelled by Europeans, stems from this 
notion of a land where nature is apparently turned on its head and gives further 
meaning to the appellation ‘the land down under’. 
 
                                                 
     15.  Judith Wright, The Cry for the Dead (Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 1981), 18. 
 
     16.  Jonathan Kimberley, ‘Lena Nyadbi’, in Adelaide Biennial of Australian Art, Beyond the Pale: 
Contemporary Indigenous Art, ed. Brenda Croft (Adelaide: South Australia State Government 
Publications, 2000), 62. 
 
     17.  Baiba Berzins, The Coming of Strangers: Life in Australia 1788–1822 (Sydney: Collins 
Australia/State Library of N.S.W., 1988), 48. 
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Generations of non-Indigenous Australians also have a great love of land as reflected 
in bush ballads, poems and song including the notion of ‘the wide brown land’ and the 
rustic windmills and woolsheds of the ‘sunburnt country’. Two cultures, one still-to-
be-reconciled land. 
 
The ‘universal’ spirit of makeshift, or improvising with materials historically entwines 
these two cultures.18 The landscape provides the ‘theatre’ or common ground for this 
interaction. The idea of a legacy or ‘indebtedness’ to Indigenous culture in the 
establishment or creation of the ‘Australian’ character which encapsulates makeshift 
was raised by Russel Ward19 in the Australian Legend, 1958.20 Below are just two 
examples from Ward’s text of the ‘borrowings’ Westerners appropriated from 
Indigenous culture:  
In the first stages of settlement masters and men alike sheltered from the elements in bark 
huts or ‘gunyahs’, adapted from those of the Aborigines. As nails, and indeed 
ironmongery of all kinds, were very scarce, strips of untanned hide were used to fasten 
the bark together, and for a hundred other purposes.21 
and in ‘up country’ style:  
                                                 
     18.  I believe, Indigenous art made during early colonial times, including the work of William 
Barak, is best left to be discussed by an Indigenous writer; Peter Costello, ‘Launch of 2006 census’, 
http://www.treasurer.gov.au/tsr/ content/speeches/2007/011.asp. (accessed August 21, 2007). ‘The 
proportion of people born overseas remained unchanged since 1996 at 22 per cent.  In addition to 
this, 18 per cent of people born in Australia had at least one parent born overseas, so over 40 per cent 
of the population was either born overseas or had a parent born overseas’. 
   
     19.  Tony Stephens, ‘Mate, you’re a legend’, Sydney Morning Herald, May 17, 2003. Fairfax 
Digital,   http://www.smh.com.au/articles /2003/05/16/1052885396799.html (accessed June 10, 2007). 
‘Ward argued that the Australian bush legend culminated in the 1890s, after native-born white 
Australians had become the majority of the population and literacy had brought the city and country 
closer together, with writers like Lawson, Paterson and Furphy romanticising the bush ethos. The ethos 
was propagated by the strengthening labour movement’. 
   
     20.  Russel Ward, The Australian Legend, 157, ‘in the final analysis, these men are symbols of 
Australianism because of their intimate knowledge of, and love for, the endless plains and mountains of 
the interior, no less than because of their collective defiance of soldiers, policemen and other agents of 
‘government’’. 186, ‘Finally, in proportion as the later bushmen felt themselves to be ‘true Australians’, 
there are hints that they felt too some indebtedness to the Aborigines. This is not to say that the 
remaining black men in the 1880s and 1890s were admitted to the ranks of the nomad tribe, but simply 
that many bushmen felt themselves to be, in some sense, the heirs to important parts of Aboriginal 
culture. After all, no white man has ever been the equal of the Aborigines in essential bush skills, in 
tracing, finding water, living on bush food, and so on’.  
 
     21.   Ward, The Australian Legend, 81; Joseph Phipps Townsend, Rambles and Observations in New 
South Wales (London: Chapman and Hall, 1849), 52. Author’s note: Townsend, Rambles and 
Observations, indicates that early conditions in the colony were horrendous. Page 52 describes the 
building of a hut based on a ‘gunyah’. 
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One digger, who had been killed in the fight at Eureka, was attended to his grave by a 
public procession of mourners among whom no clergyman was to be seen. In traditional 
up-country style, the body was carried “between sheets of bark by way of a coffin”22 
Using two sheets of bark as a coffin is makeshift but bark was/is also used in funerary 
traditions by Indigenous Australians.  
 
Recent publications reflect a dual view of history in Australia, bringing new validity 
to Les Murray’s words from the 1970s: 
In Australian civilisation, I would contend, convergence between black and white is a 
fact, a subtle process, hard to discern often, and hard to produce evidence for23 
Botany Bay, 2005, by Maria Nugent, examines the dual history of one geographic 
location. Nugent sees Botany Bay as: 
a place where histories meet. This is a meeting in the sense of connecting and converging 
as well as colliding and clashing. The meeting that takes place between Botany Bay 
histories is not always easy, nor is it necessarily straightforward. Yet it is within the 
interconnection between stories, however fraught or fragile, that much of their meaning 
can be found. This is Botany Bay as historic meeting place.24 
In my opinion this history, ‘fraught and fragile’, which commenced at Botany 
Bay, in turn, reflects the subsequent story of Australia. 
 
Further, for the exhibition Colonial crafts of Victoria, 1978, at the National Gallery of 
Victoria, Ian Turner says, ‘It is instructive to compare an Aboriginal container made 
of red gum with its European counterpart’.25 In a similar spirit, Phillip Jones explores 
surviving hybrid objects from early encounters on the frontier in Ochre and Rust, 
2007, and makes the following interesting observation: 
David Blackburn’s upended club (the only surviving wooden artefact from the First 
Fleet) eluded identification as an Aboriginal object for two hundred years. Depending on 
one’s perspective, it still appears alternately as a European or an Aboriginal weapon.26 
                                                 
     22.  Ward, ibid, 114; Arthur Polehampton, Kangaroo Land (London: Richard Bentley, 1862), 224–
5. Author’s note: Ward’s interpretation of pages 224–5 is accurate. 
 
     23.  Les Murray, ‘The Human Hair Thread’, Meanjin, 36, 4 (1977): 569. 
 
     24.  Maria Nugent, Botany Bay: where histories meet (Crows Nest, N.S.W.: Allen & Unwin, 2005), 
201. 
 
     25.  Ian Turner, introductory essay to Colonial crafts of Victoria: early settlement to 1921, by 
Murray Walker (Melbourne: Ministry for the Arts, Victoria, 1978), 10; Murray Walker designed one of 
the five Federation Tapestries. Entitled, Making Do, it features text by Les Murray, and has the Eureka 
Flag as a central image. 
 
     26.  Philip Jones, Ochre and Rust: Artefacts and Encounters on Australian Frontiers (Kent Town, 
S.A.: Wakefield Press, 2007), 6. Ochre and Rust was short listed (one of five) for the Prime Minister’s 
Prize for Australian History, 2008. 
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In Jones’ opinion: 
With their dual histories—on each side of the frontier and in the frontier zone itself—the 
objects in Ochre and Rust all carry traces which one culture has left on the other…the 
objects of most interest were those that bear the double patina.27 
Jones’ and Nugent’s perspectives of presenting histories in ‘place’ allow for the 
portrayal of both the positive and negative consequences of interacting in the same 
geographic space: 
For the frontier is not a hard line separating cultures but a zone, which may unify and can 
also create new forms of engagement, new forms of exploitation.28 
Furthermore Jones says cultural miscegenation was misinterpreted as denigration: 
dominant perceptions of Aboriginal culture as unchanging until its disastrous collision 
with the West. That this collision might result in hybrid cultural expressions worthy in 
their own right, was tantamount to a suggestion that the ‘half-caste problem’ was not a 
problem at all, but indicated an emerging, vigorous Australian identity. Such a notion was 
not comprehended. Instead, the head-dresses fashioned from European string and 
coloured wool, hafted metal axes, glass spearheads or poker-work decorations were 
presented as degraded forms, unfortunate consequences of cultural miscegenation.29 
The usual materials for making flints were stone and quartz. The flints pictured below 
(Figure 9) from the Museum of Victoria, are fashioned from glass and are typical of 
the hybrid objects discussed in Ochre and Rust.  
 
 
Figure 9. Glass flints, Museum of Victoria; Photograph: Terri Brooks 2006. 
 
The double patina 
There have also been periods in mainstream Australian history when overt rises in 
interest in Indigenous culture have occurred. These occurrences were not necessarily 
concurrent with rises in interest in makeshift. The title of an installation by Brook 
Andrew for the 2006 Melbourne Festival, YOU’VE ALWAYS WANTED TO BE 
BLACK evokes this previous history. The following excerpts from Margaret Olley’s 
biography intimate the interwoven nature of makeshift and the use of Indigenous 
                                                 
     27.  Ibid, 7. 
 
     28.  Ibid, 245. 
 
     29.  Ibid, 229. 
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utilities in earlier Australian domestic life. In this case, living on a remote sugar cane 
farm in Tully, northern Queensland during the 1920s, Olley notes: 
Our furniture was mostly makeshift. Cupboards were made out of packing boxes covered 
with cretonne.30 
And further: 
One of our great treasures was an Aboriginal shield, which my father had found on the 
first property of Grandpa Temperley’s. It was always kept in the house…The shield was 
beautiful, quite light to hold and it went with us wherever we moved. We were also 
brought up with those bicornual, crescent-shaped baskets that the Aboriginal women put 
over their foreheads and carry on their backs, with yams or other food, and even babies, 
in them. We used them in a domestic way, pegs went in the biggest and so on.31 
Following are several examples of mainstream cultural convergence. 
 
In the 1890s, the Impressionist, Tom Roberts, painted the land as we see it using a 
direct realist technique. But the iconic, Shearing the rams, 1890, only met marginal 
interest in its day. However, the poets, including Lawson and Paterson, captured the 
spirit of the bush for the mainstream, while wider,32 romantic notions, of the ‘noble 
savage’ living a utopian life in ‘exotica paradise’ all contributed to the Australian 
psyche. The following account by Humphrey McQueen, displays the depth of 
infiltration this combined spirit had. In London, King George V laid the foundation 
stone of Australia House on 24 July 1913 to ‘salvoes of ‘coo-eys’ from the 2000 
guests’.33  The ‘coo-ee’ is Indigenous, as documented here by Berzins: 
The French visitors [Baudin Expedition, 1800–1803]…attempted to record Aboriginal 
music, including the famous cry of ‘Coo-ee’.34 
Geoffrey Blainey equates the call of the coo-ee to the unofficial anthem, Waltzing 
Matilda, in the following: 
The coo-ee was to the ear what the Southern Cross was to the eye. Both are vital signs of 
how an earlier generation viewed this land...A cry for help, the coo-ee was also a 
greeting. One of the first of the consciously nationalist calls, it was perhaps the first 
national anthem. In some public places in London the Australians’ confident coo-ee was 
the equivalent of the singing of ‘Waltzing Matilda’.35 
                                                 
     30.  Meg Stewart, Margaret Olley: Far from a Still Life, 2nd ed. (North Sydney: Random House 
Australia, 2007), 22. 
 
     31.  Ibid, 26–7. 
 
     32.  During the 1800s enlightenment period, Europeans were captivated by the concept of the ‘noble 
savage’. This may have contributed to Australia’s embrace of Indigenous cultures; as a way to at once 
distinguish itself and also gain approval from the ‘mother’ country (England) and Europe as exotic. 
 
     33.  Humphrey McQueen, Tom Roberts (Sydney: Pan McMillan, 1996), 557. 
 
     34.  Berzins, The Coming of Strangers, 33. 
 
     35.  Blainey, Black Kettle and Full Moon, 125–7. 
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Later following the First World War and into the modernist period, the artist, 
Margaret Preston, advocated for a blending of cultures to create a national Australian 
art. Publishing articles and incorporating elements of Indigenous design36 into her still 
life painting and wood blocks, Preston contributed to the widespread design trend or 
fashion of pseudo-Aboriginalism which influenced decorative taste from the 1920s to 
well into the 1960s.  The coaster pictured below is typical (Figure 10). Commercially 
produced and made for use in the kitchen, it is decorated with dancing figures derived 
from Indigenous motifs.37  
 
 
Figure 10. Coaster; Photograph: Terri Brooks 2007. 
 
Philip Jones confirms this decorative trend: 
During the 1930s, 1940s and 1950s the concentric circle motif of the Arrernte tjurunga 
found its way onto a multitude of secular European objects, from book covers and 
ceramics to caravan curtains.38 
The extent of this penchant for Aboriginality is evident in the following description by 
Robert Hughes of a Sydney café he frequented in the 1950s:  
Originally the place had been called the Corroboree Coffee Lounge (this being the name 
for an Aboriginal tribal dance ceremony) and it was decorated with wavy lines copied 
from churinga-sticks and, of course, with boomerangs39 
                                                                                                                                            
 
     36.  Deborah Edwards, Margaret Preston (Sydney: Art Gallery of N.S.W., 2005), 98–9. Preston 
worked under the belief that such traditions could be ‘possessed’ and utilised as her heritage on the 
basis of colonial power—a power which worked to destroy such a heritage. Hence readers of the Home 
in 1924 (‘Art for crafts: Aboriginal art artfully applied’) were invited to study abstract and stylised 
designs for domestic objects such as bed, sofa and cushion covers’; See; Margaret Preston, ‘The 
indigenous art of Australia’, Art in Australia (1925): 3–11; Edmund Capon, foreword to Margaret 
Preston, by Edwards, 7. ‘Preston developed a large and ambitious plan for the future of Australian 
art—one in which the flower study, the traditions of Japanese and Chinese art, and most significantly, 
the spectacular and unique forms of diverse Aboriginal arts, played central roles…Preston has since run 
the gamut of both positive and negative criticism in terms of her admiration and her appropriations of 
Aboriginal art forms and styles’. 
 
     37.  I cannot verify the origin of this coaster as I bought it from a thrift shop about 25 years ago. The 
technology suggests it dates from the 1940s‒50s and is stylistically derived from Indigenous arts. 
 
     38.  Jones, Ochre and Rust, 327. 
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Ian McLean surmised that as pastoralism met modernism, ‘it also incorporated 
Aboriginality into the new national mythos, and so provided the opportunity for an 
appreciation of Aboriginal art and culture’.40 By the 1960s many non-Indigenous 
Australians identified with the ‘outback’ and as a nation we were collectively 
captivated by Albert Namatjira’s depictions of the Arrente country using Western 
watercolour technique.  
 
The incorporation of elements of Indigenous culture in mainstream culture continued 
and was noticeably combined with makeshift and humour. For example, Rolf Harris, 
performed his ‘hit’ song, Tie me Kangaroo Down sport, a lyric in ‘Pidgin English’ 
accompanied by his makeshift ‘wobble’ board—a flexible sheet of board. When 
repetitively waved, the board made a rhythmic sound reminiscent of Aboriginal 
instruments including the didgeridoo. Further again, in the 1980s, master bushman, 
‘Crocodile Dundee’,41 ‘road the sheep’s back’ as deftly as any ‘bushie’ to be reunited 
with his sweetheart in a New York subway at the end of Paul Hogan’s world famous 
film. While, here in Australia, in the bicentennial year, the Nobel novelist and 
sometimes larrikin, Patrick White, celebrated Australia day with two flags flying in 
his front garden from makeshift poles, the Aboriginal and Eureka flags.42 
 
While these adaptations of Indigenous culture are linked to the forging of an 
Australian identity incorporating makeshift, individual Indigenous people were not 
included in the census count until the 1967 referendum. Treatment of Indigenous 
Australians was less than equal. Some public areas of Australia were segregated43 
while in other sectors of the community Indigenous people were ‘invisible’. The 1901 
Census statistics reproduced in Janet McCalman’s Struggletown claim: ‘Richmond 
was a stoutly white Australian community. Not one Aborigine lived within its 
                                                                                                                                            
     39.  Robert Hughes, Things I didn’t know: a memoir (Milsons Point, N.S.W.: Random House, 
2006), 220. Author’s note: Churinga; also known as Tjurunga. 
 
     40.  Ian McLean, White Aborigines: Identity Politics in Australian Art (Cambridge, U.K.: 
Cambridge University, 1999), 89. 
 
     41.  ‘Croc Dundee’ wore a hat decorated in crocodile teeth and could vanish without anyone 
noticing, or stun an animal by holding two fingers out and ‘staring it down’, all referencing Indigenous 
cultures. 
 
     42.  David Marr, Patrick White: A Life (Milsons Point, N.S.W.: Random House, 1991), 633. 
 
     43.  This included bars, picture theatres and swimming pools during the existence of the ‘White 
Australia Policy’ until 1972. 
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boundaries’.44 This is hardly believable. People chose to hide their Aboriginality. This 
happened in my own family. It was only as an adult that I was formally told my two 
great-aunts are of Indigenous descent. On February 13, 2008 a Federal Labor 
government apologised to Indigenous Australians for the generations of ‘stolen’ 
children and other race-based injustices.  
 
The world changed after World War II. Australia, like many other countries 
accommodated large numbers of immigrants from war-torn Europe, where many were 
survivors of the holocaust. This influx of different cultures brought a multiculturalism 
of tastes and richness to a society previously dominated by Anglo-Celtic culture for 
150 years. Realising the consequences of the Nazi premised nationalism which was 
used as a platform for ethnic cleansing, overt nationalist agendas declined in Australia 
as they did elsewhere.45 At the same time women, who had been mobilised into the 
work force during World War II, were encouraged to continuing working. Gadgets 
and commodities to improve our quality of life were mass produced on ‘production 
lines’ inspired by those used to make weaponry during the war. The dream of home 
ownership in the ‘lucky country’ was encouraged as a reality. To maintain the dream 
home and life style we all needed a lawn mower, a vacuum cleaner and a car. This 
increased desire for commodities escalated over following decades to include personal 
computers, mobile phones, swimming pools, central heating and world travel. 
However, there simply are not the available resources to supply everyone in the world 
with this life style—it is currently unsustainable. To remedy the climate change 
attributed to this lifestyle we are now being urged to use less, recycle more, walk to 
work and turn the lights off. 
 
By 2000, Australia’s fondness for makeshift,46 the outback, and the ‘larrikin’ or bush 
character had declined in mainstream culture. Steve Irwin, the larrikin ‘croc hunter’, 
might have been the most internationally recognised Australian, but here at home, his 
                                                 
     44.  Janet McCalman, Struggletown: Public and private life in Richmond, 1900–1965 (Carlton Vic.: 
Melbourne University Press, 1984), 14. 
 
     45.  Paul Lawrence, Nationalism: history and theory (Harlow, England; New York: Pearson 
Education, 2005) 107, ‘need for action to dampen the fires of nationalism’. 
 
     46.  Though makeshift did continue in the guise of D.I.Y. (do-it-yourself, home renovations) as did  
references to Indigenous cultures. For example, the Australian film title, Secret Men’s Business, 1999 
(Southern Star), is drawing an analogy to Indigenous ceremonies. 
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TV programs barely rated, and they were certainly not broadcast in prime time. By 
contrast, the iconic Kath and Kim, was the highest rating television show in 2007 
featuring not a scrap of makeshift. Instead it is based on the art of ‘nouveau’ tack and 
the disposable; almost ‘waste more’. This shift away from traditional values is, in part, 
from the 1950s on, a result of subsequent generations growing up within the diversity 
of multiculturalism and continued economic development or ‘high capitalism’ 
combined with the influences of globalisation.47 We no longer want to go travelling 
all over the country side with the Leyland Brothers. In contrast, ‘the land of sweeping 
plains’ has been recently portrayed as somewhere frightening as depicted the 2005 
film Wolf Creek (loosely based on the ‘Back Packer’ murders).48 The decline in 
attachment to the traditional values of makeshift and larrikinism, also corresponded 
with the rise of the Aboriginal Land Rights movement. Here Graeme Davison 
describes the times: 
The slogan of Aboriginal demonstrators on 26 January 1988, ‘White Australia has a 
Black History’, was its authentic voice. 49 
Further Davison describes the abolition of Terra Nullius: 
The most striking victory of critical history came in 1992 when six of the seven judges on 
the High Court of Australia overturned the doctrine of terra nullius—the belief held since 
the earliest days of the colonies that, since Aborigines were a nomadic people who did 
not lead a settled existence, they enjoyed none of the rights customarily associated with 
land ownership50 
These historic moments coincided with a ‘renaissance’ in Indigenous culture. Chiefly 
manifest through the arts, Aboriginal culture, the world’s oldest continuous living 
culture, is now internationally regarded.51 Indigenous painting currently represents the 
                                                 
     47.  ‘Jeff Koons’, Welt Online, http://www.welt.de/english-news/article2738283/Jeff-Koons-
celebrated-in-2008.html (accessed January 6, 2009), Jeff Koons says his 2008, Celebration Series, is a 
love song to the spirituality of high capitalism. Author’s note: This is pre economic crash. One of his 
very shiny pieces sold for $US 25 million; A homogenisation of the world through American TV, 
world travel and the communication revolution. 
 
     48.  Ivan Milat lured at least seven backpackers to their torturous deaths in remote N.S.W. bush land 
over several years from late 1980s to early 1990s. However in recent contrast Baz Luhrmann’s epic 
Australia, 2008, was an attempt to record early Australian history. 
 
     49.  Graeme Davison, The use and abuse of Australian history (St. Leonards, N.S.W.: Allen & 
Unwin, 2000), 15. 
  
     50.  Ibid. 
 
     51.  James Button, ‘Artist’s stories will live on forever in Paris museum’, Fairfax, September 10, 
2005, http://www.smh.com.au/news/arts/artists-stories-will-live-on-forever-in-paris-
museum/2005/09/09/1125772690196.html (accessed August 7, 2009). The Musée du Quai Branly, in 
Paris, incorporated the work of eight Indigenous artists in the foyer; walls, ceiling and glass façade, 
‘will change the way the world looks at Aboriginal art’.  
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outback landscape which was once the main-garde of non-Indigenous Australian art. 
Mainstream Australia’s historic hey-day of landscape painting commenced with the 
directness of the Impressionists; Tom Roberts and Author Streeton, and culminated in 
the 1980s with the paintings of Fred Williams52 and John Olsen who was influenced 
by Indigenous art.  As Indigenous art grew in stature, contemporary art in Australia 
also changed. Elements of makeshift began to emerge in visual art, where previously 
it had been the bastion of poets, lyricists and novelists.  
 
Makeshift as art 
Australia might be an isolated sparsely populated island by world standards, but we 
are certainly not immune from world trends and influences. The concept of ‘Lost and 
Found’53 along with recent art movements including Conceptual Art and the Young 
British Art movement have seen the found object or ‘ready-made’ (inspired by Dada 
artist, Marcel Duchamp’s ceramic urinal, Fountain, 1917), commonplace in galleries 
as art.54 Young British Artists took the Dada concept of a chance meeting between 
unrelated or disparate objects/subjects for the purpose ‘to shock’ and turned it into 
‘sensation’ art. Tracey Emin ‘shocked us’ when she famously made an art piece out of 
her unmade bed and associated detritus, by placing it all in a gallery context. Minimal 
artist, Martin Creed, also caused a sensation with his 2001 Turner Prize55 winning 
installation The Lights Going On and Off, in which the lights were programmed to 
periodically switch on and off in the empty gallery space. Emin and Creed’s art is 
                                                 
     52.  James Mollison, A Singular Vision: The Art of Fred Williams (Canberra: The Australian 
National Gallery, 1989), 123. Mentions Indigenous culture once in relation to Williams’ work, and it is 
in reference to Williams painting on location at an Aboriginal burial ground near Tibooburra, N.S.W. 
not in relation to any artistic influence. Whereas Ronald Berndt and Eric S. Phillips, The Australian 
Aboriginal heritage: an introduction through the arts (Sydney, Australia: Ure Smith, 1973), 296, state: 
‘Fred Williams, also a painter of the Australian bush, is a further case in point. By a process of 
simplification and ‘conventionalization’ he has arrived at something that is not so far removed from the 
rhythmic and ‘repetitive’ art of the Central Australian Aborigines, primarily expressed through the 
intricate incising on their secret-sacred boards’. 
 
     53.  Concept of Lost and Found: where an object can be abandoned, forgotten or discarded and 
rediscovered with new meaning. This can and does also occur in art. 
 
     54.  Tate online, ‘Glossary’, http://www.tate.org.uk/collections/glossary/definition.jsp?entryId=112 
(accessed May 30, 2007). Found Object: A natural or man-made object (or fragment of an object) found 
(or sometimes bought) by an artist and kept because of some intrinsic interest the artist sees in it. Found 
objects may be put on a shelf and treated as works of art in themselves, as well as providing inspiration 
for the artist. 
 
     55.  The Turner Prize is Britain’s eminent art prize, known throughout the art world for its recent 
tendency to award the prize to challenging artworks. 
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‘post Duchampian’, informed, in hindsight, by the early 20th century art and writing of 
Duchamp. 
 
Art and artists have been historically categorised into relevant movements or periods 
to facilitate discourse and view works in context. However defining categories for art, 
given the complexities of what art can be, has meant that there are artists who do not 
entirely fit within their designated category and those that intentionally flout the 
boundaries. The Art/Craft Debate56 of the 1990s opened the boundaries to all 
categories of art potentially doing away with any need for them. For example, an art 
work can now include: the crochet and embroidery of Louise Weaver; ‘consigning the 
work out to experts’ of Patricia Piccinini; or the combination of video, spoken word or 
even sound and food as art—as seen in the chocolate sculptures of Dieter Roth. The 
terminology of craftsperson is no longer appropriate to an exhibiting practitioner. 
Somehow, recently, everyone has become an artist and anything can be art especially 
if it is cultural.  
 
Within this context, my favourite art work at the Art Gallery of Ballarat is the Eureka 
flag. Not just for the historic symbol of ‘defiance against authority’ that it stands for, 
but for its fragile incomplete state, having had pieces cut from it as souvenir 
mementos of the uprising. The cut out pieces only contribute to its authenticity, 
heightening its reality, within the concept of a ‘reality’ obsessed world. It is makeshift, 
being hand made by women of the goldfields from ‘found’ woollen dress cloth and 
petticoat or bed sheeting material and clearly displays its unprofessional origins with 
its misshapen or imperfect stars.57 It has its own designated room which is darkened, 
facilitating the presentation of the work ‘as sacred’, too delicate for exposure to 
normal light. This room is not dissimilar to the darkened Rothko Room58 at the Tate 
                                                 
     56.  The Art/Craft Debate of the 1990s was principally about whether the work of practitioners in 
traditional craft mediums such as ceramics, jewellery or woodwork could be art. 
 
     57. John Huxley, ‘Stitches across time to honour Eureka flag’, Sydney Morning Herald, November 
13, 2004, http://www.smh.com.au/articles /2004/ 11/12/ 1100227582250.html (accessed July 8, 2008). 
The restorer of the original flag, Val D’Angri, thinks it was made of wool dress material and bed 
sheeting or petticoat material and is unprofessionally constructed: ‘I believe the women who made the 
first flag would have scrounged round for materials’.   
 
     58.  I visited the impressive Rothko Room at the Tate Modern in 2006. Mark Rothko made the 
impromptu donation of these paintings to the Tate following the failed Four Seasons restaurant 
commission. ‘The Tate Online’, http://www.tate.org.uk/tateetc/ issue7/ rothko.htm (accessed December 
7, 2009).’ The purpose built Rothko Chapel in Houston, Texas, houses site specific Rothko paintings. 
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Modern and I get as much ‘art’ from looking at the flag as I did from looking at the 
Mark Rothkos. Somehow this flag became art; it moved from object to art due to its 
cultural and historic significance.59  
 
Cal Swann’s article Icons of the Bush, examines the Australian phenomena of creative 
mailboxes which he says stem from the cultural tradition of making do: 
Australians have a saying ‘She’ll be right’ that covers a multitude of situations, literally 
meaning, ‘It will be alright’. In the context of the pioneer hardship, when everyone had to 
make do in the severest circumstances, few people expected sophisticated solutions or 
great craft skills. As long as it did the job, it was okay. Sharing this understanding…is 
part of belonging to the community.60 
We have all seen them by the road side in huddles made from fridges and milk cans61 
stamped with the owner’s personal individuality and creativity. Swann rightly argues 
that these objects traverse the entire spectrum from downright offensive to everyday 
art: ‘The battered oil can with flaking paint and half-obscured plot numbers glinting in 
the Australian sunlight has an attraction that may be appreciated as an art object’.62 
But he goes further, and mounts an argument for the consideration of some mail boxes 
as art: 
These days, it sometimes is difficult to distinguish folk art from professional art. The 
influences seem to operate both ways. Images of soft-drink cans or piles of bricks have 
been exhibited in galleries around the world as art…Some of the mailbox constructions 
made by untrained people may lack a few craft refinements here and there, but they often 
are indistinguishable from the art object. Taken out of the roadside environment and put 
on a modern pedestal in a white-walled gallery, many would make a fine exhibition.63 
I consider mail box art in Australia a sub-genre of ‘makeshift’. Clearly not all objects 
or mailboxes are art, but maybe, neither, within this context, should all examples of 
the traditional fine arts64 be automatically assumed art. Some objects, or instances of 
makeshift, like some paintings, make the transition to art. The question now is when 
                                                                                                                                            
 
     59.  Marshall McLuhan and Quentin Fiore, The Medium is the Massage (London: Harmondsworth, 
Middlesex: Penguin Books, 1967), 68, ‘we have now become aware of the possibility of arranging the 
entire human environment as a work of art’; The Southern Cross Station was referred to as a work of art 
for its ingenuity on television broadcast, News, H.S.V. Channel 7, Melbourne, Australia, June 23, 2007. 
 
     60.  Cal Swann, ‘Icons of the Bush’, Design Issues, vol. 19, no. 4 (2003), 76. http://search.ebscohost. 
com/ login.aspx? direct=true&db=aph&AN= 11415124&site=ehost-live (accessed July 10, 2009). 
 
     61.  Ibid, 78. Footnote 13: Cal Swann lists: buckets, buoys, chest of drawers, saucepans, microwaves 
and water tanks among the objects he has seen used for mail boxes. 
 
     62.  Ibid, 81. 
 
     63.  Ibid. 
 
     64.  Traditional fine arts including painting, drawing, sculpture and printmaking. 
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an object becomes art and who decides. Lately it has been the artist. If some 
Australian mailboxes can be considered art, then I would argue the following objects 
are also art.  
 
The found artefact 
This pot (Figure 11) was found while walking near Altona beach in Melbourne. The 
pot was in a rubbish skip outside a house that had been restumped. As it was lying in 
amongst the stumps I assumed it came from under the house and decided to retrieve it. 
I subsequently took it home and put it in the studio where it has become a 
contemplation piece. Through working in Altona for a couple of years as a carer I 
learnt that the area was originally settled by Scottish immigrants. I also know that it 
was a very poor working class area surrounded by heavy industry.65  
 
Figure 11. Found pot, Altona; Photograph: Terri Brooks, 2007. 
 
 
Figure 12. Makeshift kitchen whisk; Photograph: Terri Brooks, 2007. 
                                                 
     65.  Today, due to the industry belt around Altona it is a delightful hamlet of remnant indigenous 
vegetation and a magnificent beach front that is currently undergoing a revival especially along the 
foreshore to rival upper class Brighton on the directly opposite side of Port Phillip Bay. 
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So fascinated with this pot have I become that I have been imagining its history, for it 
looks as though it has had a long and needy life through tough times vastly different 
from the commodity-rich world we live in here today. So used was this pot that it 
literally wore out, but unlike today it was not discarded but patched up and repaired 
many times over with different size washers and bolts as more and more holes 
appeared in it to such an extent that it transformed from a functional cooking utility—
a pot—to a pot incorporating elements of ‘makeshift’. In a further process of 
discarding and rediscovery it moved—lost and found—from functionality to ‘found 
object’66 and I now consider it art. 
 
A further post-Duchampian manifestation is this makeshift ‘bush’ kitchen whisk 
(Figure 12), made from only two single strands of wire. It is structurally based on a 
coat hanger and probably originates from the Depression or War era. Skilfully bound, 
it is indicative of the woven wire techniques used during this era for fencing on farms. 
It has lost its functional usage long ago but the object still conveys the ingenuity of the 
maker giving it historical and cultural significance, therefore, I consider it also a found 
object that is art.  
 
 
Figure 13. Chimney, Menindee, N.S.W.; Photograph: Terri Brooks, 1993. 
                                                 
     66.  Josh Milani, introduction to Madonna Staunton, ed. Michael Snelling (Brisbane: Institute of 
Modern Art, 2003), 6, ‘the nature of found objects. Art of this tradition often employs re-presented 
objects that are still potentially functional, only to become art once stripped of their function’. 
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Figure 14. Kerosene tin wall, Lightning Ridge, N.S.W.; Photograph: Terri Brooks, 1996. 
 
Figure 15. Tree branch fence, ‘Wallabee Rocks’, Cabanandra via Bonang, Victoria.  
Courtesy of Angela Daley; Photograph: Angela Daley, 2006. 
 
 
 
Figure 16. Sugar sack pillow case; Photograph: Terri Brooks, 2007. 
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Fences made from tree branches, walls of houses made from kerosene tins, furniture 
made from packing cases and ‘Wagga rugs’ made from wheat sacks are further 
examples of makeshift (Figures 13–15). The pillow case (Figure 16), which is made 
from good quality cotton and kept by my grandmother was originally a sugar sack. At 
some stage ties were attached to facilitate its new function. Now, in a further 
functional twist, my rediscovery of the pillow case has turned it into art. 
 
This exegesis is about research into makeshift in Australian art. Many artists in 
Australia have, and continue to, work in this field, developing on from the tradition of 
bush arts/crafts. They include Rosalie Gascoigne, John Davis, Mandy Gunn67 and 
Lorraine Connelly-Northey. As an abstract artist, my personal interest is in the un-
discussed makeshift qualities of painting evident in a sub-genre of Australian 
abstraction. While Jackson Pollock has been appreciated for the American qualities of 
his work and Colin McCahon has been acknowledged in New Zealand for similar 
cultural reasons, Tony Tuckson has rarely been associated with mainstream Australian 
culture. This research, as I have alluded, is at times cross cultural, as is the post-
settlement history of makeshift. In the following chapter I intend to chronologically 
categorize examples of makeshift in Australian art including painting. I have decided 
to distinguish artists in two categories: artists who work with found objects and 
materials and artists who work in a makeshift manner. Having said this I acknowledge 
that there are artists who blur these boundaries. I hope to also place my own work in 
context; ‘white light’ and ‘open space’—white open—The Wide Open Road.68 
 
That’s how I think Australia works….It’s vast, 
but there’s tiny little fragile things in it.  
 John Davis69 
 
     67.  The contemporary art of Mandy Gunn, bridges the borders between makeshift and 
sustainability. She utilises traditional makeshift materials but incorporates them with an emphasis on 
recycling. 
 
     68.  David McComb, ‘Wide Open Road’, in Born Sandy Devotional, by The Triffids, cassette 
(Australia: White Hot Records, 1985–6).  
 
     69.  Ending quote. Peter Anderson, unpublished notes from a lecture given by John Davis at the 
Institute of Modern Art, Brisbane, August 5, 1980 in The Sculpture of John Davis: Places & Locations 
by Ken Scarlett (South Yarra, Vic.: Hyland House, 1988), 141. 
 
What was this style?                                                  1 
                                                                                                    
 
 
Literature Review 
 
 
Here in the Gallery of New South Wales 
Perched on its hillside by the harbour’s shore 
A mood of taste and dignity prevails: 
Cy Twombly hangs with artists who can draw. 
Barry Humphries (Ode to Olley) 
 
The geographic isolation of Australia from Europe, probably contributed to Robert 
Hughes’ observation that: 
Three decades passed between the cubist revolution in France and the first efforts to 
grasp its meaning in Australia.2 
In Melbourne in the late 1950s Barry Humphries staged ‘dada’ performances and 
Sidney Nolan made Schwitters-inspired Christmas card collages in 1940.3 But it was 
not until the early 1960s that a larrikin group of Sydney artists including Colin 
Lanceley, Michael Brown and Ross Crothall, calling themselves the ‘Annandale 
Imitation Realists’,4 drew critical attention to their work compiled from found objects 
and collage. Championed by Elwyn Lynn and John Olsen, the group’s haphazard 
‘boundary busting’ assemblages consisted of scrounged materials such as house paint 
(including the lids), cheap toys, scrap material and furniture. Whilst reference is made 
to the influence of Marcel Duchamp and Kurt Schwitters, Hughes suggests however 
                                                 
     1.  Top photograph. Green stone axe head, found in jumble box at Chiltern, Victoria, and found 
implement. Photograph: Terri Brooks, 2007. 
 
     2.  Robert Hughes, The Art of Australia, 2nd ed. (Ringwood, Vic.: Penguin Books, 1970), 313. 
 
     3.  Mervyn Horton, ed., Present Day Art in Australia (Sydney: Ure Smith, 1969), 7; Hughes, The Art 
of Australia, 251. 
 
     4.  Annandale is the name of an inner-city suburb of Sydney. 
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that the exuberant work owes more to ‘folk-art incrustation’5 than high art, as the 
Imitation Realists had not seen the American Pop Art or collage of Robert 
Rauschenberg, ‘to which theirs compared’.6 Hughes also refers to the influence of 
Sepik art:  
In the early 1960s the Sydney artworld was saturated in Melanesian art, particularly from 
the Sepik. One could not be unfamiliar with it.7 
In Colin Lanceley’s own words: 
What we admired so much in primitive art was that it declared itself. It was unambiguous 
and rough and direct8 
Figure 17. Colin Lanceley, Self Portrait, 1961. Oils and enamel on carved wood, 47.5x35.5 cm. 
Originally exhibited on the underside of a small wooden coffee table. 
Reproduced from Lanceley, Colin Lanceley, 33. 
 
Colin Lanceley, Self Portrait,9 1961 (Figure 17), is obscure, personal and abstract in 
content, the jumbled words offering only hinted clues to its intended meaning. Made 
from found wood, the format references New Guinea masks from the Sepik region. In 
addition, the text-like mark making utilises an all over technique evident in some 
                                                 
     5. Robert Hughes, introduction to Colin Lanceley / with an introduction by Robert Hughes; and 
interview by William Wright, by Colin Lanceley, (Seaforth, N.S.W.: Craftsman House, 1987), 9. 
 
     6.  Ibid, 9. 
 
     7.  Ibid, 8. 
  
     8.  William Wright interview with Colin Lanceley, ibid, 20. 
 
     9.  This work is not typical of the later body of work produced by Lanceley as he moved towards 
Pop. It is also not ‘typical’ of Imitation Realism which was loud and chaotic. 
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Maori and New Guinea design, some traditional Aboriginal bark painting and later 
contemporary painting. While in keeping with the mid 20th century modernist idiom 
for Western artists to borrow and adapt art techniques and ideas from World 
Indigenous cultures, this object is also distinctly ‘Australian’ in character. Firstly, 
Lanceley has utilised whatever was at ‘hand’ leaving the rough, chipped edges and 
weathered patina visible in the completed work. Secondly, it is unpretentious, or 
direct, ‘I hate a man that blows’,10 as there is little attention paid to ‘polish’ or 
cosmetic decoration. But what also distinguishes this portrait from art of the time 
made elsewhere is the utilisation or melding of technique associated with both local 
Indigenous and Western cultures. According to Christopher Heathcote, writers and 
critics at the time had difficulty classifying the work of the ‘Imitation Realists’: 
Weaving through most reviews was a confusion over what to call the ‘Imitation Realism’. 
Several writers opted for pop art, yet the works resembled neither the European nor 
American varieties of pop. What was this style? Imitation Realism represented a 
complete disregard for accepted artistic values. It was rough and loud and gaudy...Their 
chaotic works combined elements of expressionism, folk art, children’s drawings and 
primitive art, and depicted a private demonology11 
 
Objects 
The following section is dedicated to artists who predominantly utilise found 
materials. The listed works often conform to prevailing international art trends at the 
time of production, while the content is diverse and the technique ranges from 
abstraction to figurative realism. What distinguishes or unites the work is the cultural 
reference made, perhaps consciously or intuitively, to Australian makeshift via the 
artists’ choice of materials and methods of production—‘what was this style?’12 
 
Sculptor, Robert Klippel, was an associate of Lanceley who returned to Australia in 
1963 after spending several years in America. He was concerned with welded scrap 
metal collage,13 sometimes totemic in format. While his choice to use cast metal 
                                                 
     10.  Banjo Paterson, see ‘Appendix I’. 
 
     11.  Christopher Heathcote, A quiet revolution: The Rise of Australian Art, 1946–1968 (Melbourne, 
Australia: Text Publishing, 1995), 176. 
 
     12.  I consider makeshift slightly different to the post-modern association with bricolage where the 
technique of bricolage can be as diverse or disparate as the objects or materials of production. The 
focus in this research is the use of materials in an Australian cultural makeshift way (egalitarian, direct, 
economic) which stems from the cultural adaptation of makeshift practice affected by place. 
 
     13.  Hughes introduction to Colin Lanceley by Lanceley, 11. 
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fragments could be considered makeshift, Klippel’s technique at this time was 
internationally informed by the American sculptor David Smith. The same could not 
be said for the sculptures of John Davis. A contemporary of land artists including 
Robert Smithson and Richard Long, Davis’ poignant work was informed by an 
interest in Japanese aesthetics but is distinctly Australian. Still underrated, Ken 
Scarlett says the regionalism of Davis’ work gained him international recognition but 
‘given time, we will understand the unique qualities of John Davis’ contribution’.14 It 
is fragile work made of the land directly reflecting that fragility. John Davis used 
materials from the natural environment, twigs, leaves and mud to create his ephemeral 
work. Scarlett explains the influence of makeshift to Davis’ technique: 
Like the early builders in the bush, who used natural timber and simple, often improvised 
methods of construction, Davis built his sculptures of partly sawn, but mainly undressed 
branches and twigs, bark and all. The scale was different, so instead of twists of fencing 
wire to give extra strength and stability, he used cotton or string.15 
 
Figure 18. John Davis, Lake Mournoul. III, 1989. 
Eucalyptus twigs, paper, calico, bondcrete, bitumous paint, 92x135x45 cm. 
Courtesy of John Buckley Contemporary Collection; Photograph: Daniel Dorall. 
 
John Davis, Lake Mournoul. III, 1989 (Figure 18), is typical of the artist. Made 
from found materials—eucalyptus twigs and cheap ingredients from the 
hardware store which were also ‘depression’ mainstays such as calico, bitumen 
                                                 
     14.  Scarlett, The Sculpture of John Davis, 185. 
 
     15.  Ibid, 143–145. 
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and brown paper, Davis has chosen to use the antithesis of expensive 
‘professional’ artist’s materials such as bronze casting and oil on linen.16 The 
imagery of the fish or boat-shaped structure possibly symbolising a totem of 
Lake Mournoul is depicted in ‘earthy bush’ colours. The simple and 
unprofessional construction technique, suggesting ‘anyone could do it’, 
facilitates an inclusive, or egalitarian response focussed instead on the artist’s 
ingenuity. Additionally, the realised image of the fish/boat has more to do with 
childlike drawing, or Indigenous iconography than the figurative realism 
associated with Western art traditions. 
 
In the work of John Davis and Lanceley’s Self Portrait, as indeed in the history 
of Australian makeshift, there is an undeniable link with Indigenous art and 
culture. Peter Anderson quotes John Davis: 
the relationship is coincidental, as he [says he] “never looked at Aboriginal art until after 
I started making this. I suppose I’ve got to realise I’m going to have a similar quality to 
Aboriginal art, because I’m using the same kind of materials that they do, by making 
things out of the landscape and twigs…But the motivations that I have in this area are 
completely different, and I see a lot of ‘Western’ attitudes coming through in the work. 
So the ‘Aboriginal’ attitude is not really that strong.”17 
Also, according to Scarlett: 
The similarities between the work of John Davis and the Aborigines are based on two 
things: they both use the materials they find in the bush and they both have a great love 
and respect for the Australian landscape. Twigs, sticks, water-washed rocks, bark, mud 
and simple methods of construction by tying, give the finished products a superficial 
resemblance.18 
Makeshift methods, the source material as the land and a ‘love of land’, in my view, 
can create the ‘Australian patina’ or a technical commonality. As in many cases of 
Australian makeshift, the resemblance to Indigenous art is visual, stylistic, or as was 
the case of early makeshift, about functional adaptability and grappling with an alien 
landscape.  
 
                                                 
     16.  This was confirmed to me by Ken Scarlett during a brief meeting at an Eastgate Gallery opening 
on March 25, 2009. He said Davis was a naturally frugal person who wanted to make art using 
‘Australian materials’. 
 
     17.  Peter Anderson, unpublished notes of a lecture given by John Davis, in The Sculpture of John 
Davis, by Scarlett, 134. 
 
     18.  Scarlett, ibid, 134. 
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Rosalie Gascoigne scrounged around tips in the Monaro region of N.S.W. for 
particular pieces of corrugated iron, soft drink boxes, old pieces of linoleum, and 
weathered road signs which she then reassembled as environmental statements. 
Makeshift in the use of discarded objects and incorporating a technically minimal, 
direct approach, her assemblages from weathered materials, are interwoven with an 
early focus on Japanese Ikebana (floral arrangement) and folk art to later minimalist 
reductionism. Monaro, 1989 (130.8x457.4 cm), is an epic portrait of the undulating 
land of the Monaro region. Gascoigne captures the essence of that landscape by 
simulating the typography of the grasslands and scrub in a repetitive assemblage of 
dismantled thinly sliced painted soft drink crates. A primary influence for Gascoinge 
was lyrical abstract painters including Ken Whisson and Howard Hodgkin, and the 
spiritual ‘presence’ work of Mark Rothko and Colin McCahon.19 Gascoigne conjures 
the landscape and could see both the childlike drawing of Cy Twombly and the grass 
patterns of the Monaro fields in the environmental weathering of this discarded road 
sign (Figure 19).20 Clouds 2, 1992 (137x101 cm), is complied of two pieces of broken 
linoleum on board. Gascoigne sees this work as ‘a Rothko’21 but I see it as 
reminiscent of Rover Thomas, who said when he saw a Rothko ‘that fella paints like 
me’.22 There are visual similarities to Indigenous art throughout her later work 
including the use of repetition and subtle shifts of patterning. However her use of 
shifting patterns and repetition could equally be sourced from direct observations of 
e landscape.  
 
th
Figure 19. Reflective Road sign, Canberra region. 
Reproduced from MacDonald, Rosalie Gascoigne, 31. 
                                                 
     19.  Vici MacDonald, Rosalie Gascoigne, ed. Steve Bush (Sydney: Regaro, 1998), 32. 
 
     20.  Ibid, 30. 
 
     21.  Ibid, 52. 
 
     22.  Belinda Carrigan, ed., Rover Thomas, I want to paint (Perth, W.A.: Heytesbury Pty Ltd T/as 
Holmes A Court Gallery, 2003), 50. 
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Makeshift via choice of popular ‘depression’ materials and activities such as soap 
carving, knitting and the reuse of empty sardine tins as a base for sculpture, is integral 
to the complex multi-layered work of Fiona Hall. Hall differs from either Davis or 
Gasgcoine in that her work employs technical complexity including figurative realism 
and the use of available technologies. In this respect her work is innovative. Politics, 
consumerism, war and Aboriginal Land Rights are subjects for Hall.  Jim Logan 
regards ‘most of the work of Fiona Hall’23 as folk-derived. For example in, Scar 
tissue, 2003–4, Hall created perfect replicas of body parts and toys out of knitted 
video tape thriftily reusing the tape made redundant by the introduction of DVDs. The 
national recognition of the folk inspired work of Gascoigne and Hall coincided and 
seems likely to have facilitated a regenerated interest in ‘everyday art’. 
 
Every day art becomes high art 
when roughness is beauty 
                                                  Henry Adams (Mont-Saint-Michel and Chartres) 
 
Made from cheap, worthless or found materials and unprofessionally constructed 
everyday art, or folk art, or bush craft, was until recently, not considered ‘fine’ or 
‘high’ art.24 As a consequence, in Australia, little was museum-documented or 
collected.25 The notion of the found object as art and the rise of culture as art, most 
clearly manifest in installation art, has assisted the reconsideration of everyday art as 
‘art as culture’. Whether made for decorative purposes or a specific function, these 
‘waste not, want not’ cultural objects are now considered worthy of collection and 
documentation for the very reasons they were once ignored. Promoter and private 
collector of this ‘vernacular tradition’, Lord Alistair McAlpine, helped generate 
interest for the exhibition, Bush Toys and Furniture at the Powerhouse museum, 
1990.26 Later, Jim Logan curated Everyday Art, Australian Folk Art, National Gallery 
                                                 
     23.  Jim Logan, Everyday Art, Australian Folk Art (Canberra, Australia: National Gallery of 
Australia, 1998), 8. 
 
     24.  Everyday art is a current term for both folk art and bush craft. Folk art is a generic term used 
throughout the world. Bush craft was a mostly Australian term used to refer to craft arising from and 
using materials found in the landscape. Additionally ‘tramp art’ is also appearing as a term. All terms 
are in current use. 
 
     25.  Bush Toys and Furniture, 2. 
 
     26.  Ibid. 
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of Australia, Canberra, 1998.27 This exhibition catalogue covers all facets of folk art 
including weaving, furniture making and ceramics. Here, Logan likens a kitchen 
cupboard included in the exhibition to abstract painting: 
The dresser is made up from a slab style construction…It has a recycled, worn and 
damaged surface…and looks almost like an abstract painting if one imagines it viewed in 
two dimensions, very beautiful.28 
A selection of Indigenous crafts which Logan determined to be folk art were also 
exhibited and, in the cases cited, the imagery is Western-influenced or contains 
depictions of Westerners: 
but nonetheless there are items, made by Aboriginal craftworkers since European 
settlement, to which the Western definition of folk art can be applied. Among these are 
works that in their design reflect centuries-old traditions of indigenous art and object-
making…[others] were made as a result of the influence of Western culture since 
colonization, sometimes even to the point of being fabricated with the detritus of settler 
society.29 
Alternatively, he says: 
The making of skin blankets and rugs is one notable example of indigenous tradition 
being taken up by the colonial settlers. Few examples of indigenous origin survive except 
in photographs and drawings30 
 
 
 
Figure 20. Lorraine Connelly-Northey, Tin Basket with Feathers, circa 2006. 
Found materials, 55x13 cm (round); Photograph: Terri Brooks, 2007. 
 
                                                 
     27. Logan, Everyday Art. 
 
     28.  Ibid, 24. 
 
     29.  Ibid, 9. 
 
     30.  Ibid. 
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Lorraine Connelly-Northey, an Indigenous artist, makes traditional utilities such as 
narrbongs (string bags) and possum skin cloaks out of found scrap metal (Figure 20). I 
consider this work to also incorporate elements of ‘makeshift’ as the bag is made from 
a discarded down pipe. Below, Connelly-Northey explains: 
I resisted the temptation to purchase canvas and instead opted for the next best thing to 
stripping trees of their bark canvas—canvas of rusted corrugated iron from old dumps.31 
 
There are many more artists currently working in Australia who incorporate the use of 
found objects tied to makeshift. Following is a list of other established artists working 
in this tradition including the wild wood furniture of Gay Hawkes; the stacked aged 
cooking utensils of Donna Marcus; Victor Meertens’ hammered monoliths of painted 
galvanised steel; Mandy Gunn’s woven shredded recycled telephone directories 
(though I think her work is also sustainable);32 Madonna Staunton’s concrete poetry 
of assembled everyday detritus; the environmental assemblages of Isobel Davies; 
Mary Lou Pavlovic’s ‘hundreds and thousands’ coated tools; the ‘mop’ thread 
embroidery of Greer Honeywill; the intimate matchbox sculptures of Eugene 
Carchesio; the car bonnet cut outs of Tom Risley;  and the driftwood beach toys of 
George Alamidis (Figure 21). 
 
Figure 21. George Alamidis, Threatened Species, from the series, found beach materials, 2006–8. 
Courtesy of George Alamidis; Photograph: George Alamidis. 
 
In an act of larrikinism to rival the Imitation Realists the sculpture by Anton Hart, 
Every fucked painting I ever made, 2001 (Figure 22), is typically Australian makeshift 
without drawing reference to the history of bush or folk art. The title is funny, self 
loathing, unpretentious, self mocking but also poignant as it portrays every artist’s 
                                                 
     31.  Lorraine Connelly-Northey in Cross currents (St Kilda, Vic.: Linden, St Kilda Centre for 
Contemporary Arts, 2005), n.p.    
 
     32.  Sustainable art places a further emphasis on recycling and environmental concerns. 
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frustration and doubt. In makeshift style he makes the most of a ‘bad’ situation by 
humorously combining his complete body of unsatisfactory work in a body-bag 
format suggesting, ‘you are what you paint’. The work also appears to look like 
rubbish bound by everyday plastic and gaffer tape ready for speedy disposal, 
presumably at the end of the exhibition. 
 
Figure 22. Anton Hart, Every fucked painting I’ve ever made, 2001. Paintings, gaffer tape and vinyl. 
Reproduced from Top Floor Gallery Website. 
 
Following is a description by Wendy Walker of Hart’s approach to his work which 
seems to encapsulate all facets of makeshift. Indeed, Walker here describes his 
painting surface as makeshift: 
It is evidence of human presence in the world, the marks, the residue of their 
struggles…Covering an entire wall of the gallery, the many small and differently-sized 
canvas boards of the ongoing project Local Storms (2002–06) were purchased from a 
local newsagent, according to the sizes available at the time of purchase. Perversely 
bound with grey and black gaffer tape…these panels underscored his enduring preference 
for commonplace materials…There is symbolism too in the unprecious method of fixing 
the panels to the wall of the gallery, as a single nail is hammered through the surface of 
each canvas…the crudeness, the wrinkling and makeshift nature of the surfaces of Hart’s 
consciously disordered geometric backgrounds. Courting awkwardness…hints at a 
certain vulnerability.33 
Walker refers to the symbolism of using a single nail hammered through the work to 
affix it to the gallery wall, which is a self depreciating or unartful act. But is the 
                                                 
     33.  Wendy Walker, ‘Anton Hart: Thenatureofthings, South Australian School of Art Gallery, 
Adelaide 2 November–23 November 2006’, Artlink vol. 27 no. 1 (2006), http://www.artlink.com.au/ 
articles.cfm?id=2942 (accessed June 15 2007).  
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symbolism also driving Hart the documented fact that Tony Tuckson34 used the same 
hanging technique to fix Aboriginal bark paintings to the wall at the Art Gallery of 
New South Wales35…or in Hart’s and Tuckson’s case is it just a coincidence, or 
random cultural acts of makeshift? Larrikinism, makeshift and Dada have quite a lot 
in common. In retrospect, the Imitation Realists heralded a genre in Australian Art. 
Indeed, Lanceley, within this context could be considered Australia’s ‘Duchamp’. 
 
Painting 
 
Australians tend to paint in a direct, unselfconscious way, unworried by 
too great an acquaintance with self-debilitating doubts…the result is a 
certain bravura and confidence, a readiness to grapple with the major 
theme and make the large statement. 
Craig McGregor (Profile of Australia, 1966) 
 
‘Straightening the record’ a makeshift history 
Until the later stages of the 20th century, makeshift and larrikinism were visual, 
integrated components of everyday Australian life and culture. As a consequence our 
leaders and heroes were at times larrikins, the list including our Prime Ministers 
(Labor leaders Bob Hawke and Paul Keating), sporting legends like cricketer Doug 
Walters, and writers including Frank Hardy. Makeshift was at the same time part of 
the ‘how to’ of daily life, from the back streets of Richmond to the outback. However, 
Australian painting history, which has always affirmed a cultural basis,36 appears to 
have omitted makeshift as a reference or influence in painting.  
 
Tom Roberts captured the ‘bush ethos’ in his paintings from the 1890s including A 
break away! 1891. Bernard Smith says, ‘Roberts may well have helped to create an 
Australian egalitarian mythos’.37 Robert’s imagination, according to Hughes, 
captured: 
                                                 
     34.  Ian Fairweather also used this technique to hang his work up in his hut at Bribie Island. Perhaps 
this is where Tuckson got the idea from (Tuckson admired Fairweather greatly). 
 
     35.  Daniel Thomas, Renée Free and Geoffrey Legge, Tony Tuckson (Roseville, N.S.W.: Craftsman 
House, 1989), 20. 
 
     36.  Meaning that participating in and looking at art has historically been considered a ‘cultural’ 
activity. 
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virtues of mateship, courage and adaptability, hard work and resourcefulness are the very 
ones Lawson celebrated in his short stories…indicates a growing sense of cultural 
identity. These virtues were thought distinctively—even uniquely—Australian.38 
Roberts’ painting technique39 was direct (James Smith in the Argus described the 
impressionism as ‘slap-dash brushwork’ equal to ‘primeval chaos’)40 and makeshift 
was part of his way of life. The Heidelberg School (including Roberts, Arthur Streeton 
and Frederick McCubbin) ‘camped rough’ in an empty house in Summit Drive, 
Eaglemont, to paint the golden summers, and according to Geoffrey Dutton: 
they lived in an eight-roomed wooden dwelling where they made beds from saplings and 
floursacks [sic] and painted cedar cigar box lids41 
These paintings, many on makeshift supports, resulted in the most famous exhibition 
in Australia’s history, the 9 by 5 Impression Exhibition held in Melbourne in 1889, so 
called because the cigar box lids they painted on measured that size in Imperial 
inches. It could be considered a makeshift act. However, while knowledge42 of the 
Dada art movement in France may have contributed to the popularity of folk art in 
Australia in the 1920s, Dada had no impact on mainstream painting in Australia. The 
small art world of the time was a political field where conservatism ruled. The 
mainstream emphasis remained on figurative realism and the portrayal of myth and 
legend right up until Russell Drysdale depicted the desolation of the outback and 
isolation of bush towns and its inhabitants including Indigenous Australians. It was 
not until Sidney Nolan painted the Ned Kelly series, 1946–47, on board using enamel 
paints, in a rough, direct, amateur manner, that the Sunday Telegraph termed ‘folk 
art’43 in 1964 and Elwyn Lynn has linked to Roberts for Nolan’s casual style,44 that 
                                                                                                                                            
     37.  Bernard Smith, The Death of the Artist as Hero: essays in history and culture. (Melbourne: 
Oxford University Press, 1988), 4. 
 
     38.  Hughes, The Art of Australia, 59. 
 
     39.  Roberts painted in a direct, competent, painterly manner influenced by the Spaniards Casas and 
Valezquez. See ‘Appendix iii’. 
 
     40.  James Smith, ‘An Impressionist Exhibition’, Argus, August 17, 1889, 10. 
 
     41.  Geoffrey Dutton, Tom Roberts, 2nd ed. (Sydney: Mallard Press, 1989), 16; Mary Eagle, The oil 
paintings of Arthur Streeton in the National Gallery of Australia (Canberra: National Gallery of 
Australia, 1994), 77. Streeton and Roberts also painted on draper’s boards measuring 5x28 inches. 
 
     42.  I presume news of Dada would have reached Australia in the 1920s. 
 
     43.  Edwin Mullins, ‘Spotlight on Painters’, Sunday Telegraph, July 5, 1964, 10. ‘True folk-art like 
this is only possible in conditions of total isolation from a sophisticated European tradition of painting’. 
 
     44.  Elwyn Lynn, Sidney Nolan: myth and imagery (London: Macmillan, 1967), 20. ‘Tom Roberts 
could record the landscape and its toilers with a casual style that links him to Nolan’.   
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there was again direct reference to makeshift in painting. While William Dobell and 
Margaret Preston among others painted their experiences as Australians, Margaret 
Olley says of herself: ‘I’ve always been an improviser—I’m my father’s daughter’.45 
Olley’s work has been described to me as ‘rough Matisse’.46  
 
Abstraction: ‘you are what you paint’ 
Modernity introduced brut47 to painting via the interpretation of the psychological 
theories of Sigmund Freud and Carl Jung and Indigenous art (then termed primitive) 
exported to Europe from the colonies. While Pablo Picasso and Jean Dubuffet in 
Europe pushed their painting toward abstraction spurred by the influence of African 
masks and the drawings of children and ‘outsiders’48 respectively, in Australia, the 
predominant boundaries for painting remained figuration, surrealism and 
expressionism until the 1950s.49  Australian culture was portrayed in painting by the 
use of the narrative and symbolism. The further advent and infiltration of world 
modernist art movements including Abstract Expressionism, Arte Povera and Pop Art, 
introduced additional possibilities.50 Materials and process took centre stage, with 
‘happenings’ and Performance Art soon to follow in the 1960s. Paintings could now 
have multiple delivery platforms for meaning, via subject, process and materials 
(including collage and objects). Jackson Pollock, the attributed inventor of Abstract 
Expressionism, was promoted at the time as a true American, a Western frontier man 
who also referenced American Indian art as a point of inspiration. Other artists 
                                                 
     45.  Stewart, Margaret Olley, 175. 
 
     46.  Paulynne Pogorelske in conversation with author, November, 2007. 
 
     47.  Brut art refers to tapping raw, innate or primal (even subconscious) responses. 
 
     48.  ‘Outsiders’ refers to people with intellectual and or psychological challenges. 
 
     49.  Figuration: general term for realism with a discernable narrative. Surrealism: art movement 
founded on the manifestos of Andre Breton, realising the subconscious world of dreams. Australian 
exponents of this style, Albert Tucker, James Gleeson; Abstract artists Sam Atyeo and Roy DeMaistre 
were two exceptions who both worked overseas for long periods. 
 
     50.  In America, Jackson Pollock’s drip paintings of the late 1940s to early 1950s signalled a new 
arrival, wave, or ‘ism’ in Western art history. He looked to ‘Indigenous arts’ within the Jungian concept 
of a collective unconscious to source methods unencumbered by Western civilisation and cited amongst 
his influences American Indian painting. Pollock was lionised, a hard living, hard drinking, frontier 
man, an ‘all American hero’. Other abstract expressionists included Willem de Kooning and Mark 
Rothko; Arte Povera was an Italian movement in the 1960s. Literally meaning ‘poor art’. Opened 
possibilities for technique and choice of materials. Anything could be art, especially humble objects and 
processes. Tàpies was a Spanish advocate of Arte Povera, often found and scrounged materials made it 
on to paintings, including, clothes, wood and bandages. 
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including abstractionist Antonio Tàpies, and the multi-disciplined Joseph Beuys, were 
internationally regarded for both their historically ground-breaking art, and the 
symbolic cultural references present in their work often sourced from the ‘everyday’. 
For example, Tàpies, a Catalan, referenced political graffiti from the walls of 
Barcelona, fragments of local architecture and traditional Spanish domestic crafts 
including its distinctive lace work. Beuys, in his collage, sculpture and performances 
used a myriad of ordinary materials including house paint, fat, and wool and felt (in 
greys and fawns) which are German ‘warm’ materials. Regionally, in New Zealand, 
Colin McCahon based his religious/spiritual text on religious graffiti51 painted with 
house paint and brush by amateurs. In Australia, abstract artists frequently referenced 
the Australian landscape and looked to Indigenous art within an accepted modernist 
canon as had the previous generations of artists including Preston and Drysdale. But 
the ‘brut’ in lyrical abstraction, whether consciously or not, I argue also came from 
larrikinism and/or the use of materials aligned with makeshift.  
 
While there is no reference in the current monographs to makeshift or making do as 
descriptive terminology for the work of Tony Tuckson, Ian Fairweather or Elwyn 
Lynn I believe ‘rough and ready’ cultural makeshift codes or mannerisms also 
informed the painting process and choice of materials of these leading Australian 
lyrical abstractionists. These cultural values include directness, economy, the notion 
of anyhow and a lack of pretentiousness or egalitarianism. That these cultural values 
have been overlooked in their work has, in my opinion, been to the detriment of 
Australian abstraction. Below, Hughes confirms that technique can deliver cultural 
content. Here he is speaking in relation to a small portrait of Tom Roberts by Ramon 
Casas which Roberts brought back to Australia and, according to Hughes, changed the 
course of Australian art history: 
Hence the odd sensation the passing Australian has when he sees early Casas for the first 
time in the Museum of Modern Art in Barcelona—the painter could be an Australian 
doing Spanish subjects. Catalan impressionism, sired by two Americans, was to have an 
inspiring and decisive effect on art on the far side of the world52 
To further exemplify this point, John Olsen, the quintessential larrikin artist, who also 
sojourned to Spain the century after Roberts ‘deliberately imbued his work with an 
                                                 
     51.  Marja Bloem and Martin Browne, Colin McCahon: A question of faith (Amsterdam, Holland: 
Craig Potton and Stedilijk Museum Amsterdam, 2003), 36.  
 
     52.  Robert Hughes, Barcelona (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1992), 429. 
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irreverent, almost unfinished, quality’53 in his series of paintings, You Beaut Country 
1961–63.54 (For a full account of this Spanish influence see ‘Appendix iii’.) 
 
Ian Fairweather is considered by many as Australia’s greatest gestural abstractionist. 
His intuitive semi-abstract work is loose and direct, assisted by his serious dedication 
to the translation of Mandarin and interest in calligraphy following many years living 
in Asia. Here, Donald Friend describes Fairweather’s living quarters on Bribie Island: 
The huts he has built have a strange beauty of the same order as his paintings…rustic 
benches, favourite twisted pieces of driftwood…Four or five paintings, unfinished, 
glimmered on the end wall: they are on cheap cardboard, and the paints he uses of cheap 
powder colours55 
Further, Meg Stewart says: 
Photographs of Fairweather at work…show him with a pipe in one hand and a house 
painter’s brush in the other, with a large assortment of open, dribbled-down paint tins 
nearby.56 
Typical of the modernist milieu he worked within he looked to Indigenous art to 
inform his painting. He employed an x-ray technique, flattened his painting field and 
adopted a similar palette representing the landscape, one of ochres, whites and blacks. 
In sympathy with Chinese aesthetes, Fairweather chose truth to self and art over 
material comfort. He lived his life in terms of ‘free will’, at times harrowing and 
isolated. One well-documented incident nearly cost him his life. He decided to go to 
Timor and made a raft out of aircraft debris found on a Darwin beach and set sail. His 
last camp on Bribie Island was made from grass, tree fern fronds and discarded 
linoleum used as roofing. He took this ‘make do’ approach to life over into his 
painting, for ‘Fairweather was a great improviser, using whatever materials were at 
hand’.57 When Macquarie Galleries sent him a roll of canvas to use in the hope he 
would make structurally ‘sounder’ paintings, he instead used the canvas to secure his 
hut and kept painting on his cardboard off-cuts.58 His late phase was painted with 
                                                 
     53.  John Olsen, Journey into You Beaut Country no. 2, 1961, Queensland Art Gallery, 
http://www.qag.qld.gov.au/collection/australian_art_to_1970/john_olsen (accessed April 25, 2008). 
 
     54.  Deborah Hart, John Olsen, 2nd ed. (Sydney: Craftsman House, 2000), 57–8. 
 
     55.  Paul Hetherington, The Diaries of Donald Friend: Volume 3, ed. Anne Gray (Canberra: 
National Library of Australia, 2005), 550–1.  
 
     56.  Stewart, Margaret Olley, 354. 
 
     57.  Doug Hall, foreword to Fairweather, by Murray Bail (Brisbane: Art & Australia Books: 
Queensland Art Gallery, 1994), 6. 
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cheap house paints and gouache on cardboard using house painters’ brushes.59 This 
‘no fuss’ simplicity is the beauty of his work. He must have been comfortable with 
these materials and he could be ‘himself’ in his landscape, in the same way that I 
imagine Davis was comfortable with twigs and brown paper or Gasgoine was 
comfortable with discarded materials ‘found’ in the landscape—art can be about 
enacting the self. 
 
Figure 23. Ian Fairweather, Talking, 1954. Gouache on cardboard, 35.5x46.6 cm. 
Reproduced from Bail, Ian Fairweather, 113. 
 
Heathcote’s description of the ‘combined elements’ of the Imitation Realist style 
(without the loud and gaudy) could also describe Fairweather’s work. The drawing is 
‘childlike’ or unprofessional, there is reference to makeshift materials, Indigenous art, 
a fluid relaxed expressionism which is not decorative and the imagery and 
iconography is personal/abstract. Talking, 1954 (Figure 23), is a predominantly black 
and white work, the group of figures is flattened and patterned as might occur in 
Indigenous rock painting. The simplicity of line to the bare essentials and the fluid 
casual application of paint, recall ‘rough and ready’ makeshift qualities such as 
expedience, directness and a lack of pretension. There is no attempt to tidy the ends of 
lines or worry about the loaded brush running dry. In calligraphic terms, the most 
direct path has been opted for. Fairweather’s improvised paintings are an equal legacy 
                                                                                                                                            
     58.  Ashley Crawford, ‘Ian Fairweather’, Art Collector, issue 27, (2004), http://www.artcollector. 
net.au/files/files/Artist%20profiles/Issue%2027/Issue27_Jan2004_Fairweather.pdf (accessed August 
16, 2009). 
 
     59.  Fairweather’s flat or ‘no sheen’ surface could also be considered ‘unpretentious’. 
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perhaps to Chinese aesthetics, Indigenous art and the directness of Australian 
makeshift.  
Elwyn Lynn, widely known for his art criticism and writing,60 was an Australian 
matter painter. Matter painting was a facet of abstraction concerned with the 
metaphysics of phenomena, placing emphasis on the experimental use of texture, 
material additives and process. A leading exponent was the Italian artist, Alberto Burri 
who sometimes burnt his work. Lynn, a contemporary of Peter Clarke, also went 
further than emulation of an international style, he personalised his painting. 
Described by Peter Pinson as possessing a ‘roughly hewn larrikinism’,61 Lynn says of 
his childhood in Junee, ‘You were always conscious of soil.’62 Junee, in south central 
N.S.W., is ‘Drysdale country’ being susceptible to drought and isolation (Figure 24). 
Lynn’s personal photographs are of simple but iconic constructs in the landscape such 
as weathered shed walls of rusted corrugated iron. The references to land through 
cracked, furrowed and incised texture, range from dark brooding salutations of the 
landscape to more celebratory works, and are a direct reference to his origins. Whilst 
the concept and technique are informed by European artists including Tàpies, 
Dubuffet and Duchamp, Lynn also follows on from the bleakness of Drysdale. 
 
 
Figure 24. Buried skull, Lightning Ridge; Photograph: Terri Brooks, 1996. 
                                                 
     60.  ‘Elwyn Lynn’, GLF Fine Art, http://www.gflfineart.com/LYNN/main.asp (accessed December 
29, 2007). ‘He served as the chair of the Visual Arts Board of the Australia Council and at different 
times performed the task of art critic for The Bulletin, the Weekend Australian and the Sunday Mirror. 
He was curator of the Power Gallery of Contemporary Art for fourteen years and edited some of 
Australia’s more influential arts magazines including Art and Australia and Quadrant’. 
 
     61.  Peter Pinson, Elwyn Lynn: metaphor + texture (St Leonards, N.S.W.: Craftsman House, 2002), 
24. 
 
     62.  Ibid, 13. 
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Lynn’s choice of materials and the use of those materials is Australian. Makeshift 
‘depression’ or ‘bush’ materials are favoured, and include sewn hessian sacs, packing 
crates, cardboard, rope, and brown paper. These cheap, everyday materials, were then 
sometimes torn, and used in an intentionally ‘not too flash manner’. Bound rope 
around sticks, is also sometimes used in a competent, solid, bushman-like manner. His 
paintings are ‘made’ rather than ‘professionally’ painted, with apparent additives to 
the traditional artist’s paint including glue, earth pigments and sand. As a 
consequence, the works appear to be the residue of play, or freewheeling 
improvisation. The result: the conjuring of landscape through enactment.  
 
Anyone can paint 
Tony Tuckson held his first solo exhibition at Watters Gallery in 1970. Prior to this 
date he largely painted in private. The milieu of the late 1960s was one of 
‘Internationalism’. The legendary The field exhibition of 1968 at the inaugural 
opening of the renewed National Gallery of Victoria focussed on Hard-Edge63 and 
Minimalist64 abstraction, which heralded a change from the preceding decades of 
academic or conservative regionalism.65 Tuckson’s work has been reviewed within 
this international context; he is promoted as the major Australian exponent of Abstract 
Expressionism or Lyrical Abstraction, an international style with American origins. 
Alternatively, he is regarded as prophetic66 in his foretelling of the Indigenous art 
revolution that would soon follow. Little reference is paid to other regional or 
Australian qualities in Tuckson’s work. Possibly due to this oversight, and in a similar 
vein to ‘what was this style’ of the ‘Annandale Imitation Realists’, Australian 
abstraction languishes by international comparisons.67  
                                                 
     63.  Hard-Edged Abstraction or Post-Painterly Abstraction was a reaction against Lyrical 
Abstraction. Sidney Ball is an Australian Hard-Edge painter. 
 
     64.  Minimalism is modernist art reduced to the bare essentials, nothing superfluous. Peter Booth’s 
black paintings from the early 1970s are minimalist. 
 
     65.  Smith, The Death of the Artist as Hero, 194–7. The Antipodean Manifesto of 1959 which 
dominated artistic attitude in Melbourne for decades is reprinted here and signed by Charles Blackman, 
Arthur Boyd, David Boyd, John Brack, Bob Dickerson, John Perceval, Clifton Pugh and Bernard 
Smith; Hughes, Things I didn’t know, 230. ‘Absurd rivalries existed between the ‘abstract’ painters in 
Sydney and the ‘figurative’ ones in Melbourne, the two main culture centres—absurd because most 
‘abstraction’ wasn’t abstract at all, being permeated with references to landscape and the natural world’. 
 
     66.  As an indication of Tuckson’s growing status McCulloch’s Encyclopaedia of Australian Art 
(2007 edition) featured Tuckson’s work on the cover, while referring to him in the introduction as ‘a 
prophet’. 
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Tuckson borrowed heavily from artists in his earlier developmental work. There is 
reference in a lineal progressive manner over the decades to Henri Matisse, Paul Klee, 
Dubuffet, Pollock, and, in the 1960s, perhaps McCahon.68  Tuckson’s mature style is 
a synthesis or an amalgamation of various influences. For example, Daniel Thomas 
says of Tuckson’s father’s water colours (Figure 25): 
of pink skies over golden desert horizontals…are attractive essays in Whistlerian 
aestheticism, and show points of similarity with Tuckson’s last lyrical abstractions69  
 
Figure 25. Tony Tuckson, Pale Yellow with Charcoal Lines (Posthumous title), 1973. 
Acrylic and charcoal on hardboard, 213.5x122 cm. 
Reproduced from Thomas, Free and Legge, Tony Tuckson, 131. 
 
Tuckson’s work can be fully explained within the context of international abstract 
artists including Willem de Kooning, Twombly and Tàpies, and according to Thomas: 
the paintings he most often pondered in the last years were by Tapies, those with long 
extended lines, known from issues of Derriere le Miroir, 1967 and 196970 
                                                                                                                                            
     67.  Abstract artists including Mark Rothko and Willem de Kooning, command similar prices to 
figurative artists. In Australia this is not the case (compare prices for John Brack and Tony Tuckson). 
 
     68.  Bloem and Browne, Colin McCahon, A question of faith, 36. In New Zealand, Colin McCahon 
based his religious/spiritual text on religious graffiti painted with house paint and brush by amateurs, 
adorning walls and bridges with slogans such as ‘Jesus saves’.  Author’s note: There are links to 
Tuckson’s, red/black/white paintings as McCahon identified with the ‘amateur’ preferring the direct 
simplicity and honesty of such expression to anything artful. McCahon exhibited in Australia around 
the time of Tuckson’s, red/black/white paintings. 
 
     69.  Thomas, Free and Legge, Tony Tuckson, 25. 
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Arte Povera, with its emphasis on humble materials and technique, literally translates 
to ‘poor art’, and defines Tàpies work from the 1960s. There is a Spanish bravura to 
Tàpies that relates to makeshift and the use of the ‘rough and the ready’ in a similar 
way that Roberts and Casas also relate.71 While Tuckson could just be further 
influenced by international art trends beyond American abstract expressionism, there 
is enough evidence to put an Australian ‘spin’ on it. Fairweather was the Australian 
artist Tuckson admired, Thomas says: 
a small painting by Fairweather was bought in June 1954 and remained the only painting 
permanently on view in Tuckson’s living-room.72  
Presumably this is the work Pattern, 1954 (very similar to Talking, figure 23), 
acquired by his partner and ceramicist Margaret Tuckson from Macquarie Galleries in 
1954.73 Like Fairweather, Tuckson’s work is informed by Indigenous art. Margaret 
says, ‘it first interested him for its casual way of filling an area, the lack of worry 
about shapes spilling over outlines’.74  In relation to Tuckson and Fairweather, Roger 
Benjamin exposes the Australian patina or dilemma when he says:75 
These Australian artists (and indeed the Swiss Klee and German Penck) complicate the 
story as they were inspired to a significant extent by Aboriginal painting available at the 
time (i.e. Arnhem Land bark-painting and ancient rock art). Thus 1950s Australian 
abstraction premised on ‘traditional’ Aboriginal art helped prepare the public taste for a 
later incarnation of ‘neo-traditional’ Aboriginal painting. The vexed issue of ‘cultural 
convergence’ is raised by these interactions, as is by the question of how far 
Kngwarreye’s art was determined in key ways by the very existence of the art market, 
and the guidance of advisers/agents.76 
In Tuckson’s sketch book drawings77 he reinvents the tradition of drawing with new 
perspectives and flattened fields. There is a merging of positive and negative space 
                                                                                                                                            
     70.  Ibid, 37. 
 
     71.  For more information see ‘Appendix iii’. 
 
     72.  Thomas, Free and Legge, Tony Tuckson, 30. 
 
     73.  Murray Bail, Ian Fairweather (Sydney: Bay Books, 1981), 113. Pattern, 1954, gouache on 
paper, 48x35.2 cm, acquired by Margaret Tuckson from Macquarie Galleries; Bail, Ian Fairweather, 
238. 
 
     74.  Thomas, Free and Legge, Tony Tuckson, 39. 
 
     75.  Australian lyrical abstraction (most notably Tuckson and Fairweather) does not visually 
resemble the internationalists, Klee and Penck even though they were all influenced by Indigenous art. 
The additional influence of Australian cultural values and the landscape leads to a much rougher and 
tougher approach than either Klee or Penck.  
 
     76.  Roger Benjamin, ‘A New Modernist Hero’ in Emily Kame Kngwarreye: Alhalkere: paintings 
from Utopia, by Margo Neale (Brisbane: Queensland Art Gallery: Macmillan, 1998), 54, note 7. 
 
     77.  Tuckson’s sketchbooks were displayed in an exhibition at the Heide Museum of Modern Art. 
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rendered in a spare lineal manner of simplification and reductionism. This influence 
undoubtedly stems from Tuckson’s visual observations of Indigenous art which carry 
the same values, but in Tuckson’s case the influence is synthesised rather than 
emulated.  
 
Tuckson opted for makeshift, or do-it-yourself, materials. In his studio stood an old 
easel and ‘a sack curtain roughly stitched together by Tony’.78 Tuckson, Fairweather 
and indeed Olsen at times painted on newspaper. Fairweather’s reasoning, ‘I ran out 
of other paper’, 79 while Tuckson, who painted ten thousand works on paper,80 maybe 
just thought it expedient to ‘use what was at hand’. Similar reasoning of necessity was 
employed by earlier settlers in the use of newspaper as a substitute for wallpaper or 
the making of paper mâché baskets during the Great Depression. My grandparents 
used newspaper for insulation, wrapping rubbish, lining cupboard drawers and rolled 
up to catch insects in the vegetable garden.  
 
Figure 26. Tony Tuckson, No. 35: Drawing (Posthumous title), 1962. Charcoal, watercolour, Craven A 
cigarette packets and newspaper collage on cardboard, 152.5x87.5 cm. 
Reproduced from Thomas, Free and Legge, Tony Tuckson, 93. 
                                                 
     78.  Daniel Thomas et al., Tony Tuckson, 2nd ed. (Fishermans Bend, Vic.: Craftsman House, 2006), 
19. 
 
     79.  Ian Fairweather to T. Smith, (November 11, 1959) Bribie Island in Ian Fairweather, Bail, 160. 
 
     80.  Daniel Thomas et al., Tony Tuckson, 9. 
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No 35: Drawing, 1962, at first glace is an interesting collage (Figure 26). It is also 
makeshift. Tuckson has grabbed whatever was at hand rather than search for the right 
or aesthetic piece of paper to use as you might find in more formal collage.81 The 
cigarette packaging and newspaper strips are arranged unaesthetically, in a kind of 
‘any old how’ slap dash manner and bear no real regard for the background. Visually, 
the continual repetition of the cigarette packaging creates an aesthetic of poverty (due 
to choice of materials) and simplicity. The very ordinariness of the collage materials 
combined with the almost unartful charcoal lines allows the full expression of 
emotion, the driver, to be absorbed.  
 
Lyrical abstraction, with its heavy emphasis on expressive gesture requires the use and 
poise of the whole body; as such the surface of the canvas is the end product of a kind 
of painting performance.82 Tuckson’s lyrical works from 1970–73, the works that set 
him apart, are direct, hard hitting paintings imbued or bound by the artist’s 
sensibilities. They traverse neither decorative nor narrative territory, which allows the 
work to stay true to its emotional impetus. It is ‘one hit’ painting, ‘a home slog’, and 
as such it is hard to beat. The beauty of this type of painting is that it hits you again 
and again in the same fresh way every time you see it. Like Fairweather, Tuckson’s 
work is convincing. Makeshift values are apparent in the painterly decisions he made, 
his brush work and the materials he favoured. Builders or ‘bush’ handyman materials 
were used. Cheap masonite sheeting (left in its raw and flexible state) was preferred to 
canvas. House paints and house painter’s brush and charcoal were used in equal 
preference to fine artist’s materials. His loaded brush was delivered at full force in an 
open and direct way without cosmetic fuss about how the paint landed on the canvas. 
Technique was superfluous to ‘getting the job done’ as dribbles, drips and splashes 
were incorporated into the composition. This created patina of Tuckson’s surface is 
akin to the rough appearance of Lanceley’s Self Portrait, or Gasgoine’s weathered 
found materials. His last works capitalise the open field of the picture plain, at once 
                                                 
     81.  Ibor Holubizky, ‘Madonna Staunton: sorting through…organising things, in time…through 
time’, in Madonna Staunton, ed. Michael Snelling, 22, ‘the materials are very much related in the act of 
collage’. 
 
     82.  Robert S. Nelson and Richard Shiff, Critical Terms, for Art History, 2nd ed. (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 2003), 85. ‘French painter Georges Mathieu, following Harold 
Rosenberg’s interpretation of Jackson Pollock’s painting process, began to perform his action paintings 
before audiences in Europe, Japan, South America, and the United States’ in the 1950s. Author’s note: 
Kngwarray’s works have also been linked to a performance or the residue of. 
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recalling the wide open space of the Australian landscape without rendering it, for 
Tuckson ‘everything was space’83 (Figure 25). Tuckson often described his brush 
work as up, down and across.84 You could not get a more simple, ‘down to earth’, 
honest or unartful arm movement or interpretation of the rectangular painting surface. 
To emulate Tuckson is to take a journey into a visual toughness that allows no fuss. 
His paintings are as cultural Australian ‘makeshift’ as Pollock’s paintings are 
verisimilitudes of the American Wild West. Tuckson’s sophistication lies in his lack 
of contrived finesse. It was a choice to use hard-hitting non-decorative marks aimed at 
purely expressive spiritual outcomes. This is different to the Americans as it is more 
direct, open and economical, as if drawing at full speed or intensity—one line could 
express everything. 
 
Like Anton Hart, Tuckson’s lyrical abstractions are subtlety imbued with ‘Australian 
makeshift’ codes or values tied up in his methodology. Daniel Thomas said of 
Tuckson’s late phase ‘he was only painting about himself’.85 I think this is true. 
Indeed I believe the late works owe the most to Australian cultural makeshift 
principles and a minimalist reductionism.86 He was a larrikin and an ex-service man 
(fighter pilot),87 who visited Indigenous communities in his role as Deputy-Director 
and later Curator of Indigenous Art at the Art Gallery of N.S.W. 88   
 
Abstraction, in my opinion can encapsulate history, culture and spirituality equally as 
well as figurative work. In fact it has been suggested that the level of abstraction in 
Indigenous art, for example, often correlates to the level of spiritual or religious 
significance. Below, Ronald Berndt explains: 
Aboriginal art, whether in a religious, magical, or secular context, is frequently 
representational. But just as frequently, especially where religious art is concerned, it is 
what we might call abstract, or highly conventionalized.89 
                                                 
     83.  Daniel Thomas et al., Tony Tuckson, 19. 
 
     84.  Ibid. 
 
     85.  Thomas, Free, and Legge. Tony Tuckson, 11. 
 
     86.  Peter Booth was also doing painterly minimalist black paintings at this same time. 
 
     87.  Thomas Free, and Legge, Tony Tuckson, 11–21. 
 
     88.  Daniel Thomas et al., Tony Tuckson, 20. 
 
     89.  Ronald M. Berndt, preface to Australian Aboriginal Art, ed. Ronald M. Berndt, (Sydney: Ure 
Smith, 1964), 8. 
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Indigenous art, the first Australians 
Australia has a dual history; Indigenous and non-Indigenous. This history  
is yet to be reconciled. 
Terri Brooks 
 
By the time the British established a penal settlement in Australia in the late 18th 
century, European Imperialism had expanded throughout the world. Discrimination 
and exploitation experienced by Indigenous people was both reflective, and at times 
worse than, contemporary internal Victorian English society where women, children 
and the disabled, for example, also had few rights. Environmental degradation was 
thought to be inconsequential in the pursuit of industrialisation. Many people were 
transported to Australia against their free will. Others chose the risk of an uncertain 
life in Australia over insufferable circumstances such as the mid nineteenth century 
‘potato famine’ in Ireland. More people from diverse locations including China, 
following the discovery of gold in the 1850s, rushed to Australia. The harsh vast 
landscape of the Australian continent meant that settlement spread as needed in a 
protracted episodic affair which proved devastating (in terms of loss of cultures and 
life) to established Indigenous Australia. Subsequent government policies such as the 
‘stolen generations’ have had a further ongoing oppressive affect on Indigenous 
Australians. 
 
Indigenous Australians are in the process of negotiating what they want for Australia 
(including history). There is also growing debate over intellectual property.90 The 
United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples,91 2007, quoted in 
part here by Kaitlin Mara, asserts the rights of Indigenous people to:  
“maintain, control, protect and develop their intellectual property over such cultural 
heritage, traditional knowledge, and traditional cultural expressions” and obliges states to 
provide redress to indigenous people for “cultural, intellectual, religious and spiritual 
                                                 
     90.  Richard Bell, ‘Bells Theorem’, http://www.kooriweb.org/foley/great/art/bell.html (accessed 
November, 8, 2008). Author’s note: See the International Journal of Cultural Property, 
http://journals.cambridge.org/action/ displayJournal?jid=JCP (accessed August 19, 2009) and ‘Who 
owns Native Culture’, http://www.williams.edu/go/native/ (accessed August 19, 2009).  
 
     91.  ‘United Nationals Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues’, http://www.un.org/esa/socdev/ 
unpfii/en/ declaration.html (accessed November 20, 2008). ‘The Declaration on the rights of Indigenous 
Peoples was adopted by the general assembly on Thursday September 13, 2007, by a majority of 144 
states in favour, 4 votes against (Australia, Canada, New Zealand and the United States) and 11 
abstentions (Azerbaijan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Burundi, Colombia, Georgia, Kenya, Nigeria, Russian 
Federation, Samoa and Ukraine)’.  
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property taken without their free, prior and informed consent or in violation of their laws, 
traditions and customs.”92 
In relation to appropriation in art (history), including individual concepts and style, art 
critic, Jan Verwoert, says the following:  
The only thing we should maybe be less optimistic about is the possibility of thinking of 
the object of appropriation and the knowledge it generates in terms of property.93 
The recent retrospective incorporation of Indigenous art to the modernist history 
rooms at the Ian Potter Centre, N.G.V. Australia,94 highlights the reference to 
Indigenous art in mainstream Australian modern painting. While the appropriation and 
portrayal of Indigenous art and culture by modernist narrative artists including 
Margaret Preston and Russell Drysdale is obvious, other references in art are not so 
clear cut.  In Australian lyrical abstraction, the reference to Indigenous art is often 
embedded in the methodology, making the notion of Indigenous cultural and 
intellectual custodianship complicated. Some contemporary Indigenous painting also 
relies heavily on methodology95 and can convey universal values that can be visibly 
identified as Australian makeshift values.96 Also, Australian sociologist Raewyn 
Connell says: 
It is possible that one of the influences of Aboriginal culture on settler culture—an 
influence increasingly recognized by historians—was the transmission of a sense of 
place.97 
Equally, it is possible that the importance of makeshift to the mainstream is partially 
derivative of Indigenous culture. It is also possible that the qualities of the harsh, 
rugged Australian landscape, including the heat, light and space, affect us all in ways 
                                                 
     92.  Kaitlin Mara, ‘Indigenous People Seek Recognition at WIPO Meeting on Their Rights’, 
Intellectual Property Watch, October 28, 2008, http://www.ip-watch.org/weblog/index.php?p=1286 
(accessed November 13, 2008). Author’s note: The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of 
Indigenous Peoples, 2007 is available on the United Nations Website: http://www.un.org/ 
esa/socdev/unpfii/documents/DRIPS_en.pdf (accessed August 19, 2009). 
 
     93.  Jan Verwoert, ‘Living with Ghosts: From Appropriation to Invocation in Contemporary Art’, 
Art&Research: A Journal of Ideas, Contexts and Methods, Vol. 1, No 2, 2007, 
http://www.artandresearch.org.uk/v1n2/verwoert.html (accessed December 26, 2008). 
 
     94.  The Ian Potter Centre at Federation Square has hung Indigenous painting in the modernist 
history rooms during 2008. 
 
     95.  Tim Alves curator at Alcaston Gallery said that Mornington Island artists have no tradition of 
painting. In conversation with Tim Alves at Alcaston Gallery on February 17, 2009. 
 
     96.  The values of economy, directness and unpretentiousness that Tuckson imbued in his paintings 
and extended in the late works after pondering Tàpies, an advocate of Arte Povera. 
 
     97.  Raewyn Connell, Southern Theory: the global dynamics of knowledge in social science (Crows 
Nest, N.S.W.: Allen and Unwin, 2007), 203. 
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that are yet to be determined. The early Australian frontier encounters that led to 
artefacts that bear the Australian double cultural patina are a mirror to world cultural 
interactions, where the traces of one culture are left on another.98 The recently 
discovered Djulirri rock art gallery of 1500 paintings in Arnhem Land (Figure 27) is a 
microcosm of such encounters, and according to James Woodford:  
Some of its motifs are more than 15,000 years old, while others tell of the interaction 
with different races, with Macassan sailor traders from Sulawesi, in what is now the 
Indonesian archipelago, to missionaries, to a World War II–era ship and an early biplane, 
a rifle, a car and bicycle.99 
 
Figure 27. James Woodford, Steam ship, The Djulirri rock shelter. 
Wellington Range, Arnhem Land. 
Reproduced from Real Dirt Website. 
 
A modernist legacy 
In 2006 I attended the Weltsprache Abstracktion (Figure 28) exhibition at the 
Ethnographic Museum in Berlin. There on a grand scale was the work of major 
abstractionists including Rothko, Penck, Mondrian and Klee hanging side by side with 
Indigenous100 arts from around the world. It appeared to me that a kind of world 
cultural convergence had occurred in Western abstract art. Indeed, Roger Benjamin 
                                                 
     98.  The history of Western civilisation, for example, can be seen as a synthesis and an appropriation 
of various cultures, including Greek, Roman, Islamic and Celtic. Later influences on Western art and 
architecture include Japanism. 
 
     99.  James Woodford, ‘Rocks of ages: Millenniums in pictures’, Sydney Morning Herald, September 
20, 2008, http://www.smh.com.au/news/world/rocks-of-ages-millenniums-in-pictures/2008/09/ 
19/1221331207186.html (accessed August 16, 2009). 
 
     100.  Much of the Indigenous art in this exhibition was from ‘antiquity’. As such the work was not 
attributed to an individual artist. 
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has pointed out that the Swiss (Klee) and the German (Penck) referenced traditional 
Australian Indigenous arts (ancient rock art and Arnhem Land bark painting) which 
were available in the mid 20th century.101 The next relevant wave in Australia was a 
resurgence or renaissance of Indigenous art as ‘cultural’ art102 coinciding with the 
Aboriginal Land Rights Movement. Below, Julie Gough describes the market 
acceptance of Indigenous artists from South-Eastern Australia: 
Artists of south-eastern Australia are generally distinguished by their avoidance of a set 
art style. Ironically this very individuality, rather than causing attention and embrace by 
the wider art market as would be the case with non-indigenous art, seems to have placed 
local Indigenous art into the ‘too hard’ basket.103 
Gordon Bennett, is an obvious exception, as he uses multiple techniques including 
Western, in his post-colonial redress of history paintings. Heathcote says of Bennett’s 
work: 
The purpose is to reveal the unpalatable truth. Behind the liberating qualities claimed for 
modern art lies the belittlement and erosion of tribal culture. So it is that Bennett’s mid-
1990s paintings recast the stripes and coloured rectangles of De Stijl as bars imprisoning 
native figures, sometimes with Suprematist men acting as gaolers, while the pours and 
drips of Abstract Expressionism intermittently blot out non-white perceptions of the 
past.104 
 
Figure 28. Cover reproduced from Jacobi and Junge, Weltsprache Abstraktion. 
                                                 
     101.  Roger Benjamin, ‘A New Modernist Hero’, in Emily Kame Kngwarreye, by Neale, 54, note 7. 
Also quoted in ‘Literature’ section on Tuckson. 
 
     102.  Terry Smith in Australian Painting, Smith, Smith and Heathcote, 495. ‘Contemporary 
Aboriginal painting…differs from painting elsewhere in that its essential basis is less the individual 
artist’s subjective experience and more the social responsibility of maintaining the representation of… 
clan and family knowledge’.  
 
     103.  Julie Gough, ‘Being There, Then and Now: Aspects of South-East Aboriginal Art’, in Land 
marks, by Judith Ryan (Melbourne: National Gallery of Victoria, 2006), 128. 
 
     104.  Smith, Smith and Heathcote, Australian Painting, 575. Author’s note: see also Ian MacLean 
and Gordon Bennett, The Art of Gordon Bennett (Sydney: Craftsman House, 1996). 
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Papunya 
Many of the original Papunya works were painted on makeshift supports including 
floor tiles and scrap wood, using introduced materials including house paint.105  The 
South Australian Museum web site describes this work as: 
Many of the early works were executed on makeshift board and often showed sacred 
objects. When these works found their way into the marketplace they could be, and often 
were, viewed by the uninitiated. Following criticism from other Aboriginal people, the 
Papunya artists introduced the now familiar dot patterning as a means of camouflaging 
the secret objects and symbols.106 
The movement which commenced at Papunya gathered pace as other communities 
across regional and outback Australia also began painting on contemporary supports. 
The powerful Lajamanu paintings of the 1980s were also painted on and with 
whatever was ‘at hand’—recycled board and enamel paints rather than traditional 
ochres. Spills and chips left inclusive on the surface only add to the authenticity of 
these paintings. Present in the work is a distinct lack of polish or professionalism.  It is 
hard to conclude that these paintings were painted in this style with these materials for 
the mainstream market. However, Judith Ryan describes the level of interest the 
mainstream market has in Indigenous art (of which the Lajamanu and the Yuendumu 
School Door paintings are historically important) in mesmerising but accurate terms: 
The use of trade goods and introduced materials has empowered Indigenous artists to 
invent new art forms that have colonised the imagination of ‘whitefella’ collectors and 
curators, and impelled them to chase after their work in a state of giddying intoxication107 
 
Makeshift and improvisation is evident in Indigenous life as it is for all people. The 
2000 Indigenous television series Bush Mechanics focused on innovative solutions for 
various mechanical problems with ‘outback’ materials. An example of improvisation 
in art is the winner of the 22nd Telstra National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
Art Award; Tjanpi Grass Toyota, 2005, a 4x2 metre work by the Blackstone Tjanpi 
Weavers from Blackstone, a remote Western Australian community (Figure 29).108  
                                                 
     105.  Geoffrey Bardon, in Mr Patterns, Documentary, directed and written by Nic Testoni, and Jo 
Plomley. Producer Megan McMurchy. Australia: Film Australia Productions, 2004, television 
broadcast, ABC1, Melbourne, Australia, July 13, 2008. 
 
     106.  ‘Western Desert Painting’, South Australian Museum, http://www.samuseum.sa.gov.au/aacg/ 
speakingland/story16/16_module.htm (accessed June 26, 2008). 
 
     107.  Judith Ryan, ‘From Reckitts Blue to Neon: The Colour and Power of Aboriginal Art’, Colour 
Power: Aboriginal Art post 1984, by Judith Ryan (Melbourne: National Gallery of Victoria, 2004), 99. 
 
     108.  Blackstone Tjanpi Weavers, Tjanpi Grass Toyota, 2005, Discovery Media,  http://gallery. 
Discoverymedia.com.au/ artzinePub/story.asp?id=302&section=IndgRes (accessed 11 November, 
2008). 
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Figure 29. Blackstone Tjanpi Weavers, Tjanpi Grass Toyota, 2005. Grass, raffia, jute string, chicken 
wire and a discarded car frame. Reproduced from N.S.W. Board of Studies Website. 
 
Home is where the heart is, University of South Australia Art Museum, 2001, was a 
jointly curated exhibition by Vivonne Thwaites and the South Australian Country 
Women’s Association (C.W.A.). In Pamela Zeplin’s opinion: 
Home is where the heart is examines overlaps between the art of twelve Australian 
women artists and their less acknowledged, sometimes anonymous but highly skilled 
progenitors…Mary Eagle [catalogue essay] asserts that it’s not the art world but the 
CWA which ‘represents relatively free territory’ for creative expression. This national 
organisation boasts a history of community social activism and inclusivity, where cultural 
differences of indigenous and migrant women have long been embraced, supported and 
promoted.109 
Zeplin also says: 
I found myself returning to the domesticated CWA space—out the back—to become 
riveted by two aprons from Hermannsburg Mission. Brightly coloured and neatly 
pressed, they were embroidered with pattern-book boomerangs and clichéd ‘nativist’ 
motifs, but were haunting in their cross-cultural and…Ironically, these garments 
perversely summoned up the spirit of Margaret Preston’s 1925 dictum that Indigenous 
design could usefully be applied to modernist Australian art…Preston also reminded us 
that the beginning (of art) should come from the home and from domestic arts, but three 
quarters of a century on this continuum is yet to be acknowledged. Until now art world 
orthodoxy has proved too stitched up to honour its origins, nurtured as they are within the 
realm of women and home.110 
The art world orthodoxy is yet to distinguish the different balances of aesthetic criteria 
in women’s art. ‘Decorative’ artists have tended to be devalued by the historically 
                                                 
     109.  Pamela Zeplin, ‘Home is where the heart is’, Artlink, Vol 21, no. 4 (2001), http://www.artlink. 
com.au/ articles.cfm?id=2628 (accessed October 15, 2008). 
 
     110.  Ibid. 
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male-dominated Western art world post-Renaissance.111 But in time, this standpoint 
may be re-evaluated as aesthetics and design are integral to Indigenous art and many 
great Indigenous artists are women. Like makeshift (and its working class 
associations) and also Australia’s cultural relationship with Spain, there is much to 
amend in Australian art history. 
 
While in Adelaide to present my paper, Makeshift and the Australian Patina, at the 
2008 Australian Council of University Art and Design Schools (A.C.U.A.D.S.), I 
visited the Australian Aboriginal Cultures Gallery in the South Australian Museum. 
According to the museum these Tin masks (Figures 30–31), were ‘found’ at Port 
Hedland, in the Pilbara region of Western Australia by N. B. Tindale in 1953. They 
had been abandoned several years before following a large public ceremony and 
combine introduced and traditional materials and designs. The fact that these objects 
lay weathering in the harsh Australian landscape for years only added to their beauty.  
 
 
 
Figure 30. Tin masks, Port Hedland (found 1953). Ochres on tin. Australian Aboriginal Cultures 
Gallery, South Australian Museum; Photograph: Terri Brooks, 2008. 
                                                 
     111.  The important artists of the ‘isms’ of modernism have been artists who progressed ideas about 
making art (Picasso, Duchamp, Pollock) over artists from the same period with a more decorative focus 
including Bonnard and Matisse. 
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Figure 31. Detail, hand, from Tin Masks (found 1953). Ochres on tin. Australian Aboriginal Cultures 
Gallery, South Australian Museum; Photograph: Terri Brooks, 2008. 
 
Contemporary Indigenous painting 
The presence of makeshift cultural values in Tuckson’s paintings makes the 
association of his paintings with some contemporary Indigenous painting 
perplexing.112 Tuckson wrote in 1964 that ‘choice of materials is critical, and this is 
governed mainly by what is available…directness is an important characteristic of 
Aboriginal art’.113 However, the value of directness alone does not explain the 
technical and visual similarities between his work and some contemporary Indigenous 
art.  
 
Rover Thomas, an Indigenous artist who at times has been associated with Western 
painterly abstraction in a promotional context, started painting late in life after a 
lifetime as a stockman in Western Australia. Of Thomas’ final base at Turkey Creek, a 
remote community in the Kimberly region, Don McLeod said initially, ‘there were 
people living all around, in tin huts…and in houses made of bush materials, 
spinifex’.114 McLeod also claims that Thomas ‘painted what he saw, what he found 
interesting and what he was comfortable with’.115 
 
                                                 
     112.  Not only in a museum context has Tuckson been associated with Indigenous art but in art 
books on leading Indigenous artists including Kngwarray. 
 
     113.  J. A. Tuckson, ‘Aboriginal Art and the Western World’ in Australian Aboriginal Art, ed. 
Ronald M. Berndt. (Sydney: Ure Smith, 1964), 66.  
 
     114.  Don McLeod interviewed by Duncan Peppercorn in introduction to Rover Thomas, ed. 
Carrigan, 47. 
 
     115.  Ibid, 51. 
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He painted his stories (ancestral, country and personal)116 in a traditional manner that 
could be read by non-Indigenous viewers as landscape or aerial maps. His paintings 
have a spare quality of economy and sensitivity to shape and edge. Howard Morphy 
says, ‘producing an artwork often involves fitting the design to the shape of the 
surface’.117 He painted with pigments and natural binder which make the surface of 
his work fragile and highly sensitive to the touch of his brush which conveys humility. 
Spills and changes of mind are left visibly inclusive on the surface. These elements 
combine to give his work a rhythmic fluency, he masters118 the painting process. 
While these values combined gave his work a contemporary abstract feel, roughness, 
economy and a casual fluency or directness are also values of Australian makeshift.  
 
Figure 32. Emily Kam Kngwarray, Untitled (Body markings) 1-IV, 1994. 
Synthetic polymer paint on canvas, 4 panels, each 152x61 cm (detail one panel). 
Reproduced from Neale, Emily Kame Kngwarreye, 123. 
                                                 
     116.  Mary Macha and Don McLeod, ibid.  
 
     117.  Howard Morphy, Aboriginal Art (London: Phaidon Press Limited, 1998), 9. 
 
     118.  Carrigan, Rover Thomas, 44. Thomas represented Australia at the Venice Biennale in 1990. 
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Alhalkere is the ‘country’ of Emily Kam Kngwarray, who painted from a base at 
Utopia a former pastoral lease in the Northern Territory. ‘Emily’119 practiced batik 
painting before she turned to canvas late in life. Judith Ryan refers to Kngwarray as ‘a 
mark maker extraordinaire’120 whose bold late works ‘perhaps reflect her experience 
of stock work, allied to early years spent digging for food in desert terrain’.121 Her 
mature work (Figure 32) has a lineal ‘all over’ appearance, reminiscent of some 
Western abstraction (to which her work is compared) including de Kooning and 
Pollock. This is a limited comparison and is mainly a formulaic one in that both 
Pollock and de Kooning at times in their careers painted within a flattened lineal 
field.122 From this point, however, similarities diverge as both Pollock and de 
Kooning were painting within the idioms of Western art history, using a full palette 
and employing Western techniques such as scumbling, multi layering and cutting 
back. Kngwarray transferred her iconography directly to the canvas in a ‘one hit’ 
manner painted over days or hours rather than months. When asked about her work 
she said, ‘whole lot…That’s what I paint: Whole lot’.123 Her work is actually more 
similar to Tuckson, who was influenced by Indigenous art, as both artists employed a 
reduced fluent style. Ryan equates Kngwarray’s black and white Body paint: Awely, 
1993, to a form of ‘audacious arte povera’.124 Following is an abridged account by 
Ryan of Kngwarray at work: 
                                                
The works were painted with a very broad gesso brush, necessitated by the fact that the 
agent came without the artist’s customary brushes…the accident of the brush was a big 
factor in the final product…expanding her brush marks into broad blocks of tone and 
colour until she re-invented herself. The last twenty-four Unititled (Alhalkere) 
paintings.125 
Further, according to Jenny Green: 
 
     119.  As an indication of Kngwarray’s status, she became known on the first name basis of ‘Emily’ 
at the height of her career. 
 
     120.  Judith Ryan, ‘Identity in the Land: Trajectories of Central Desert Art 1971–2006’, Land marks, 
by Ryan, 115. 
 
     121.  Ibid. 
 
     122.  Pollock during his abstract drip phase of the late 1940s to early 1950s and de Kooning in his 
landscape phase and the late works of the 1980s.  
 
     123.  Neale, Emily Kame Kngwarreye, iii–iv. 
 
     124.  Ryan, Land marks, 115. 
 
     125.  Judith Ryan, ‘‘In the beginning is my end’: the singular art of Emily Kame Kngwarrey’, Emily 
Kame Kngwarreye, by Neale, 45. 
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The Utopia women developed a distinctive, spontaneous style—‘the art of free gesture 
and wandering line’—of which Kngwarray’s early batiks are typical. Frustrated by 
malfunctioning canting she worked on regardless, unperturbed by the resulting puddles of 
wax which she freely incorporated into her designs. This integration of the ‘accidental’ 
has become the hallmark of the work of some Utopia artists, and Kngwarray’s in 
particular. Her disregard for convention was carried over into her acrylic work. She 
readily adapted brushes to her own requirements and if no brushes were at hand she 
would use found objects— pieces of old thongs [rubber sandals]—to apply the paint.126 
 
Figure 33. Mirdidingkingathi Juwarnda Sally Gabori, Dibirdibi Country, 2008. 
Synthetic polymer paint on linen, 200x151 cm. Courtesy of the artist, 
Mornington Island Arts & Craft and Alcaston Gallery, Melbourne. 
 
 ‘Rough and ready’ values associated with Australian makeshift which include 
economy, directness and egalitarianism or unpretentiousness that are evident in the 
late painting techniques of Tony Tuckson, are also visibly evident in the late works of 
Rover Thomas and Emily Kam Kngwarray. Thomas and Kngwarray reached the 
highest level of mainstream cultural approval, and both artists also became 
internationally recognised. Other Indigenous artists promoted to the mainstream 
include artists that have a similarity of quality to Kngwarray and Thomas, including 
Paddy Bedford and Rammey Ramsey. The 2008 Telstra award winning artist, Makinti 
Napanangka’s paintings also convey these same values of economy and directness 
within a rough methodology as does the paintings of Mirdidingkingathi Juwarnda 
Sally Gabori (Figure 33). Gabori was relocated from her home on Bentinck Island to 
Mornington Island by missionaries in the 1940s. Nicholas Evans says Gabori was 
                                                 
     126.  Jenny Green, ‘World of Dreamings: The enigma of Emily Kngwarray’, National Gallery of 
Australia, http://nga.gov. au/Dreaming/ Index.cfm?Refrnc=Ch6 (accessed November 10, 2008).  
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amongst the ‘keen practitioners of traditional crafts, where everything they owned was 
made themselves…the rolling of hibiscus bark string (birrk), and making of string 
bags’.127  
 
Sally Gabori started painting only recently. Aged over eighty, she paints the memory 
of her country. Here again, in Gabori’s paintings, a legacy of improvisation and bush 
skills transpose into an abstraction resembling Tuckson’s makeshift aesthetic of 
‘rough and ready’ or ‘roughness is beauty’. Roughness is consistently associated with 
quality including in Australian folk art; ‘when roughness is beauty’128 and Australian 
lyrical abstraction where—roughness signifies the transcendental, or a spirituality 
beyond notions of aesthetics and finish. Moreover, the depiction of a spare reduced 
landscape by these Indigenous artists is the same landscape that I see. It is a landscape 
as harsh or rough as makeshift itself. Roughness, is an appropriate conduit or 
reflection of spacious arid Australian landscape. However, the more conventional bark 
painting, such as that of Yirrkala in Arnhem Land, is equally valid as is the finer work 
of artists including Kathleen Petyarre. But I am viewing these paintings both as a 
Westerner and an Australian,129 through a love of this harsh landscape and an 
appreciation of nature in all its vast complexities that Indigenous art can portray 
without equivalent. As Will Stubbs, Art Co-ordinator (Buku-Larrnggay Mulka Centre) 
says in relation to Yolngu bark paintings by Napuwarri Marawili: 
Yolngu cosmology can seem impenetrable and exotic but the role it satisfies should be 
familiar to all of us. Not so foreign after all but part of our shared humanity.130 
                                                 
     127. Nicholas Evans, The heart of everything: the art and artists of Mornington & Bentinck Islands 
(Fitzroy, Vic.: McCulloch & McCulloch Australian Art Books, 2008), 56. 
 
     128.  Henry Adams, ‘La Chanson De Roland’, in Mont-Saint-Michel and Chartres, by Henry 
Adams, chapter 2, Exploration net, http://explorion.net/mont-saint-michel-and-chartres/chapter-ii-la-
chanson-de-roland (accessed August, 2, 2009). Also in print form: Henry Adams, Mont-Saint-Michel 
and Chartres (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1913). Author’s note: ‘when roughness is beauty’, first cited 
in Bush Toys and Furniture, 8. American Historian and novelist Henry Adams documented the notion 
of rustic beauty in Mont-Saint-Michel and Chartres including a longing for the spiritual values of 
medieval art. See: ‘Henry Adams’, A dictionary of Art Historians, http://www.dictionaryofarthistorians 
.org/adamsh.htm (accessed July 19, 2009).  
 
     129.  It took our science to get to a molecular level to further understand the complexities of 
Indigenous art, meaning that the background painting could also represent patterns occurring in nature. 
Also I will always remain a Westerner, an outsider. It is a convergent act to appreciate Indigenous art, 
as is the marketing of Indigenous art into the mainstream. These actions should be recognised for what 
they are, however current perceptions of convergence need to be re-evaluated. I see art making today as 
a world activity with a world history. (See Ulrich Beck, second modernity, liquid modernity). 
 
     130.  Will Stubbs, Napuwarri Marawili: Fire & Lightning  (New Farm, Australia: Suzanne 
O’Connell Gallery, 2008) n.p.  
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Contemporary painting 
Oi, oi, oi 
 (AC/DC, T.N.T., 1975)131 
 
‘You [members of AC/DC] look too rough and ready.’132 World famous Australian 
rock band, AC/DC, who forged their signature style in the mid 1970s playing the 
tough working class ‘no punches’ audiences of Melbourne, ‘reduced the elements of 
rock and roll to the basics’.133 AC/DC’s tolerance for ‘zero pretension’134 resonates 
with the simplified ‘up, down and across’ flat out late abstractions of Tony 
Tuckson,135 while Tuckson’s works from the 1960s, in tern, link to the English artist, 
Roger Hilton, particularly his Oi Yoi Yoi, painting of 1963.136 The hard-hitting direct 
economy that I noted distinguished Tuckson’s work from the American abstractionists 
is echoed by music producer Eddie Kramer’s view of the ‘glaring’ difference of 
AC/DC to American bands as; ‘a much rougher, tougher, grittier, simpler kind of 
vibe’.137 In a further affirmation rather than a co-incidence, the two places in the 
world that have streets named after AC/DC are Calle de AC/DC, Madrid, Spain, 2000, 
and AC/DC Lane, Melbourne, Australia, 2004.138 Following is a description of Angus 
                                                 
      131.  Epigraph. ‘Oi, oi, oi’ has become the contemporary call of the ‘coo-ee’. Opposition leader 
Malcolm Turnbull used this term in a media grab on Australia day, January 26, 2009.  
 
     132.  Murray Engleheart and Arnaud Durieux, AC/DC Maximum Rock & Roll.  2nd ed. (Sydney: 
Harper Collins, 2008), 257. Author’s note: I saw AC/DC in the 1970’s in Melbourne. I thought they 
were really good. Little did I know at the time they would go on to become one of the world’s biggest 
rock bands. Also: Angus Young in 60 Minutes (Australia: PBL Media) television broadcast, Nine 
Network, Melbourne, Australia, May 24, 2009, said, ‘Australia’s got that roughness’.  
 
 
     133.  Joe Perry (Aerosmith), interviewed in ibid, 240. Both quotes here refer to Joe Perry. He says, 
‘they didn’t pull any punches’, which means playing it straight or honestly; it does not refer to violence 
rather it is my reflection on the type of audience that AC/DC played to in Melbourne. It was an 
audience with a largely ‘blue collar’ or working class attitude.  
 
     134.  Henry Rollins, interviewed in ibid, 419. 
 
     135.  For working across boundaries see Australian comedian Rod Quantock refer to his working 
style as ‘Pollock’, Terri Brooks, ‘Makeshift, Abstraction and the Australian Patina’, Confirmation of 
Candidature, University of Ballarat, April 3, 2009, http://www.ballarat.edu.au/ard/ubresearch 
/rgso/abstracts/ Brooks,%20T.pdf  (accessed May 24, 2009). 
 
     136.  There are similarities of technique between this painting by Hilton and Tuckon’s work in the 
1960s. See Oi Yoi Yoi, 1963 in the Tate Collection. Tate Online, ‘Collection’, http://www.tate.org.uk/ 
servlet/ViewWork?cgroupid=999999961&workid=6461 (accessed December 4, 2009). 
 
     137.  Eddie Kramer (producer), interviewed in AC/DC, by Engleheart and Durieux, 259. 
 
     138.  Ibid, 440. AC/DC are immensely popular in Spain, I guess it works both ways. See also 
‘Appendix iii’.  
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Young, AC/DC’s world renowned lead guitarist, making do in style according to 
fellow guitarist Rich Robinson: 
In Dortmund [Germany, 1991] they [AC/DC] were on stage…and Angus was up there 
playing slide; it was just like, ‘Damn!’…I think he had a lighter. He was just playing 
[slide guitar] with a lighter.139 
 
Within a global cosmopolitan context we are entering an era of ‘new’ universalism or 
modernity. Post-modernism is over according to Nicolas Bourriaud, curator of 
Altermodern: Tate Triennial, 2009. The new modernity will not be Europe or 
Western-centric, it will be ‘global from scratch’.140 Bourriaud suggests a global 
trajectory through translation and negotiation towards creolisation post multi-
culturalism, as ‘artists are now starting from a globalised state of culture’.141 Australia 
is, however, geographically excluded from the international circuit of contemporary 
art, especially when it comes to painting. Local historic references to Indigenous art in 
Australian modern paintings pose ethical questions for contemporary non-Indigenous 
artists, particularly in a pre-reconciliation environment. One of the apparent legacies 
of post-colonialism in Australian art is signified by justifiably confronting Indigenous 
art addressing past colonial practices, as seen in the work of Gordon Bennett or the 
sometimes satirical Richard Bell.142 While in Melbourne, Rick Amor has been a 
leading mainstream non-Indigenous artist of this period. Amor, according to 
Heathcote, ‘dwelt on the negative effect a lingering colonial mindset has had upon 
Australia and its history’.143 Amor’s realist paintings depicting personal displacement 
and isolation within the city and landscape visually recall the dark ‘antipodean’ 
modernism of the Melbourne art scene of the 1950s. Post-modernism (and post-
colonialism) were a reaction to modernism and colonialism respectively. Lyrical 
abstraction’s associations with modernist Indigenous art appropriation and ideas of 
‘spirituality’ underlying the first generation of lyrical abstractionists has left 
contemporary abstraction wanting a valid theoretical context. Talking About 
                                                 
     139.  Rich Robinson, (Crowes guitarist), interviewed in ibid, 404. 
 
     140.  Nicolas Bourriaud, curator, Altermodern: Tate Triennial, Tate Britain, 2009, http://www.tate. 
org.uk/britain/exhibitions/tatetriennial/default.shtm (accessed January 5, 2009). Nicolas Bourriaud 
discusses ‘altermodern’ on video link. 
 
     141.  Ibid, http://blog.tate.org.uk/turnerprize2008/?p=74 (accessed January 5, 2009). 
 
     142.  Richard Bell, ‘Bell’s Theorem’, http://www.kooriweb.org/foley/great/art/bell.html (accessed 
November, 8, 2008). Richard Bell says, ‘ABORIGINAL ART—it’s a white thing!’ 
 
     143.  Smith, Smith and Heathcote, Australian Painting, 585–6. 
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Abstraction, 2004, curated by Felicity Fenner, at the Ivan Dougherty Gallery 
(U.N.S.W.) was a parallel program of the Biennale of Sydney. The exhibition 
explored the relationship between some non-Indigenous contemporary abstract artists 
and a selection of contemporary Indigenous artists. Fenner says, ‘The current 
generation of young to mid-career non-Indigenous abstract painters in Australia have 
been inspired and influenced by Aboriginal painting more than any other’.144 Also, in 
the catalogue foreword ‘Surface Tension’ Vivien Johnson says: 
It has been the strategy of Western Desert art all along to evolve a visual language 
grounded in traditional culture yet attuned to Western aesthetic sensibilities…I will go 
further, and say what Indigenous voices have been saying for some time now: Indigenous 
art is the mainstream of Australian contemporary art.145 
 
Many of the Indigenous artists in this exhibition, including Bedford and Kngwarray, 
share a loose direct style that I equate to having visible similarities to Australian 
makeshift values. However the non-Indigenous artists are a mix of hard-edge, for 
example Melinda Harper and lyrical abstractionists including Angela Brennan. Fenner 
says the relationship between the Indigenous and non-Indigenous art is, ‘not a 
relationship of shared concerns, but of formal and technical intersections’.146 In 
Australia the technical and formal commonality has occurred at three intersecting 
levels: the historic legacy of world modernist appropriation of Indigenous arts; the 
shared Australian landscape experience; and the shared similarity of values associated 
with Australian makeshift (including directness, economy and egalitarianism). A list 
of leading world artists would include, for example, Bill Viola, Anselm Kiefer, and 
abstractionists, Cy Twombly and Howard Hodgkin. However in Australia, leading 
contemporary non-Indigenous abstract artists such as Karl Wiebke and Mostyn 
Bramley-Moore, are not so well known. Despite this fact, what has been happening at 
a subtle level in Australia is the unfolding, but separate, developments of both non-
Indigenous abstraction and contemporary Indigenous art which is, I believe, of world 
historic significance. It is beyond the modernist history of abstraction. For in 
Australia, contemporary non-Indigenous abstractionists share a landscape interpreted 
by Indigenous artists, often using the same equipment and artist materials, producing 
sublime world-class paintings. 
                                                 
     144.  Felicity Fenner, Talking About Abstraction, Ivan Dougherty Gallery (Sydney: C.O.F.A., 
University of N.S.W., 2004) n.p. 
 
     145.  Vivien Johnson, foreword to Talking About Abstraction, by Fenner, n.p. 
 
     146.  Fenner, ibid, n.p. 
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 In retrospect, the commencement of modernism shifted from the watershed ‘ism’ of 
Impressionism, to the paintings of Edouard Manet, 1860s, who influenced the 
Impressionists. Contemporary Indigenous art and post-second generation abstraction 
are both more attuned, or in context, with the ‘new’ modernity or universalism.  
 
Makeshift in contemporary painting 
Rose Nolan’s painting construct, My way to God, 1990, presents as ‘roughness as 
spirituality’. The work recalls the Imitation Realists through the predominance of 
paint lids amongst the other found collage material including house paint, buttons, and 
tape along with the grungy paint surface on cheap corrugated card compiled in a 
format indebted to Kazimir Malevich. Many artists currently working in the abstract 
tradition in Australia are from diverse cultural backgrounds and the paintings of 
Elvyrra Jon, Lilly Chorny and Catherine Woo, for example, are imbued with the 
artist’s cultural heritage. Other abstract painters who ultilise techniques and 
materials147 with local relevance to cultural makeshift traditions include Jenny 
Watson’s paintings which deliberately reflect the ‘flimsy’ and ‘trashy’; Elizabeth 
Newman’s paintings made of blankets; Robert Macpherson’s assemblages which 
parody everyday amateur signage; Adam Cullen’s larrikin slap dash technique with 
shock imagery; Karl Wiebke who says his paintings are a result of an ‘everyday’ 
practice without being mundane;148 and Peter Atkins, 2007 exhibition, Readymade 
Abstraction (based on everyday street signage and painted on used and distressed 
tarpaulins). Christopher Heathcote suggests that Atkins and Deborah Dawes are part 
of the grunge, neo-geo149 push of the late 1990s. Dawes 2006 exhibition was titled 
Everyday, and the symbolism in Dawes use of everyday gingham, stripes and other 
geometrics is both political and cultural. The slightly out of synch registration in 
Afterthought, 2001 (Figure 34) is symbolic of cultural relations in the outback town of 
                                                 
     147.  These artists are influenced internationally by artists including Beuys and Duchamp. The local 
context drawn is a parallel relevance through material and methods also associated with Australian 
makeshift. For example, Jenny Watson’s work has punk references. Punk is D.I.Y. (do it yourself) and 
Situationist derived, a movement which was Duchamp derived.  
 
     148.  Karl Wiebke, Liverpool Street Gallery, http://www.liverpoolstreetgallery.com.au/default.html 
(accessed May 23, 2008). 
 
     149.  Smith, Smith, Heathcote, Australian Painting, 574. 
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Moree where Dawes grew up.150 Yet the work has a dual edge which could be 
interpreted as referencing both the slight changes in patterning and rhythm that is a 
characteristic of Indigenous art and/or subtle changes observed in landscape 
vegetation.  
 
 
Figure 34. Debra Dawes, Four (two) works from the series, Afterthought, 2001.  
Oil on canvas, each: 100x61 cm. Reproduced from Wardell, Phenomena, 19. 
 
Gleaning, grafting and bricolage are contemporary terms for what could also be 
considered makeshift or making do. But there is something culturally deeper going on 
in Australia due to the historic legacy of makeshift to ‘everyday’ cultural values. 
Whilst Bricolage or gleaning are not readily associated with egalitarianism, 
unpretentiousness, directness or a casual economy, rough and ready makeshift values 
are. Whether these values appear in abstract paintings via an improvisation with 
objects or with the paint alone is immaterial. What is more concerning is an 
assumption that an abstract painting might not be imbued with an artist’s cultural 
sensibilities and relationship to ‘place’. 
                                                 
     150.  Michael Wardell, Phenomena: New Painting in Australia: 1 (Sydney: Art Gallery of N.S.W., 
2001), 8. 
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Spanish artist Dani Marti constructs large scale weavings with industrial ropes and 
twines with compositions that reference the history of modernist abstract painting, 
most notably minimalism. Other works are encrustations of woven found or scrounged 
‘op shop’ beads and trashy glass or fake pearl necklaces. The finished works resemble 
a monochrome gaudy two dimensional chandelier.151 Marti’s 2004 exhibition at 
Sherman Galleries was titled Looking for Rover. Victoria Hynes says: 
Viewing Rover's majestic paintings and being ‘blown away by them’ was Marti's 
introduction to contemporary Aboriginal culture after arriving in Australia from 
Barcelona in 1988.152 
Clinton Nain, an Indigenous artist, paints in a style that crosses borders. Nain has used 
pre-mixed house paint, choosing colours from the colour chart including mission 
brown and colonial cream, to make a political point. His paintings can incorporate 
found objects, and his style is as slap dash or loose as Tuckson or indeed Tàpies (who 
influenced Tuckson) and features symbols such as the target, and text to convey 
feelings of racial suppression.  
 
 
Figure 35. Jennifer Joseph, works from the series, The Three Marks of Existence, 2000. 
Acrylic and pencil on wooden tea chest lids, each: 50x40 cm. 
Reproduced from Wardell, Phenomena, 27. 
                                                 
     151.  See ‘Appendix iii’. 
 
     152.  Victoria Hynes, Dani Marti: Looking for Rover, 2004, Sherman Galleries,  
http://www.shermangalleries.com.au/artists_exhib/artists/marti/essay.html (accessed August 16, 2009). 
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Jennifer Joseph’s exhibition, Forever Friday at Niagara Gallery, 2008, was 
accompanied by a catalogue essay by Michael Wardell, who says Joseph’s nocturnal 
painting process and Buddhist meditation propel a dialogue, according to Joseph, 
between the compulsion to make marks and her preference for minimalism.153 
However there is also a visual relationship between her work and Tuckson. Joseph’s 
palette, composition and gestural approach are reminiscent of Tuckson’s directness 
and lack of pretension in his red/black/white paintings. Joseph has also worked on 
materials familiar to Tuckson including recycled tea chests and newspaper (Figures 35 
and 36). 
 
Figure 36. Jennifer Joseph, Friday will come again, 2006. 
Acrylic and gesso on newspaper, 58x81 cm. 
Reproduced from Wardell, Jennifer Joseph, plate 22. 
 
Steven Harvey’s direct and simple compositions are testament to ‘triumph after 
adversity’ or struggle, that are at times suggestive of Tuckson (Figure 37 and 38). 
Sensitivity to shape, surface and colour meld to unify Harvey’s minimal textural 
solutions. Harvey makes regular trips to the outback and New Guinea and some works 
contain a vivid use of colour associated with the tropics. Ildiko Kovacs’ landscapes 
are rough, the surface lacking polish as spills and changes of mind are incorporated 
into a long journey of layering to arrive at an awkward simplicity and sensitivity to 
shape and line that is indebted to Rover Thomas.  
                                                 
     153.  Michael Wardell, Jennifer Joseph: Forever Friday (Melbourne: Niagara Publishing, 2008), 
n.p. 
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Figure 37. Tony Tuckson, Variable (red/black/white painting), 1965. 
PVA on two interchangeable panels, 122x305 cm. 
Reproduced from Thomas, et. al., Tony Tuckson, 127. 
 
 
Figure 38. Steven Harvey, Australian Limbo, 2005. Oil on polyester, 230x552 cm. 
Reproduced from Liverpool Street Gallery Website. 
 
 
Matthew Bax’s 2007 exhibition, This Little Piggy Went to Market at Über Gallery 
(Anna Pappas Gallery), Melbourne, was inspired by a visit to the old market in Cadiz, 
Spain. Minimalist in format, Bax uses a Spanish palette with mark making reminiscent 
of Tàpies.154 In the invitation text, Michael Ashcroft says Bax’s paintings, ‘are subtle 
reflections on the myriad of links between high art and everyday life’.155  Bax’s theme 
of the striped butcher’s apron (Figure 39) calls to mind the striped shirt of the head 
shearer in Roberts’ iconic Shearing the rams, 1890. Robert’s narrative of the spirit of 
nobility to work is reflected in Bax’s painting, but for Bax this spirit is embedded in 
the humility of the process. A further theme of the subservience of animals to humans 
is raised by the soiled aprons. Importantly though, as an Australian artist, Bax’s 
striped aprons are not of the parallel printed kind, but of the butcher’s apron as 
                                                 
     154.  Bax, in his thirties, is another generation making the voyage to Spain. See ‘Appendix iii’. 
 
     155.  Michael Ashcroft, Matthew Bax: This Little Piggy Went to Market (Melbourne: Über Gallery 
[Anna Pappas Gallery], 2007) n.p. 
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casually remembered, expressed from the mind’s eye with a fluent directness 
conveying values which have a visual similarity to, and therefore evoke, the 1990s 
black and white Body Painting Series by Emily Kam Kngwarray which Judith Ryan 
termed a form of Arte Povera. The following is from Bax: 
I am a huge Tapies fan. I’ve travelled to Spain quite often and back in 2000 I exhibited a 
series on these observations in Frankfurt. I was most intrigued to learn later that Sean 
Scully was also inspired by the bright coloured Spanish walls and buildings, especially 
those in ruin. His photographs of Spain are almost identical to the hundreds of reference 
photos I have taken myself.156 
 
Figure 38. Matthew Bax, Apprentice Butcher’s Apron, 2006. Mixed media on linen, 
183x122 cm. Courtesy of Matthew Bax and Anna Pappas Gallery. 
 
My own photography of weathered walls in the environment that are in a state of 
decay and abandonment, are relatable to both Bax and Sean Scully. These walls are 
often found in laneways and factory areas where appearance does not matter and 
‘anything is used’ in crude attempts to repair and maintain the boundary. Often 
graffitied or marked by the traces of human industry in an unintentional manner, these 
surfaces can be beautiful in a random unpretentious way that I consider a 
contemporary manifestation of the tradition of making do or makeshift. In the 
methodology section I will look further at this source of material for my painting.  
                                                 
     156.  Matthew Bax, email correspondence, March 31, 2007. 
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Methodology 
 
re conceptual artists painting again? Because they think it is a good 
idea. 
Jan Verwoert (2007) 
 
                                                
 
Why a
I believe that the ‘invention’ of abstraction during the modernist period was greater 
than one of the many ‘isms’ of modernism and has validity as a continuing genre 
within the greater history of art in a global context. I believe in affectivity, or 
communication of emotion via the material, as appropriate content for contemporary 
abstraction. My paintings are improvisations, or inventions which are planned during 
the process or ‘improvised using materials at hand’. The paintings work on multiple 
levels. Some levels are intangible; aesthetic and emotional. As I work on many 
paintings at once, any one painting can inform another painting as the works progress. 
The following methodology is a systematic recording of the various levels of my 
practice which converge to inform my paintings. I have referenced particular paintings 
made during my candidature which clearly demonstrate a level or aspect. However 
these levels are often present to some extent in all of my paintings. My family 
childhood experiences of ‘making’ and ‘doing’ outlined in the ‘Preamble’ seep into 
my current painting process. There are approximately seventy paintings and works of 
paper. Thirty of these works are reproduced in ‘Terri Brooks, Selected Work, 2006–9’ 
(This section also lists the actual place of exhibition or publication of individual 
works.) Further works, including the Found Marks Series, are reproduced in 
‘Appendix v’. This work has been exhibited in four solo exhibitions: Terri Brooks: 
 
     1.  Top photograph. Found paint brush next to disused portion of Ghan railway, Lake Eyre South; 
Photograph: Terri Brooks, 2007. 
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Painting forever and ever—part II, 2006, Harris Courtin Gallery, Sydney; Terri 
Brooks: Found Marks, 2007, Flinders Lane Gallery, Melbourne; Zerbrechliche Weite 
(fragile space): Bernd Kerkin, Deutschland und Terri Brooks, Australien, 2009, 
Kunstsammlung Neubrandenburg, Germany (supported by a University of Ballarat 
Research Travel Grant); and Terri Brooks: Recent Works, 2009, Flinders Lane 
Gallery. During my candidature I have exhibited in two national awards; Hatched 06, 
National Graduate Show at the Perth Institute of Contemporary Art, (P.I.C.A.); and 
the Kedumba Invitation Drawing Award, Wentworth Falls, N.S.W., 2007. I have also 
participated in the following group exhibitions: Whiteout, 2006, curated by Geoff 
Tolchard, touring to Benalla Art Gallery, Benalla, and Switchback Gallery, Monash 
University, Churchill; Antipoden, kunstGUT Schmiedenfelde, Germany; Melbourne 
International Art Fair, 2006; 21st and 22nd Packsaddle exhibition, 2006 and 2007, New 
England Regional Art Museum, N.S.W.; Pure, 2007, Flinders Lane Gallery; Group 
Exhibition, 2008, Harris Courtin Gallery; Surface Tension, 2008, Flinders Lane 
Gallery; Antipoden II, 2009, Rob Whitton, Terri Brooks, Bernd Kerkin, Post Office 
Gallery, University of Ballarat; 20 Plus: The sum of us, 2009, Flinders Lane Gallery; 
and 10:30 Graduate Works 1999–2008, 2009, Post Office Gallery, University of 
Ballarat. In 2006, I attended a two week international artist workshop in 
Schmiedenfelde, Germany, funded by the Ministry of Education and Culture in the 
state of Mecklenburg-Vorpommern for; exhibition, accommodation, living and 
material expenses. I have given two guest speaker lectures in 2009 at Northern 
Melbourne Institute of T.A.F.E. and the Kunstsammlung Neubrandenburg. Two works 
from the exhibition Fragile Space were acquired for the Kunstsammlung 
Neub
ewspaper underlie my easel, while recycled jars and 
ns are used for mixing paints.   
                                                
randenburg (collection) of modern art. Phe Rawnsley describes my work: 
abstract painter Terri Brooks…further explores her formalist interest in mark-making that 
reflects the makeshift and everyday. Inspired by the weathered textures of the inner city 
environment—flaking paint, rusted metal, cracked and marked concrete—Brooks’ 
paintings discuss the physical nature of a site, its cycles of disintegration and renewal.2 
Values of economy, directness, egalitarianism or unpretentiousness and the notion of 
‘anyhow’ linked to Australian makeshift, inform my painting technique. I paint in thin 
layers and use ‘everyday’ coloured pencils, enamel house paints and aerosols, along 
with my oils which are applied with house painters’ brushes. Makeshift activity is also 
evident in the studio; layers of n
ti
 
     2.  Phe Rawnsley, Terri Brooks: Recent Works, 2009, Flinders Lane Gallery, Melbourne. 
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 The last bastion of makeshift 
Walking in, looking at, and sometimes photographing3 my local environment is 
integral to my painting process. In this respect I am a landscape painter. I live where I 
grew up, Westgarth, a part of inner city Melbourne. For peace and free association of 
thought I wander the private spaces; graffiti scrawled laneways, creek tracks, 
parklands and old industrial areas near my home. Westgarth, in my life time, has been 
a semi-working class area, with a high immigrant and Indigenous population, which is 
now in a process of gentrification. The following description of Richmond by Janet 
McCa
patchworks of rusting oddments kept down by bricks, bits of grey timber, jerry cans and 
car tyres.4 
0–2). Double Linear, 2008 (Figure 86), reflects this preference for 
simple markings. 
lman equally describes the Westgarth that I can still find: 
By the 1950s it presented an aerial aspect of a town of corrugated iron: roofs were 
 
Is graffiti makeshift? 
Graffiti has parallels to makeshift, it is direct, anyone can do it, it utilises materials at 
hand—the built world and its general anonymity is egalitarian. Perhaps this is one 
reason why Melbourne, like Barcelona,5 is world-renown for its graffiti art. Westgarth 
is a hotspot for graffiti. There are many large scale, high quality murals aligning the 
railway line where I walk, while the laneways and abandoned industrial buildings are 
text-scrawled and stencilled. As an artist, I find the graffiti beautiful and engaging for 
it is constantly changing through natural disintegration and renewal.  However, like 
my painting technique which is simple, I am also attracted to simple direct forms of 
graffiti (Figures 4
               
 
Figures 40–2. Snippets of local graffiti in Westgarth; Photographs: Terri Brooks, 2008. 
                                                 
     3. Many artists have photographed graffiti including Brassaï, Tàpies and Robert Grieve in Australia.  
 
     4.  Janet McCalman, Struggletown, 8. 
 
     5.  See also ‘Appendix iii’ for other links between Spain and Australia. 
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 Nature as the maker 
Along with the graffiti there is the equally beautiful natural weathering of the built 
environment. While walking, in my mind’s eye, I create visual compositions from this 
natural degeneration (Figures 43–4) which are then remembered and reflected upon 
while working in the studio. 
 
 
                              
Figures 43–4. Local concrete wall and road fragment in Westgarth; Photographs: Terri Brooks, 2008. 
 
 
 
Figure  45. T 1x122 cm; 
Photograph: Commercial Colour. 
Exhibited, Terri Brooks: New Works, 2009, Flinders Lane Gallery. 
erri Brooks, Ochre Plain, 2009. Oil, enamel and pencil on canvas, 9
 
The calligraphy, or sgraffito in Ochre Plain, 2009 (Figure 45), references weathered 
random scratches sourced from my environment. The work is at once a wall and a 
depiction of space, with its open minimal format. The subtlety of colour is reflective 
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to me of the Australian landscape as sometimes transferred to the built world through 
weather phenomena (such as the residue of a dust storm). 
Weste ock, 
Australian spirit, sport over culture. However not every rain drop, 
pider’s web, or industrial surface has the qualities an artist might seek, and not every 
painting works.  
 
rn artists who have referenced marks found in nature include Whistler, Poll
Tuckson and Tàpies. Howard Hodgkin says: 
There is a tradition equating marks in nature and the marks made by an artist which goes 
back to Leonardo and his blotchy wall, to…Turner, etc.6 
The boundaries between art and nature can sometimes be hard to define. Raindrops on 
a window pane or the wind-blown ridges of sand dunes in a certain light can at times 
resemble a drawing, while traces of human activity such as industrial work can also 
mimic patinas found in nature. For example, the knocks and scratches from everyday 
use on a truck tray can resemble natural weathering, while also capturing qualities an 
artist might want: that is, a certain harmony of energy with purpose. Richard Serra 
(Figure 46), throwing molten lead as art, is simulating nature by utilising harnessed 
energy combined with a simple repetitive process. I employ a similar notion in my 
painting based on observations of weathering upon the built world. Abstraction 
derived from physical repetitive activity or ‘manual work’ as depicted in Weave, 2009 
(Figure 82) and Red Direct, 2008 (Figure 87), is, I think, more organic or primary than 
conceptual abstraction. It is a case of trusting the body over the mind, or dance over 
words; or in the 
s
Figure 46. Richard Serra throwing molten lead, 1996, Germany. 
Reproduced from Art Minimal and Conceptual Website. 
                                                 
     6.  Michael Auping, John Elderfield and Susan Sontag, Howard Hodgkin paintings (London: 
Thames & Hudson in association with The Fort Worth Art Association, 1995), 75–6. 
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Reckless anyhow 
one, 2008 (Figure 79) are discarded paintings. I 
need gkin 
comm
ake their own time scale, they make their own deadlines for you. That 
sounds very whimsical, but it really is like that. Pictures have a life of their own. I once 
 to the inevitable, and I still think that for me is 
 
ultiple influences, a synthetic pool 
qualities that I 
                                                
style is…not donning a mantle…it is how one behaves in a crisis 
Frank Auerbach (Richard Cork interview) 
 
‘Who cares’ and ‘no worries’ are attitudes that I sometimes see in the brush strokes of 
Tuckson and Fairweather. I enact these notions associated with ‘anyhow’ as part of 
my painting process to push my mark making beyond the self. This courted risk taking 
leads to attrition. There is a malleable desired window of working or balance to the 
plasticity of the paint surface where works can recklessly fail if a point of ‘checkmate’ 
is reached where starting again is the intuitive verdict. In such cases rather than 
reworking the constrained surface, the positive breakthrough moment, physically 
remembered is taken to a pristine surface with renewed freedom provided by the 
unbound canvas. Behind thinner, simple works such as Horizontals and Verticals, 
2006 (Figure 64) and Brown and B
an open terrain. Within a casual concept, art happens when it happens. Hod
ents on his painting process: 
Pictures tend to m
described finishing a picture as bowing
what it really is.7 
M
Who owns a recurring style 
Jan Verwoert (‘Living with Ghosts’, 2007) 
 
Dark Stripes, 2009 (Figure 88), is reflective of abandoned ‘white washed’ shop 
windows that are weathered, scratched and decayed. However, every painting has to 
transcend its source. This is when painting becomes difficult to write about. The 
source is brush strokes I read in the casually painted window, but a painting needs 
multi-layers, it needs reference to other paintings, the history of world art. A good 
painting can hover, in a frozen moment, referencing many things at once. The values 
of simplicity and economy evident in this painting are preferential 
 
     7.  Andrew Graham-Dixon, ‘Shows must go on: Howard Hodgkin’, Independent, December 31, 
1990, Arts, 13. 
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strive son— 
no fuss directness delivered at full force. On simplicity Hodgkin says: 
, by subtle shifts 
 linear patterning which have a visual similarity to Emily Kam Kngwarray’s black 
and white Body Painting Series including, Body paint: Awely, 1993. 
 
 for. I am drawn to the ‘one hit’ emotional or spiritual experience of Tuck
I had unformulated, rather ridiculous ideas about painting: that it should be as simple as 
possible—‘the cat sat on the mat’ sort of thing.8 
 
Spanish artist, Tàpies, produces paintings that have similar one hit qualities, and there 
are similarities between the open landscape of Australia and Spain, while Spanish 
bravura relates in a way to Australian larrikinism. It makes sense that Tuckson’s late 
1970–73 works were executed while he mostly pondered Tàpies.9 Joan Hernández 
Pijuan (Figure 47) also renders the Spanish landscape in a simplified minimalist 
format of elemental markings. His palette is restricted to off white and one other 
colour (often black), while nature is simulated, rather than represented
in
Figure 47. Joan Hernández Pijuan, Terres Blanques 11, 1996. Oil on canvas, 195x195 cm. 
Reproduced from Joan Hernández Pijuan, 95. 
 
Figure 48. Bark Cloth Pain , the Congo. 21x30 in. 
Reproduced from Marla Mallett: Textiles Website. 
                                                
ting
 
     8.  Jo Crook and Jacqueline Ridge, ‘The Process and Materials of Paintings by Howard Hodgkin’, in 
Howard Hodgkin, ed. Nicholas Serota (London: Tate Publishing, 2006), 166. 
     
     9.  See ‘Appendix iii’. 
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Ha e. 
Figure 49. Left: Japanese formal haori or topcoat, Meiji Era (1868–1912). 
nd woven silk, and hand made. Reproduced from Japanese Textile Art Websit
 
Figure 50. Right: Henri Matisse, Costume for a Mourner, c1920. The nightingale,  
the Russian Ballet. Reproduced from National Gallery of Australia Website. 
 
My search for personal markings has led to an interest in elemental or universal marks 
(Figures 48–50).10 I see text and ideas of writing as a human manifestation of 
‘marking’ (in the context that clouds make marks, waves make marks and leave traces 
on the shoreline etc.) and have collected alphabets and characters used across the 
world. Upon analysis, some marks appear to be universal or common to all cultures, 
for example you can find circles, dots and lines in Islamic, Celtic and Australian 
Indigenous art. Many paintings from 2006–7 including Small Circles, 2006 (Figure 
63), and Dots and Lines, 2007 (Figure 67), reflect this marrying of repeated simple 
marking in an endeavor to create a personal patina or trace in a way that a wave would 
leave a trace or many drops of rain might display diversity. There are limestone 
engravings at Koonalda, Nullarbor Plains South Australia, which are amongst the 
oldest engravings in Australia (at least 25,000 years). The language is not known, they 
appear as scratches, but there is still a rhythm to these marks and I find them as 
moving as a Cy Twombly or a Brice Marden painting. The 1970–73 works of 
Tuckson employ direct economical mark making pared back to the absolute bare 
structure, and like the Nullarbor engravings, I find them very true, honest and timeless 
igures 51 and 52). I find myself often ‘chasing’ something similar, as simple and 
irect, see for example, Barbed Shape, 2007 (Figure 71). 
 
                                                
(F
d
 
     10.  In Westgarth during my childhood I had neighbours and school friends from Malta, Greece, 
Italy, America and England as well as Indigenous Australians. We all learnt about each other’s cultures 
as part of getting to know each other.  
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 Figure 51. Limestone engravings. Koonalda, Nullarbor Plains, South Australia. 
Reproduced from McCarthy, Australian Aboriginal Rock Art, 10. 
 
 
Figure 52. Brice Marden, Cold Mountain painting, 1989–91. Oil on linen, 108x144 in. 
Reproduced from Art Minimal and Conceptual Website. 
                                                
 
 
My landscape 
Sebastian Smee described the Heidelberg School’s tonality as, ‘Blue skies, shifting 
heat and sharp shadows…high contrasts between light and shade, blinding highlights, 
saturated local colour’.11 The Heidelberg school painted within kilometres of where I 
live.  Roberts could have ridden his bike past both my house, and the Darebin Bridge 
Hotel, where Fairweather stayed 50 years later, on his way to and from Heidelberg. 
 
     11.  Sebastian Smee, ‘Australian pastoral’, Weekend Australian, April 14–15, 2007, Review, 20. 
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Smee’s description of light is relevant. Compared to London, Melbourne light is harsh 
and stark. Take the built world away and the contrasts between light and shade here is 
close to black and white.  The persistent white open format I utilise symbolises both 
the wide open space of Australia and the black and white light and shade of 
Melbourne, particularly on a clear winter’s day. Simplifying colour has the added 
benefit of making painting both (in the makeshift spirit) cheaper and easier, while 
allowing me to pursue the zone of pure abstraction, away from figurative 
representation and traditional ‘high’ art notions of beauty and decoration. Instead, I 
prefer the grunge of 1950s abstraction; early Rauschenberg, Twombly and the anti-
aesthetics of Beuys. White Open, 2008 (Figure 53), is a depiction of ‘white’ space 
allied to a wall surface. The random markings creating a ‘new’ or unknown 
combination that is as open to interpretation as any found mark in the environment. 
This desired state of ambiguity is difficult to achieve, but is an essential quality for an 
bstract painting—mystery, uncertainty, changeability. 
 
a
 
Figure 5  canvas,  
diptych, 204x122 cm; P tograph: Terri Brooks. 
Exhibited in group exhibition 08, Flinders Lane Gallery. 
 
3: Terri Brooks, White Open, 2008. Oil, enamel and pencil on
ho
, 20
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While concerned with current Australian art, I also see my art in a global context. One 
level of symbolism in the red mound shape in Sati Zech’s (Figure 54) aesthetic grungy 
‘every day’ canvas collages is the giant termite mounds of Australia. The artist has 
also made several trips to Africa and her collages seem to reflect this experience. 
Nigerian based artist, El Anatsui’s massive draped collages of copper wire stitched 
‘found’ scraps of aluminium such as bottle tops are impressive.12 Lisa Segal 
reconstructs interesting ‘ramshackle’ wall assemblages using weathered detritus found 
in New York. Jim Lee and John Zurier are two other American contemporaries, whose 
work I also find technically relevant. Lee constructs painting objects out of found 
detritus which he transforms into clean, but grungy offbeat, minimalist formats which 
speak equally of painting and sculpture, while Zurier paints simple monochrome fields 
of ‘fleeting’ gestural fluency. Joe Fyfe suggests Zurier’s small painting Cherry, 2003, 
evokes: 
es of cherry trees in 
loom in real life with the same subject experienced in paintings. 13 
 
an impossible-to-separate moment between a memory of nature and a memory of 
painting. In other words, it has the effect of fusing one's memori
b
Figure 54: Sati Z , 190x160 cm. 
Reproduced from Sati Zech, 49. 
                                                
ech, Bollen 11, 2003. Oil and linen
 
     12.  For further reference see the Americans Bill Traylor and the Philadelphia Wireman. 
 
     13.  Joe Fyfe, ‘John Zurier at Larry Becker’, Art in America, November (2005), BNET Australia, 
http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_m1248/is_10_93/ai_n15860955/ (accessed August 8, 2009). 
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 Painting walls, deadpan 
There is a larrikin element, and a simplicity, to having walls as a subject for paintings 
which hang on walls. My interest in weathered walls developed during my childhood 
growing up in an unrenovated 1900s terrace that was ‘marked by time’. Linear, 2009 
(Figure 84), is a direct memory of my childhood walls. We surround ourselves with 
walls. Indicators of the universal significance of walls to human history include the 
Jewish Western (Wailing) Wall, the Zen Buddhist notion of meditation and the wall as 
a reflector of the psyche; and cave walls or ‘the home’. McCahon and Tuckson both 
chose humble, simple and unartful sources for gesture.14  I am the urban 
archaeologist, or visual gleaner, searching the built world for traces of action left on 
the permanent surface, or a wall that I can use as a point of inspiration when I return 
to the studio. An example is this weathered shed wall which now has the qualities of a 
eady-made’ reminiscent of the assemblages of Gascoigne (Figure 55). 
 
‘r
 
Figure 55: Shed wall, St Arnaud, Victoria, Photograph; Terri Brooks, 1999. 
                                                
 
Makeshift and recycling 
In 2006, I was invited to participate in a ‘plein air’ artists’ workshop at kunstGUT 
Schmiedenfelde, Germany, working with four German artists; Bernd Kerkin, Brigitte 
Möller Vom Böckel, Roland Möller (dec.), Bernhard Schrock, and another Australian 
artist, Rob Whitton. An exhibition of works completed during the workshop opened 
on July 29, with the exhibition running until September 10, 2006. The opening was 
filmed for ‘Nordmagazin’, 19.30–20.00, N.D.R. Television (a division of A.R.D.—
 
     14.  Terri Brooks, ‘The makeshift qualities of the paintings of Tony Tuckson’ (paper presented at 
Crossing Boundaries, Ballarat Annual Research Conference, November 5, 2008). 
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Public Radio of Germany). The following articles also featured in the main state 
newspaper; Silke Vob, ‘Von Gegensatzen und Gemeinsamkeiten’, Nordkurier, July 
28, 2006, Kultur & Freizeit, 26 and Diana Laarz, ‘Vom roten Kontinent zum 
Kunstgut’, Nordkurier, July 20, 2006, Altentreptow, 20. A work was collected by the 
kunstGUT as part of the fulfilment of requirements for the workshop. It was in 
Germany that I first experimented with the paper mâché technique which now forms a 
part of my oeuvre. Stripping the paper mâché process back to basics, the construction 
technique involves a layering of sheets of newsprint bound by hand brushed wallpaper 
glue. As the block dries it seems to revert to its original wood characteristic with 
waves and bows which resemble, depending on your perspective, either prepared bark 
for use in Indigenous painting, or sheets of corrugated iron. Upon further work in the 
studio, I realised I could layer the paper blocks, one on top of the other, in a similar 
technical manner to tin roofing, as in Tin Totem, 2007 (Figure 56). The paper blocks 
are self made supports (as abstractionist William Ferguson makes his own paint) and 
bring an element of sculpture or objectification to the work. They also present a way 
 work on paper without the need for framing. 
 
to
 
 
Figure 56. Terri Brooks, Tin totem, 2007. Oil and enamel on three recycled 
 paper blocks, 170x42 cm; Photograph: Terri Brooks. 
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My exhibition, Found Marks, 2007, Flinders Lane Gallery, utilised this concept of 
paper blocks. The exhibition consisted of ten paper blocks and ten canvases which I 
ran along the walls of the gallery in a horizontal line. I found that a half ripped page of 
the Herald Sun was the same size as my favoured 41x31 cm canvases. Each painting 
on canvas, or paper block, referenced a different aspect of found marks in my 
environment including the layers often visible in something as simple as the white line 
in the middle of the road. Line marking is often beautiful; it can reflect the 
environment with its weathered appearance and it has traces of history where a line 
has changed direction, or thickness, or tone. Observations such as these are taken to 
the studio and reflected upon in paintings such as Stripped Edges, 2007 (Figure 69) 
which was one painting from this exhibition.  
Found marks 
It is a bit ‘anti’ high art, or ‘unpretentious’ to source material from everyday small 
markings. Playing with nature in this reconstructive way is similar to scientists and 
geneticists who manipulate molecular nature: if a ‘found’ object can be art, and a 
photograph of found art can be art, then paintings of found marks can also be art. 
 
 
Figure 57. Surface Tension, Terri Brooks’ installation; Photograph: courtesy 
Flinders Lane Gallery, 2008. 
 
 
The following excerpt is from a postcard sent to Flinders Lane Gallery by C. 
Heathcote, and forwarded to me by the gallery. The text is in reference to three small 
paintings (Figure 57) from the Found Marks, 2007, exhibition which were re-
exhibited in the group exhibition, Surface Tension, at Flinders Lane Gallery, 2008:  
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The 3 works beside the door are sufficient each to hold their own walls. There is some 
sensitive, subtle & most intelligent paintwork in them that is not only moving, but art of a 
very high order.15 
 
In 2009, I returned to Germany for the exhibition, Zerbrechliche Weite (fragile 
space): Bernd Kerkin, Deutschland und Terri Brooks, Australien, 2009, 
Kunstsammlung Neubrandenburg (Figure 58). The gallery had arranged 
accommodation for me during my five day stay at Wiek Haus 28 (Figure 59). This 
house is in the medieval wall of the township of Neubrandenburg. The area of 
Neubrandenburg was painted by the renowned German romantic artist, Caspar David 
Friedrich. Each morning I woke to a vision of the trees outside my window made 
familiar to me through his paintings.  
 
 
Figure 58. Kunstsammlung Neubrandenburg. Photograph: Terri Brooks, 2009.  
 
 
 
Figure 59. Wiek Haus 28, Neubrandenburg. Photograph: Terri Brooks, 2009. 
(tree species painted by Caspar David Friedrich in the background). 
                                                 
     15.  Postcard from C. Heathcote received April 30, 2008. 
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The exhibition, which covered five rooms on the ground floor of the museum, was 
opened by Günter Schlothauer, Presse- und Öffentlichkeitsarbeit/ Public Affairs, 
Australische Botschaft (Australian Embassy) and later reviewed by Detlef Stapf, 
‘Kunstlerfreundschaften’, Nordkurier, May 6, 2009, Themen, 21 (see Figure 60 and 
‘Appendix v’ for complete works exhibited). This exhibition experience was a career 
highlight; both for the people I met and the wonderful interaction that occurred 
between the works of Bernd Kerkin and my own. 
 
 
 
Figure 60. Terri Brooks, Anyhow Sequence, 2008. Oil, enamel and pencil on paper blocks, 
five 122x61 cm. In situ, Zerbrechlich Weite (fragile space), Kunstsammlung Neubrandenburg, 
Germany, 2009; Photograph: Terri Brooks. Detail reproduced in Detlef Stapf, 
‘Kunstlerfreundschaften’, Nordkurier, May 6, 2009, Themen, 21. 
 
As well my involvement with this exhibition I visited many contemporary galleries 
and museums in Berlin before travelling to Italy, for a week, where I visited the 
history museums, cathedrals and churches in Florence, Siena and Arezzo. In Italy, I 
experienced the most beautiful art I have ever seen, particularly at the Pinacoteca 
Nazionale in Siena. During my trip I found myself often being reminded of traditional 
Indigenous arts as I wandered the history museums looking at Medieval and Gothic 
Art. 
 
Bringing the outside in 
The canvas is a pseudo universal wall, or work space, to bring the outside in. I am a 
city-based landscape artist, and the walls and walkways are my hills and valleys. My 
work is process-orientated but the end result matters—‘though the process is 
ephemeral, the outcome is concrete’. I see people as part of nature, not superior or 
separate, and I am intrigued by the traces of nature, including human activity, left 
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manifest in the built world or the city. It is this ‘nature at the core of people’ that I 
most wish to communicate. Graffiti and unartful ‘anyhow’ maintaining of boundaries 
in the laneways of the city, for me, are contemporary manifestations of makeshift. The 
works presented at the University of Ballarat Post Office Gallery in 2009, are a 
selection of works completed during my candidature. Each painting was 
conceptualised or planned in process, and refers to some aspect of marks found in my 
local environment as a point of reference; from children’s drawings, to random marks 
left by machinery scraping against a door jamb. White still predominates as a 
reference to light and the format is open; essentially referring to spaciousness, so 
elemental to the Australian experience. But the paintings are also about ‘painting’, and 
about feelings; about being a person. 
 
Self promotion, self management and marketing 
Additional artist activities including marketing, grant applications, exhibition planning 
and a web presence are, in my opinion, integral to current practice.  During my 
candidature, I built a personal website: ‘Terri Brooks Paintings’, http://www.terri-
brooks.com.au which is an online catalogue of over 20 years of work and I have 
created a ‘blog’: http://www.terri-brooks.blogspot.com/. I also made a logo, based on 
a drawing that I frequently walk by, anonymously etched into a concrete path when 
wet.  
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The grey patina                                                                                            1 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
In 2008–9 there has been a world financial collapse of the type not seen since the 
Great Depression of the 1930s. Additionally recycling, and energy efficiency, are now 
re-emerging in this country as we search for strategies to combat the rising cost of 
living and the added problem of global warming, or climate change. Again, it seems, 
this country’s past history of makeshift, and the ‘waste not want not’ imperative are 
emerging as a movement in a way which suggests that these ideas have actually never 
really disappeared. Marion Joseph says, ‘Sustainable furniture, once on the fringe, is 
now coming to the fore. The design concept of turning something old into new is now 
cutting edge and highly sought after’.2 Makeshift and the ‘waste not’ premise continue 
to inform a new generation of contemporary artists, from the ‘shambolic, open and 
freewheeling’ Newcastle based independent annual experimental festival, This Is Not 
Art (T.I.N.A.), to Ash Keating’s collaborative work of recompiled garbage, 2020?, 
addressing sustainability issues for the 2008 Next Wave Festival.3 What was old has 
certainly become new again and in 2006, Kain Picken, Rob McKenzie and others 
collaborated to recreate Mike Brown’s Imitation Realist mural at Heidi Museum of 
Modern Art for …It Ain’t Necessarily So, curated by Kendrah Morgan.4  
 
                                                 
     1.  Top photograph. Wall fragment, Firenze; Photograph: Terri Brooks, 2009. 
  
     2.  Marion Joseph, ‘Furniture with a past and a future’, The Melbourne Times, August 1, 2007, 20–1. 
 
     3.  Australian Comedian Rod Quantock was described as ‘shambolic’ on the ABC1 State Line 
television broadcast in Melbourne, Australia on August 8, 2008, while Quantock described his own 
work as ‘Pollock’; Glenn Barkley, ‘Time for change’, Artist Profile, Issue 3 (2008): Opinion 62; This Is 
Not Art (T.I.N.A.), http://www.thisisnotart.org/, (accessed May 28, 2008); Art Monthly Australia, Issue 
#209, (2008) Artnotes, Victoria 56; Michael Green, ‘Waste not’, The Age, May 18, 2008, Upfront, 9. 
 
     4.  Uplands Gallery, ‘Rob McKenzie’, http://www.uplandsgallery.com/artists_details.php?id=28 
(accessed August 10, 2008). 
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Fergus Binns’ 2008, exhibition of paintings at Uplands Gallery, Missing Bushwalkers 
on Found Landscapes (Figure 61), sarcastically continues the makeshift tradition, and 
self effacing lampooning, which has traditionally been part of Australian mainstream 
culture. They are appropriately rough, and funny, while referring also to the darker 
view of the landscape that currently prevails within a post-colonial context. A view 
here, encompassing personal displacement and disassociation (lost) within the 
landscape, light-heartedly portrayed by Penny Modra: 
Fergus Binns continues his candid and vaguely embarrassing (but only because it’s true) 
assault on Australia’s cultural landscape with a new collection of paintings. This show 
includes portraits of, oh god, some really depressing-looking tourists rendered upon 
found oil paintings of the Australian bush. The portraits are rough, which seems like the 
point. They evoke the framing and exposure skills of your mum after one too many 
G&Ts on the tour bus. The subjects are tourists, wearing the everyday smiles of those 
announced missing-presumed-dead right before Sandra crosses to the finance report. The 
work reads like one big misunderstanding; that is, it’s right on the money. Missing 
bushwalkers trying to relate to the landscape through the warped filter of ownership and 
expertise. Anyway, don’t worry. Skippy might rescue them.5 
 
 
Figure 61. Fergus Binns, Blue Mountains, 2008. Oil paint on found oil painting,  
timber frame 63x 94 cm. Reproduced from Uplands Gallery Website. 
 
Textile sculptor, Mandy Gunn, in her 2007 exhibition Mondo Trasho, at the Latrobe 
Regional Gallery, melds multiple methodologies in her art practice of recycled works 
that reflect and transcend the ‘local’. Scroll, 2003, compiled of shredded Yellow Pages 
of the telephone directory, is woven into a long cotton warp reminiscent of material 
straight from the loom presented in a raised format creating a universal quality (for 
who owns a scroll or a roll of material) that allows a technical parallel to be drawn to 
Xu Bing’s Book from the sky, 1988. While her Unnatural History, 2006, is complied 
of an emu egg, tacks and enamel paint. A decorated, carved, or adorned emu egg is a 
                                                 
     5.  Penny Modra, ‘Visual arts’, The Sunday Age, October 5, 2008, Reviews, preview, 24. 
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tradition associated with both Indigenous and non-Indigenous early colonial art 
practices. Here Gunn has referenced this tradition, but transformed the egg into a 
political object resembling a bomb, or hand grenade. One of the legacies of post-
colonialism was a justified, and necessary, historic redress of past colonial practices 
which has included the appropriation of Indigenous art during the modernist period. 
Political Indigenous artists including Gordon Bennett, have painted Australia’s 
convergent past including the work of Margaret Preston and the influence of Jackson 
Pollock, within a historic racist context. While heinous events were perpetrated 
against Indigenous Australians during colonialism, Preston travelled widely to visit 
Indigenous painting sites in the early–mid 20th century and was sincere in her efforts 
to promote Indigenous art.6 Pollock also grew up in the ‘west’ of America, where 
knowledge of Indian art was part of his local cultural reality. It is more accurate to 
indicate that government policies in Australia were racially discriminatory, as they 
were elsewhere in the world at this time. The world diverged and converged during 
modernism. The current era of ‘after’ or ‘new’ modernity, is an ushering of an era of 
globalisation. Artists from across the globe7 can now be found exhibiting, and 
contributing, to the history of world art in the still dominant art epicentres of Europe 
and America. World Indigenous Peoples’ claims of cultural ownership need to be 
considered ‘locally’, within the context that universal human values visibly evident in 
some Indigenous painting, are also values associated with Australian mainstream 
culture. The ‘greyness’, or uncertainty, of the origin of these values needs to be 
acknowledged. 
 
This research examines the ‘grey’ patina or double frontier of mainstream Australian 
history by tracing the history of the traditional spirit of ‘making do’, or ‘makeshift’, 
including its manifestation in art via the incorporation of objects and associated 
methodologies. As the Dada art movement was shocking France in the 1920s, ‘having 
the knack’ for makeshift flourished in Australia, and was subsequently termed folk or 
everyday art. This was decades before reference to makeshift became commonplace in 
                                                 
     6.  ‘Margaret Preston: SA Memory’, South Australia State Library, http://www.samemory.sa.gov.au/ 
site/page.cfm?u=599&c=1993 (accessed August 25, 2009); However we feel about advocates of 
Indigenous art today, Preston operated in a world of segregation under the ‘White Australia Policy’. 
 
     7.  I feel that some artists would still be disadvantaged. The world is not a level playing field in 
terms of wealth distribution or political freedom. 
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the conservative Australian art world of the early to mid 20th century. The 
manifestation of makeshift in Australian art, when it did come, went largely 
undetected or unacknowledged as it correlated with a decline in popularity of 
makeshift in mainstream society. Nobody was interested. The legacy in art to 
makeshift principles including improvisation, and the use of materials ‘at hand’ is still 
mainly attributed to international influences including Dada, and American Pop Art. 
But like Australian Impressionism, which is different to French Impressionism, 
Australian makeshift in art is regionally distinct. Roberts Bourke Street, 1885–86, 
according to Bernard Smith, ‘affords an impression…exuding the heat and light of an 
Australian summer. In its informality and directness…sensitive apprehension of local 
colour’.8 Further, Smith says, ‘Roberts possessed an easy and natural manner and 
appears to have been quite at home among shearers’.9 Roberts, I suggest, is not only 
the ‘father’ of mainstream non-Indigenous ‘Australian’ landscape painting, but the 
‘father’ of Australian mainstream modernism.10 However it was not until Nolan that 
makeshift fully entered non-Indigenous Australian ‘high’ art. Non-Indigenous 
Australian artists who reference the Australian landscape,11 such as John Davis, have 
arrived at visually similar outcomes in their art practice to some Indigenous art by 
sourcing the Australian tradition of making do, while also utilising materials available 
in the landscape.  
 
The cyclic history of Australian makeshift is a mirror of this country’s history of 
adversity. Early European settlers, divorced from their accustomed materials, were 
forced to survive by improvising with materials at hand. Indigenous cultures deprived 
of traditional lifestyles also adapted products of Western society in an effort to 
survive. Makeshift happens when you are outside your comfort zone and you are 
unequipped to adequately deal with the situation at hand. The landscape also has an 
                                                 
     8.  Smith, Smith, and Heathcote, Australian Painting, 83. 
 
     9.  Ibid. 
 
     10.  Roberts became known as the ‘father’ of Australian landscape painting, see for example: Robert 
Henderson Croll, Tom Roberts: father of Australian landscape painting, (Melbourne: Robertson & 
Mullens, 1935); Tom Roberts could be considered the ‘local’ Australian equivalent of Manet, often 
attributed as the first modernist. 
 
     11.  Berndt and Phillips, The Australian Aboriginal Heritage, 296. See Fred Williams, 
‘Introduction’, footnote 52. 
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impact. If Australia was not such an arid country, the tradition of makeshift might not 
be so historically prevalent. Australia has a unique landscape that the mainstream is 
still grappling with to find ways to tend, and sustain. In this sense the non-Indigenous 
mainstream are still, in a way, aliens. If Ward’s bushman acknowledged ‘an 
indebtedness’ to Indigenous culture, and mainstream culture is founded on the legacy 
of the bushman, then the mainstream too, in a ‘grey’,12 or universal way is linked to 
Indigenous culture. 
 
The Australian makeshift qualities of economy, directness, and egalitarianism, which I 
grew up with, are what I am drawn to in some Indigenous art and Australian lyrical 
abstraction. This legacy is more important to me than international influences such as 
American modernist abstraction, which does not generally contain these exact same 
qualities with quite the required level of roughness, or casual ‘anyhow’, within a 
sparse methodology. The notion of the modernist appropriation of world Indigenous 
arts was never a really convincing argument to explain the level of interest I have in 
some Indigenous art.13 I now realise it is the recognition of some values of Australian 
makeshift, that I hold within myself, that I also see manifest as universal human 
values in some Indigenous art. The depiction of the landscape that I also have a great 
association with is equally important. It is still generally assumed that gesture and 
mark making in Australian non-Indigenous lyrical abstraction is either internationally 
derived, or appropriated from, Indigenous art.14 This failure to appreciate the 
Australian qualities also present in the methodologies of the first wave of lyrical 
abstractionists including Tuckson, Fairweather, and Lynn, has hampered the further 
acceptance of subsequent generations of Australian lyrical abstractionists by the 
mainstream. All these artists had some connection to the ‘bush life’. While Lynn and 
Tuckson have both been referred to as ‘larrikins’,15 all three used materials aligned 
with the Australian makeshift heritage including newspaper, and ‘working class’ or 
                                                 
     12.  See Raewyn Connell ‘Literature Review’ section, for sense of place and Russel Ward, 
‘Introduction’ section for bush skills. 
  
     13.  This is aside from the fact that some Indigenous art like all art can be, and is, simply ‘great’ art 
that speaks universally across cultures. 
 
     14.  See Benjamin, ‘Literature Review’. 
 
     15.  See earlier sections in ‘Literature Review’ on Tuckson and Lynn. 
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depression materials such as brown paper, masonite and cheap house paints. Even so 
the influence of the European art movement Arte Povera, and an affinity with the 
direct loose brush style of Spanish painters including Velazquez,16 who informed 
Roberts the previous century, correlates with other similarities between Australian and 
Spanish culture and landscape. Perhaps Hughes was right; province did speak 
instinctively to province (see ‘Appendix iii’). This Spanish influence cannot be 
underestimated in contributing to the initial utilisation of makeshift qualities in the 
work of Tuckson, Lynn and Olsen, who were all influenced by Tàpies,17 and therefore 
Arte Povera. Olsen and Lynn then in turn inspired and promoted the Annandale 
Imitation Realists.18 
 
I initially realised that the values of Australian makeshift had correlations to both non-
Indigenous lyrical abstraction, and some contemporary Indigenous painting, during 
the summing up of my Master’s exegesis, which explored the relationship between 
abstract art and Indigenous art in Australia.19 These values, while universal human 
values, are not values associated with art in all world cultures. This document is 
written in an ‘after’ post-modern or new global context, post the Australian 
government apology to Indigenous Australians. In many respects this is a history of 
the methodology or ‘style’ of makeshift in mainstream Australian art.20 I have focused 
on the methodologies that unite the artists that I have discussed, rather than the 
qualities that distinguish these artists. I have not mentioned new technologies, 
installation, or performance art, and an exploration of these art forms could divulge 
                                                 
     16.  Whistler’s style was informed by the study of Velazquez. Roberts was influenced by Velazquez 
and the mark making of Whistler and maybe Casas who also influenced Streeton. Therefore 
Impressionism ‘primed’ future Australian artists for an appreciation of Spanish masters such as 
Velazquez. 
 
     17.  A continual focus in Tàpies’ work is the reference to traditional Spanish domestic crafts and 
architecture. One Australian cultural equivalent would be our tradition of making do or folk and bush 
crafts. 
 
     18.  Hughes, introduction to Colin Lanceley, by Lanceley, 7. ‘The artist they most admired, among 
their Australian contemporaries, was John Olsen. He had come back to Sydney in late 1959, after a 
three-year sojourn in Paris and Mallorca during which he had digested, with a young artist’s acumen 
and élan, whatever seemed most vigorous in European painting—Dubuffet, the Cobra Group, the 
Spanish painters Antoni Tàpies’. 
 
     19.  T. Brooks, ‘That fella paints like me’, (Masters exegesis, University of Ballarat, 2005). 
 
     20.  This research founded in ‘methodology’, probably needed to be instigated by a ‘practitioner’, 
however it is bound by the word limits of an exegesis and deserves more depth. 
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further findings.21 I also want to acknowledge that makeshift or recycling in art is 
common throughout the world. America, Canada, and New Zealand, all share a 
history of colonisation by the British Empire, and our mainstream cultures in many 
ways are similar. America, for example, has a strong tradition of folk art. Improvising 
in art, and art made from scrounged materials, is not unique to Australia. What 
generally distinguishes the art I have discussed is the residue or reflection of the 
uniqueness of the Australian landscape present in the work, and/or our experience as 
people in that landscape. As devastating as Australia’s post-settlement history is, there 
would be no convergence or appropriation if there was no relevance, no gateway, no 
context. We have a shared landscape, shared materials, and some shared universal 
qualities that sometimes appear in art. Makeshift in turn is an appropriate reflection of 
the harshness, or roughness, of this Australian terrain. In this sense ‘rough and ready’ 
makeshift, and its associated cultural values, are still appropriate qualities with which 
Australians might identify. 
 
Postscript, ‘a Gothic fact’ 
The world appropriation of Indigenous arts during the modernist period could be seen 
to facilitate a return to values held in Western art prior to the Renaissance. Values of 
decoration, design, abstraction, symbolism, storyboard narrative, spatial manipulation 
(and spirituality noted by Henry Adams),22 that are highly sophisticated in 14th 
century Sienese painting for example, were put aside in the pursuit of perspective with 
the aid of equipment including the camera obscura.23 In my opinion art is much richer 
now for the reintroduction of these apparent essential human values. A case in point is 
the recent exhibition, Rothko / Giotto: Regarding Giotto, Staatliche Museum, Berlin, 
2009. The exhibition explored Rothko’s interest in pre-Renaissance Italian painting. 
Rover Thomas was indeed correct when he said that Mark Rothko painted like him. 
 
     21.  The Sydney Biennale, 1992, The Boundary Rider, curated by Anthony Bond, explored notions 
of bricolage (C. Lévi-Strauss and André Breton), and cultural boundaries in an international context.  
 
     22.  See footnote 128 ‘Literature Section’ on Adams. 
 
     23.  A camera obscura can range in size from a small box to the size of a room. It is possible to 
direct light from one source in a darkened space to create an accurate colour image and with the 
additional use of mirrors (including convex and concave) reflect this image the right way around onto a 
surface, such as a canvas. Velazquez’s studio as portrayed in Las Meninas, 1656, is darkened and the 
figure at the doorway could be holding back a curtain. Jon Manchip White, Diego Velazquez, painter 
and courtier (London: Hamish Hamilton, 1969), 144–5. An inventory at Velazquez’s death listed 10 
mirrors in the artist’s possession which White suggests were professional tools. Author’s further note: 
See David Hockney’s theories on optics at the dawn of the Renaissance for more information.  
Selected work, Terri Brooks, 2006–9 
 
 
 
Figures 62–66, selected paintings from my solo exhibition Terri Brooks: Painting forever and ever—part 
two, Harris Courtin Gallery, Sydney, 2006. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 62. Dusty Pink, 2006. Oil, enamel and pencil on canvas, 153x153 cm; 
 Photograph: courtesy Harris Courtin Gallery. 
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Figure 63. Small Circles, 2006. Oil, enamel and pencil on canvas, 122x137 cm; 
 Photograph: courtesy Harris Courtin Gallery. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 64. Horizontals and Verticals, 2006. Oil, enamel and pencil on canvas, 107x137 cm; 
 Photograph: courtesy Harris Courtin Gallery. 
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Figure 65. Small Yellow, 2006. Oil and enamel on canvas, 61x41 cm; 
 Photograph: courtesy Harris Courtin Gallery. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 66. Edges, 2006. Oil and enamel on canvas, 61x41 cm; 
 Photograph: courtesy Harris Courtin Gallery. 
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Figures 67–73, selected paintings from my solo exhibition Terri Brooks: Found Marks, Flinders Lane 
Gallery, Melbourne, 2007. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 67. Dots and Lines, 2007. Oil, enamel and pencil on canvas, 153x122 cm; 
 Photograph: Terri Brooks. 
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Figure 68. Five Black Dots, 2007. Oil, enamel and pencil on canvas, 41x31 cm; 
 Photograph: Commercial Colour. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 69. Striped Edges, 2007. Oil, enamel and pencil on canvas, 41x31 cm; 
 Photograph: Commercial Colour. 
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Figure 70. White Drawing, 2007. Oil, enamel and pencil on sized paper block, 41x31 cm; 
 Photograph: Commercial Colour. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 71. Barbed Shape, 2007. Oil and enamel on sized paper block and wire, 41x31 cm; 
 Photograph: Commercial Colour. 
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Figure 72. Rose Madder, 2007. Oil, enamel and pencil on sized paper block, 41x31 cm; 
 Photograph: Commercial Colour. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 73. White Spot, 2007. Oil, enamel and pencil on sized paper block, 41x31 cm; Photograph: 
Commercial Colour. 
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Figure 74. White Shape, 2007. Oil, enamel and pencil on sized paper block, 80x60 cm; 
 Photograph: Terri Brooks. 
Exhibited Kedumba Invitation Drawing Award, Wentworth Falls, N.S.W., 2007. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 75. White Page, 2007. Oil, enamel and pencil on sized paper block, 80x60 cm; 
 Photograph: Terri Brooks. 
Exhibited Antipoden II, University of Ballarat Post Office Gallery, 2009. 
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Figures 76–77 exhibited in group exhibitions, Flinders Lane Gallery, Melbourne, 2008. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 76. White Plain, 2007. Oil, enamel and pencil on canvas, diptych, 122x274 cm; 
 Photograph: Terri Brooks. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 77. Small Black, 2007. Oil, enamel and pencil on canvas, diptych, 107x244 cm; 
 Photograph: Terri Brooks. 
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Figure 78. Single White Line, 2008. Oil, enamel and pencil on paper block, 80x60 cm; 
 Photograph: Terri Brooks. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 79. Brown and Bone, 2008. Oil, enamel and pencil on canvas, diptych, 101x244 cm; 
Photograph: Terri Brooks. 
Exhibited group exhibition, Flinders Lane Gallery, 2009. 
Pending publication: ‘Editor’s Choice’, Australian Art Review, November, 2009. 
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Figure 80. Beige Phase, 2008. Oil, enamel and pencil on canvas, 107x92 cm; 
 Photograph: Terri Brooks. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 81. Brown Black, 2008. Oil and enamel on canvas, 61x51 cm; 
 Photograph: Terri Brooks. 
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Figure 82. Weave, 2009. Oil, enamel and pencil on canvas, 91x76 cm; 
Photograph: Commercial Colour. 
Exhibited 10:30, Ten Years of Research Graduates, University of Ballarat Post Office Gallery. 
Reproduced in 10:30 Graduate Works 1999‒2008 (University of Ballarat, 2009) n.p. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 83. Three Whites, 2009. Oil, enamel and pencil on canvas, 122x91 cm; 
Photograph: Commercial Colour. 
Exhibited Antipoden II, University of Ballarat Post Office Gallery, 2009. 
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Figures 84–89, selected paintings from my solo exhibition, Terri Brooks: New Works, Flinders Lane 
Gallery, 2009. 
 
 
 
Figure 84. Linear, 2009. Oil, enamel and pencil on canvas, 183x122 cm; 
 Photograph: Commercial Colour. 
 
 
 
Figure 85. Beige and Bone Spontaneous, 2009. Oil, enamel and pencil on canvas, 153x91 cm; 
Photograph: Commercial Colour. 
Exhibited 20 Plus: the sum of us, 1989–2009, Flinders Lane Gallery Melbourne, 2009. 
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Figure 86. Double Linear, 2008. Oil, enamel and pencil on canvas, 153x153 cm; 
 Photograph: Commercial Colour. 
Reproduced in ‘Must See: Exhibitions’, Artist Profile, Issue 8, (2009): 97. 
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Figure 87. Red Direct, 2008. Oil, enamel and pencil on canvas, 183x122 cm; 
Photograph: Commercial Colour. 
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Figure 88. Dark Stripes, 2009. Oil, enamel and pencil on canvas, 153x122 cm; 
 Photograph: Commercial Colour. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 89. Brown and Yellow Combination 1, 2009. Oil, enamel and pencil on canvas, 183x122 cm; 
 Photograph: Commercial Colour.  
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Figure 90. White Linear, 2009. Oil, enamel and pencil on canvas, 153x122 cm; 
Photograph: Commercial Colour. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 91. Morte, 2009. Oil, enamel and found weathered and squashed egg carton 
on three paper blocks, 155x80 cm; Photograph: Terri Brooks. 
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Appendix i  
 
 
A. B. ‘Banjo’ Paterson, ‘Mulga Bill’s Bicycle’, 1896: 
 
Twas Mulga Bill, from Eaglehawk, that caught the cycling craze; 
He turned away the good old horse that served him many days; 
He dressed himself in cycling clothes, resplendent to be seen; 
He hurried off to town and bought a shining new machine; 
And as he wheeled it through the door, with air of lordly pride, 
The grinning shop assistant said, “Excuse me, can you ride?” 
 
“See here, young man,” said Mulga Bill, “from Walgett to the sea, 
From Conroy's Gap to Castlereagh, there’s none can ride like me. 
I’m good all round at everything as everybody knows, 
Although I’m not the one to talk—I hate a man that blows. 
But riding is my special gift, my chiefest, sole delight; 
Just ask a wild duck can it swim, a wildcat can it fight. 
There’s nothing clothed in hair or hide, or built of flesh or steel, 
There’s nothing walks or jumps, or runs, on axle, hoof, or wheel, 
But what I’ll sit, while hide will hold and girths and straps are tight: 
I’ll ride this here two-wheeled concern right straight away at sight.” 
 
’Twas Mulga Bill, from Eaglehawk, that sought his own abode, 
That perched above Dead Man’s Creek, beside the mountain road. 
He turned the cycle down the hill and mounted for the fray, 
But ’ere he’d gone a dozen yards it bolted clean away. 
It left the track, and through the trees, just like a silver steak, 
It whistled down the awful slope towards the Dead Man’s Creek. 
 
It shaved a stump by half an inch, it dodged a big white-box: 
The very wallaroos in fright went scrambling up the rocks, 
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The wombats hiding in their caves dug deeper underground, 
As Mulga Bill, as white as chalk, sat tight to every bound. 
It struck a stone and gave a spring that cleared a fallen tree, 
It raced beside a precipice as close as close could be; 
And then as Mulga Bill let out one last despairing shriek 
It made a leap of twenty feet into the Dead Man’s Creek. 
 
’Twas Mulga Bill, from Eaglehawk, that slowly swam ashore: 
He said, “I’ve had some narrer shaves and lively rides before; 
I’ve rode a wild bull round a yard to win a five-pound bet, 
But this was the most awful ride that I’ve encountered yet. 
I’ll give that two-wheeled outlaw best; it’s shaken all my nerve 
To feel it whistle through the air and plunge and buck and swerve. 
It’s safe at rest in Dead Man's Creek, we’ll leave it lying still; 
A horse’s back is good enough henceforth for Mulga Bill.”1 
 
     1.  Paterson, ‘Mulga Bill’s Bicycle’, The Sydney Mail. 
Appendix ii 
 
 
Searches 
From the commencement of my candidature I have regularly conducted searches of both 
the internet and data bases available to me (as a remotely located student) on the 
University of Ballarat web site. On May 26, 2007 I conducted a ‘quick’ search of the 
Ballarat University data bases in the multi disciplinary area using the following key 
search words: abstraction and making do; abstraction and makeshift; Tony Tuckson 
makeshift; Tony Tuckson making do; the results were zero matches for these searches. A 
further meta art search on June 17, came up with one link to an article in Art and 
Australia, Vol 40, no. 3 (2003). Reference was made by Eugene Carchesio of Tuckson’s 
‘cheap trashy brushstrokes’. This is an interesting remark, as Carchesio’s assessment of 
Tuckson’s brushstrokes as ‘cheap and trashy’ reflects his own aesthetic, one that I also 
consider possesses elements of makeshift. On the May 29, 2007, I conducted a google 
search for Tony Tuckson makeshift, Tony Tuckson making do which revealed zero 
results. I also searched for Fairweather making do, and Fairweather makeshift and 
received one result in relation to his living quarters only. I also searched for makeshift 
and Indigenous art and making do and Aboriginal art. At this time there was no reference 
directly to makeshift and art. I also searched for “makeshift art”, “makeshift artist”, 
“making do art” and “making do artist” at this time I also received no results for these 
searches. On June 1, 2007, I also searched for my exhibition title “Found Marks” and 
only found one minor reference in Australia. 
 
In all the monographs and history books I have read on non-Indigenous art in Australia I 
have found no reference to makeshift or making do in relation to painting. For example 
there is no reference to makeshift in the monographs of Tony Tuckson or Elwyn Lynn. 
When I have found reference to artists who work mainly with objects, for example Fiona 
Hall, it is referenced as a folk art influence rather than a direct cultural reference to the 
history of makeshift and making do. I consider that there is a distinct difference between 
the necessity of cultural makeshift activity and folk art/craft. I can also find no assessment 
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or re-evaluation of the makeshift qualities of Australian art including painting in general 
as a survey exhibition. In many instances evidence is presented but the link is not made to 
makeshift. For example, Dutton’s comments on the 1889, 9 x 5 exhibition of 
Impressionist paintings mentions that the paintings were done on cigar box lids, but does 
not say this is makeshift nor does he refer to any cultural significance. I have kept up 
google searches from time to time, and until mid 2008 there was still nothing or little 
reference in the above sited searches. At some point a researcher has to decide whether to 
pursue their area of enquiry. When Tony Tuckson’s revised monograph was published by 
Watters Gallery in 2008 and there was still no direct reference to makeshift, or making do 
in the text, I decided to continue with this research. I consider the previously ‘low’ 
aesthetic status of making do, makeshift and folk art, as contributing to the reasoning 
behind the reluctance to associate ‘high’ art with this cultural activity. On July 1, 2008, I 
conducted a google search once more for, “makeshift painting technique” and “make do 
painting technique” and found no results, either in Australia or world-wide. A further 
search for “Tony Tuckson, folk art” also revealed no direct results. 
 
On July 5, 2008, I conducted a google search for the “history of making do”, “the history 
of makeshift”, “the history of making do in art”, “the history of makeshift in art”, “the 
history of making do in Australian art”, “the history of makeshift in Australian art” there 
were no results. On August 10, 2008, I conducted a google scholar search for “Tuckson 
makeshift”, “Tuckson making do”, “The history of makeshift”, “The history of making 
do” and received no results. On August, 13, I conducted a google search for “John Davis” 
and makeshift and “making do”. Remarkably I received no results. I then conducted a 
search for Jennifer Joseph, Rosalie Gascoigne, Peter Atkins, Ildiko Kovacs with 
makeshift and only came up with one result for Gascoigne. I did uncover a couple of 
results for Jenny Watson. On December 12, 2008, I searched the University of Ballarat 
data bases, ‘e’ history and fine art journals, for “Tony Tuckson” making do, “Elwyn 
Lynn” making do, “history of makeshift” and “the history of making do” and received no 
results. 
Appendix iii 
                                                                                                    
 
Spain and Whitstlerian aestheticism 
Province spoke instinctively to province 
                                                                Robert Hughes (1992) 
 
The influence of British, American and French painting upon Australian mainstream 
painting is widely historically recognised. What is not acknowledged to the appropriate 
extent is the links between Australian culture and Spain; for it is not minor artists who 
have been influenced by Spanish culture, rather some of our most influential artists. 
Indeed, in my opinion, Australian Impressionism owes much to Spanish painting and the 
American born James Abbott McNeil Whistler. I believe the similarity of the landscape 
between Australia and Spain including the open terrain, the temperate climate and the 
geographic distance from the historic epicentre of things (middle Europe) contribute. 
Consequently it is interesting to note the social class similarities to Australia described 
here by Jon Manchip White:  
anyone who has lived in Spain will testify, the Spaniards are free: they have been spared the 
mean pomposities of a fully-developed class-consciousness.1  
Many an Australian artist, including Tom Roberts, Peter Clarke, William Ferguson and 
John Olsen, has made the pilgrimage to the Prado, one of the great museums of the world, 
to see the Spanish master painters including El Greco, Goya and Velazquez. Here White 
describes the slap dash bravura that is the genius of Diego Velazquez’s technique:  
the extraordinary freedom of the brushwork...is coarsely executed…in roughly scumbled 
splashes and splodges; the brushstrokes resemble carelessly scrawled writing, a note scribbled 
in haste2 
Like many Australians I have a fondness for the ‘Heidelberg school’ of Australian 
painting, including Roberts and Author Streeton. Below Robert Hughes suggests that 
technique can deliver cultural content when he says, ‘the painter could be an Australian 
                                                 
     1.  Jon Manchip White, Diego Velazquez, 93–4. 
 
     2.  Ibid, 149. 
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doing Spanish subjects’3 while also suggesting an enormous debt the painters of the 
‘golden summers’ have to Catalan impressionism: 
of Corbet’s realism, that a couple of years later he raved about them to a young Australian 
artist he met in the Academie Gervex (where he also took classes) and now ran into again, 
outside Granada. Casas was bicycling with another young Catalan painter, Laurea Barrau. 
Tom Roberts was on foot. The year was 1884. Roberts, asked Casas, do you know about 
impressionism? No, said Roberts, I’ve never heard of it. Well, listen, said Casas eagerly, you 
really should: it’s the latest thing in Paris, it’s all done in gray, and it’s mainly painted by a 
genius of an American called Jaume Whistler. 
This impressed the future chef d’ecole of Australian impressionists so much that, when he 
returned to his homeland, he began to apply Whistler’s manner of silvery, tonal 
‘impressionism’ to the Australian bush. Hence the odd sensation the passing Australian has 
when he sees early Casas for the first time in the Museum of Modern Art in Barcelona—the 
painter could be an Australian doing Spanish subjects. Catalan impressionism, sired by two 
Americans, was to have an inspiring and decisive effect on art on the far side of the world, in 
a society that was even smaller than Catalunya’s, without causing a ripple of interest 
elsewhere in Europe.4 
However, Humphrey McQueen says in his biography of Roberts: 
Much has been made of Robert’s encounter with Casas. For some enthusiasts their meeting 
became the moment of enlightenment about the impressionist techniques that Roberts brought 
back to Australian and on which he established the Heidelberg School around the 9 x 5 
exhibition in 1889. It would be more accurate to say that the Casas portrait swayed Streeton, 
and presumably others who saw it in Melbourne5  
 
Australian Impressionism, 2007, was a ‘block buster’ according to Dr Gerard Vaughan; 
‘These are the best figures we have had for any exhibition since the Ian Potter Centre 
opened.’6 The exhibition commenced with the portrait by Ramon Casas of Roberts. There 
are references to Velazquez’s brush work in the portrait, but I found it slightly more 
flashy and maybe McQueen is right when he says it rather inspired Streeton, yet the 
colour is typically Spanish and according to Hughes: 
Casas was never a colourist, and indeed his preference for monochromes was mocked by 
caricatures, one of whom in 1896 drew Casas’s head emerging from a paint tube on whose 
label were the words “Yellow + blue + vermilion + white = GRAY”7 
                                                 
     3.  Hughes, Barcelona, 429. 
 
     4.  Ibid. 
 
     5.  Humphrey McQueen, Tom Roberts, 121. 
 
     6.  Dr Gerard Vaughan, interviewed in ‘Monday opening for now as NGV wins the crowds’, by 
Gabriella Coslovich, The Age, April 11, 2007, News, 5.  
 
     7.  Hughes, Barcelona, 429. 
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Casas, Interior, date unknown (Figure 92), is remarkably similar to Roberts’ painting in 
tonality. The ‘exhibition’s final room…is dedicated to some of the most famous paintings 
in Australia, among them are Robert’s Bailed Up, A Break Away…and Shearing the 
rams’.8 Yet it is also worth remembering that Roberts could not easily sell his paintings 
and the National Gallery of Victoria did not acquire their first work by Roberts until 
1920. 
 
Figure 92. Ramon Casas, Interior, (date and size unknown). Oil on canvas, 
Museu Nacional d’Art de Catalunya. 
Reproduced from Museu Nacional d’Art de Catalunya Website. 
 
Roberts and Tuckson (who, nearly a century later, was also influenced by another 
Catalan, Antonio Tàpies), were both influenced by Whistler. Roberts went so far as to 
title his works in the landmark 1889, 9 by 5 Impression Exhibition using Whistler’s 
descriptive manner.9 However the aesthetics Whistler promoted were viewed with much 
hostility in London during his life time. In relation to the Royal Academy McQueen says: 
Roberts also knew that the paintings of one notable would not be included: James Abbott 
McNeil Whistler (1834–1903). To see the efforts of that Celtic-American shocker one had to 
go to the commercial galleries10 
Equally in Australia, James Smith, art critic for the Argus, wrote the following about 
Whistler’s Note in Blue and in Green as: 
written in some cryptic character, which is unintelligible to the uninitiated. There are some 
dabs of green which highly imaginative persons are requested to regard as waves of the sea; 
                                                 
     8.  Sebastian Smee, ‘Australian pastoral’, Weekend Australian, April 14–15, 2007, Review, 21. 
 
     9.  Tuckson used a similar descriptive method of titling. 
 
     10.  McQueen, Tom Roberts, 91. 
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and there are some eccentric smears of blue and grey, which you are invited to accept as 
representations of cloud form.11 
 
This hostility to Whistler’s painting would have made Roberts, a sympathiser, also an 
outsider of the mainstream art world of the time. The attitude of Smith, a leading critic, 
and others may have contributed to the exodus of three of the four main members of the 
Impressionists, Charles Conder, Streeton and Roberts to Europe.12 Only Fredrick 
McCubbin remained who was gainfully employed teaching at the National Gallery 
School. 
 
 
     11.  James Smith, ‘Exhibition of the Anglo-Australian Society of Artists’, Argus, October 26, 1885, 7. 
 
     12.  Of course Roberts and Streeton were eventually to return. But only Streeton was really 
commercially successful. 
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Terminology and language and style 
I value discourse in philosophy and thinking. I have read Foucault, Derrida and Jung 
while also making myself recently aware of the writings of Beck, Deleuze and 
Heidegger. I have chosen to write in a plain language text as my exegesis is focused 
on the history of an ‘everyday’ methodology. I have also chosen not to overly use 
terms such as structuralism, post-structuralism, the cosmopolitan, reflexology, 
subjectivity, second modernity, liquid modernity, structural functionalism etc. Equally 
as a non-religious person I see myth as a parallel to religion as is notions of 
spirituality. Therefore I have not concentrated on these concepts except as an 
acknowledgement of the emphasis historically placed, for example, in mid-twentieth 
century art on myth and spirituality.  
 
Style 
I have subscribed to the Chicago Manual of Style on line. However there are instances 
where I have not followed this style. For example, there are a number of indented 
quotes in this document which are less than the standard forty words. It is my choice 
to present this material in this manner to facilitate a distinction between the quoted 
matter and my writing. I have mostly used single quotes throughout as a typographical 
preference. I have generally used the artist’s full name upon first reference. However, 
I have also used an artist’s full name if I think it is appropriate in the context of a later 
discussion. The first citation is given in full even though this is not recommended by 
the Chicago Manual of Style if a bibliography is present as it appears to be a grey area 
for an exegesis. I have also consulted the Ballarat University Library Website for the 
Chicago Manual of Style and the The Writing Centre, University of Wisconsin—
Madison Website.  
 
Bibliography and footnotes 
The spelling of Emily Kam Kngwarray has changed at least three times in the past 
decade. The current spelling on the National Gallery of Victoria web site is Emily 
Kam Kngwarray. As such I have used this spelling in my text and kept to the spelling 
at the time of publication for references. 
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Zerbrechliche Weite (fragile space) Exhibition, Kunstsammlung Neubrandenburg, Germany, 2009. 
 
                                                                
  
 
 
                                                                     
 
 
Figure 93. Terri Brooks, Found marks series, left to right, top row: Red and White Graphis, Striped Edges, Striped Base, White Concentric, Seven Strokes. 
Second row: Two White Verticals, Mostly White, Half Black, One Quarter White, Relic. All works, 2007–9. Oil, enamel and pencil on canvas, 41x31 cm. 
Photograph: Terri Brooks, 2008.         
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Figure 94. Terri Brooks, Found marks series, left to right; top row: Barbed Shape, Buried Black Stripes, Half Yellow, Red and Yellow Verticals, White Shape. 
Second row: Field of Crosses, White Drawing, Red and Black Shape, Yellow Corner, Table Cloth Memories (acquired for the Kunstsammlung Neubrandenburg 
Collection). All works, 2007–9. Oil, enamel and pencil on sized newspaper block, 40x30 cm. Photograph: Terri Brooks, 2008.           
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Figure 95. Terri Brooks, Found marks series, Anyhow Sequence, left to right: Two White Stripes, Newsprint Sequence, Layered Half Newsprint, Anyhow Stripes, 
Layered Sequence (acquired for the Kunstammlung Neubrandenburg Collection). All works, 2007–8. Oil, enamel and pencil on sized newspaper block, five 
120x41 cm (installed). Photograph: Terri Brooks, 2008.           
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Makeshift and the Australian patina 
Terri Brooks, Arts Academy; University of Ballarat, Camp Street, Ballarat, Vic. 3353 
Assoc. Prof. James Sillitoe, Arts Academy; University of Ballarat, Camp Street, 
Ballarat, Vic. 3353 
Assoc. Prof. Allan Mann, Arts Academy; University of Ballarat, Camp Street, 
Ballarat, Vic. 3353 
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Makeshift and the Australian patina 
Abstract 
Our Christmas tree was an open umbrella stripped of its covering, with the structural 
wires wrapped in cotton wool, bound with tinsel and adorned with hand crafted 
decorations. It was a makeshift solution in a time of need. Similarly, there was 
‘depression furniture’ made during the 1930s from packing crates, sugar sacks and 
other cast-offs, made with considerable skill and inventiveness but, importantly, 
without professional expertise. These makeshift improvisations are considered 
‘collectors’ items today. 
The ‘Annandale Imitation Realists’ drew critical attention in the 1960’s to their art 
work compiled of found objects and collage. The group’s haphazard ‘boundary 
busting’ assemblages consisted of scrounged materials constructed in a ‘makeshift’ 
manner allied with coterminous reference to regional Indigenous art. At the time 
Robert Hughes suggested that this exuberant work owed more to ‘folk-art 
incrustation’1 than high art.  
Now we are faced with global warming, climate change and finite resources and there 
is discussion once more of recycling, energy efficiency and living ‘lightly’ on the 
planet. These were concepts that people from our grandparents’ generation understood 
fully and this research investigates this spirit of ‘making do’ or ‘makeshift’ that lives 
on today in contemporary Australian art including painting. By collectively 
cataloguing Australian artists who work in a makeshift manner, or use materials 
symbolically aligned with our makeshift heritage a particular local uniqueness is 
revealed. It is a characteristic that traverses culture, it is the Australian patina.  
 
A ‘makeshift’ past 
Makeshift or ‘making do’ occurs throughout the world and would appear to be a 
universal humanistic response to need. Geoffrey Blainey wrote about ordinary life in 
Australia to the 1900s in Black Kettle and Full Moon (2003). Blainey said he had to 
recollect these stories of the everyday. This indicates that history is an interpretation of 
                                                 
     1.  Hughes, Robert. [Introduction to Colin Lanceley / with an introduction by Robert 
Hughes; and interview by William Wright, by Colin Lanceley, (Seaforth, N.S.W.: Craftsman 
House, 1987)], 9.] 
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facts which can change as we change. Following is an account of the ordinary, yet 
unwritten, adjunct history of makeshift in Australian art.  
Like Margaret Olley my grandmother was a great improviser.1 Our Christmas tree was 
an open umbrella stripped of its covering with the structural wires wrapped in cotton 
wool, bound with tinsel and adorned with hand crafted decorations. It was a makeshift 
solution in a time of need but was it also art?  
Makeshift is tied to the tough times of Australian history, flourishing in adversity as 
its very nature dictates. These tough times are also the bench marks of our collective 
history and include the earliest settlements bereft of resources; the tent cities of the 
gold diggings; the nomadic life of the pastoralists and shearers; the trenches and 
battlefields of the First World War; the financial destitution of the Great Depression 
and the Second World War. In all these situations makeshift was, by necessity, 
integral to every day survival.  
 
 
Figure 1: Found ‘makeshift’ pot, Altona, Melbourne; Photograph: Terri Brooks, 2007. 
 
Competitions run in popular magazines indicate that, by the 1920s, makeshift had 
developed into a national pastime. Subsequently termed folk or bush art, it was often 
made from cheap, worthless or found materials. A common example was ‘depression 
furniture’ made during the 1930s from packing crates, sugar sacks and other cast-offs. 
Surviving examples of ‘make do’ artifacts made with considerable skill and 
inventiveness but, importantly, without professional expertise, are now collectables.  
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 Figure 2: ‘Makeshift Apron’, circa 1930, rice sack and material scraps; Photograph: Terri 
Brooks, 2007. 
 
By definition, Australian makeshift includes an object or thing created either by (a) 
inventiveness or intuition utilizing whatever materials were at hand, or (b) constructed 
in an expedient or no-nonsense manner that was ‘good enough’ for the job. Over time, 
makeshift in Australia also developed an element of humour by taking ‘any old how’ 
to extremes, reinforcing the cultural importance of this adaptive way of living. That 
makeshift has deep cultural meaning to some Australians is well illustrated by the 
following abbreviated death notice placed by my friend upon the death of John Daley 
aged 92, in 2005: 
DALEY. John, Jack (Jim) Pioneer in outback Australia, POW on the Thai Burma 
railway – one of Weary’s Men, ...You showed us how to survive, and thrive, by 
improvising with whatever materials were at hand. If those materials weren’t too 
flash, wit would usually do the trick.2 
As Federation approached, the outback ‘bush’ persona championed by popular writers 
including Henry Lawson, was promoted as the aspirational Australian regardless of 
where you lived. Making-do was part of this dinky-die persona, and the role of the 
‘innovative maker’ was to resurface again and again in the survival and day to day life 
skills of the shearer, the ANZAC digger and the itinerant worker or swaggie. This 
legacy of makeshift has continued to inform cultural values in Australian 
contemporary society, being evident in: the egalitarian or classless nature of our 
society; our general willingness to have a go and give a ‘fair go’ for all; the notion of 
‘she’ll be right’ mate; and a short tolerance for ‘pretentiousness’ or the ‘tall poppy 
syndrome.’ Other remnants of our makeshift past include, for example, the unofficial 
Marine motto; ‘improvise, adapt and overcome,’3 and terminologies such as ‘rough as 
bags’ and ‘jack of all trades.’ 
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Landscape 
Having the knack for ‘makeshift’ is as integral as ‘survival’ in the outback. Australia 
is a unique, rugged, harsh and yet somehow beautiful country. Australian Indigenous 
art and culture, like all Indigenous cultures, reflects the regional landscape of its 
origin. At the heart of Aboriginal culture is a deep relationship with nature which is 
reflected in their art leading artist Jonathan Kimberly to conclude that ‘paint, painting, 
painter – all are the land.’4 Generations of non-Indigenous Australians also have a 
great love of land as reflected in bush ballads, poems and song including the notion of 
‘the wide brown land’ and the rustic windmills and woolsheds of the ‘sunburnt 
country’. Two cultures, one still to be reconciled land. 
The Australian Patina 
Marcel Duchamp’s ready-mades, the idea of the found object as art, the concept of 
‘lost and found’5 along with the art craft debate6 of the 1990s have blurred the 
boundaries of what art can be. In the 1990s a reevaluation of ‘waste not want not’ 
cultural objects raised their status to ‘everyday art’ in two key exhibitions; Bush Toys 
and Furniture at the Powerhouse museum 1990, and Everyday Art, Australian Folk 
Art, curated by Jim Logan at National Gallery of Australia, in 1998. Given the cultural 
significance of the history of makeshift to Australia this reevaluation begs the question 
of fine art, since it appears that no such assessment has been convened on the 
makeshift qualities of ‘high’ Australian art.  
The Heidelberg School (including Tom Roberts, Arthur Streeton and Frederick 
McCubbin) ‘camped rough’ in an empty house in Summit Drive, Eaglemont, to paint 
the golden summers. According to Dutton, ‘they lived in an eight-roomed wooden 
dwelling where they made beds from saplings and floursacks and painted cedar cigar 
box lids’.7 These paintings resulted in the most famous exhibition in Australia’s 
history, the 9x5 exhibition of Impressionist paintings held in Melbourne in 1889, so 
called because the cigar box lids they painted on measured that size in Imperial inches. 
It was a makeshift act. 
Australian art history is littered with makeshift, but interestingly when reference is 
made to Australian makeshift in art, there is often co-terminous reference to 
Australian Indigenous art. To exemplify this observation during the 20th century 
successive waves of white Aboriginalism swept Australian culture, from the 
adaptation of the Indigenous call of the Co-wee in the late 1890s to Paul Hogan’s film 
Crocodile Dundee in the 1980s. The idea of a legacy or ‘indebtedness’ to Aboriginal 
culture in the establishment or creation of the ‘Australian’ character which 
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encapsulates makeshift was raised by Russel Ward in the Australian Legend (1958). 
Since then, recent publications suggest a dual history of Australia. Maria Nugent 
(2005) described Botany Bay ‘as a place where histories meet. This is a meeting in the 
sense of connecting and converging as well as colliding and clashing.’8 In my opinion 
this history, in turn, reflects the subsequent history of Australia. Additionally Philip 
Jones explored surviving hybrid objects from early encounters that bear the Australian 
double cultural patina9  in Ochre and Rust (2007). They bring new validity to Les 
Murray’s words from the 1970s: ‘In Australian civilisation, I would contend, 
convergence between black and white is a fact, a subtle process, hard to discern often, 
and hard to produce evidence for.’10 The harsh rugged Australian landscape is the 
‘theatre’ or common ground for this interaction of histories.  
In the early 1960s a group of Sydney artists including Colin Lanceley, Michael Brown 
and Ross Crothall, calling themselves the ‘Annandale Imitation Realists’, drew critical 
attention for their work compiled from found objects and collage. Championed by 
Elwyn Lynn and John Olsen, the group’s haphazard ‘boundary busting’ assemblages 
consisted of scrounged materials such as house paint (including the lids), cheap toys, 
scrap material and furniture. Whilst reference is made to the influence of Marcel 
Duchamp and Kurt Schwitters, Robert Hughes suggests however that the exuberant 
work owes more to ‘folk-art incrustation’11 than high art as the Imitation Realists had 
not seen the American Pop Art or collage of Robert Rauschenberg, ‘to which theirs 
compared.’12 Hughes also refers to the influence of Sepik art: ‘In the early 1960s the 
Sydney artworld was saturated in Melanesian art, particularly from the Sepik. One 
could not be unfamiliar with it.’13 Colin Lanceley said: ‘What we admired so much in 
primitive art was that it declared itself. It was unambiguous and rough and direct.’14 
According to Christopher Heathcote writers and critics at the time had difficulty 
classifying the work of the ‘Imitation Realists’: 
Weaving through most reviews was a confusion over what to call the ‘Imitation 
Realism’. Several writers opted for pop art, yet the works resembled neither the 
European nor American varieties of pop. What was this style? Imitation Realism 
represented a complete disregard for accepted artistic values. It was rough and loud 
and gaudy... Their chaotic works combined elements of expressionism, folk art, 
children’s drawings and primitive art, and depicted a private demonology15 
The Annandale Imitation Realists heralded a movement or style which has never been 
fully absorbed by the mainstream art world.  
Consequently, Rosalie Gascoigne, Fiona Hall, John Davis, Robert Klippel, Lorraine 
Connelly-Northey and Anton Hart are all artists who incorporate makeshift in their art 
practice. Other established artists working with found objects tied to makeshift 
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include; the wild wood furniture of Gay Hawkes; the stacked aged cooking utensils of 
Donna Marcos; Victor Meertens’ hammered monoliths of painted galvanised steel; 
Mandy Gunn’s woven shredded recycled telephone directories;16 Madonna Staunton’s 
concrete poetry of assembled everyday detritus; the environmental assemblages of 
Isobel Davies and the ‘mop’ thread embroidery of Greer Honeywell.  
As Duchump revolutionized sculpture, Jackson Pollock and abstraction revolutionized 
painting. Paintings could now have multiple delivery platforms for meaning, via 
subject, process and materials (including collage and objects). In Australia abstract 
artists frequently referenced the Australian landscape and looked to Aboriginal art as 
had the previous generations of modernist artists including Margaret Preston and 
Russell Drysdale. But the ‘brut’ in lyrical abstraction whether consciously or not, 
came from larrikinism and or the use of materials aligned with makeshift. John Olsen, 
the quintessential larrikin artist ‘deliberately imbued his work with an irreverent, 
almost unfinished, quality’17 in his series of paintings, You Beaut Country 1961-3.18  
Elwyn Lynn, in his work utilized culturally aligned makeshift, depression or bush 
materials, while Ian Fairweather ‘was a great improviser, using whatever materials 
were at hand.’19 Tony Tuckson’s work has been reviewed within an international 
context; he is promoted as the major Australian exponent of Abstract Expressionism 
or Lyrical Abstraction, an international style with American origins. Alternatively he 
is regarded as prophetic20 in his foretelling of the Indigenous art revolution that would 
soon follow. However, little reference is paid to other regional or Australian qualities 
in Tuckson’s work, such as directness, economy and egalitarianism or 
unpretentiousness. Due to this oversight, in a similar vein to ‘what was this style’ of 
the ‘Annandale Imitation Realists’, Australian abstraction languishes by international 
comparisons.21  
The next wave in Australia was a resurgence or renaissance of Indigenous art as 
‘cultural’ art.22 Julie Gough describes the market acceptance of Indigenous artists 
from South-Eastern Australia suggesting: 
Artists of south-eastern Australia are generally distinguished by their avoidance of a 
set art style. Ironically this very individuality, rather than causing attention and 
embrace by the wider art market as would be the case with non-indigenous art, 
seems to have placed local Indigenous art into the ‘too hard’ basket.23 
Aboriginal painting currently represents the outback landscape which was once the 
main-garde of non-Indigenous Australian art. Australia’s historic hey-day of landscape 
painting commenced with the Impressionists; Tom Roberts and Author Streeton, and 
culminated in the 1980s with the paintings of Fred Williams and John Olsen, who 
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were both significantly influenced by Aboriginal art.24 The new wave of Indigenous 
painting commenced at Papunya in the early 1970s on makeshift supports including 
floor tiles and scrap wood. Two great and popular Indigenous artists, Emily Kam 
Kngwarray and Rover Thomas, have been compared to Western abstraction in 
promotional context. But their painting, like Tuckson’s painting contains some values 
that happen to also be Australian makeshift values. The commonality of simplicity, 
directness and egalitarianism to Australian makeshift combined also with a love of the 
land (which Kngwarray’s work authentically evokes) additionally explains the 
mainstream popularity of their work. This appeal runs deeper than an incidental 
resemblance to American abstraction.  
The Aboriginal Land Rights Movement coincided with waves of immigration post 
World War II, which was followed by decades of unprecedented economic 
development and globalization. From the 1960s to 2000, Australia’s collective taste 
changed from a love of traveling the countryside with the Leyland Brothers and Rolf 
Harris with his makeshift wobble board25 to a darker view of the landscape. The 2005 
film Wolf Creek is an example. Equally, the iconic Kath and Kim, was the highest 
rating television show in 2007 featuring not a scrap of makeshift. Instead it is based on 
the art of ‘nouveau’ tack and the disposable; almost ‘waste more.’  
Nevertheless contemporary painters continue to reference makeshift including Steven 
Harvey, Ildiko Kovacs, Jennifer Joseph, Debra Dawes, Dani Marti26 and Clinton Nain. 
Other well known painters who flirt with a makeshift technique include Jenny 
Watson’s flimsy ‘trashy’ paintings; Robert Macpherson’s parodies of everyday 
amateur signage; Peter Atkins 2007 exhibition Readymade Abstraction (based on 
everyday street signage and painted on used and distressed tarpaulins) and Adam 
Cullen’s larrikin slap dash technique with shock imagery. The cyclic history of 
Australian makeshift is a mirror of this country’s history of adversity. Currently, there 
is a new resurgence of makeshift within sustainability due to the threat of climate 
change. Makeshift and the ‘waste not’ premise continues to inform a new generation 
of contemporary artists. From the ‘shambolic, open and freewheeling’27 Newcastle-
based independent annual experimental festival This is not art (TINA)28  to Ash 
Keating’s collaborative work of recompiled garbage, 2020? for the 2008 Next Wave 
Festival.29 30 The continual and diverse referencing of makeshift in Australian art 
raises a further question. Is there a need for another reassessment of ‘everyday’ 
makeshift cultural objects like my grandmother’s Christmas tree which I think it was 
art? 
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Glossary 
                             In context                                                                       
 
Arte Povera 
Italian movement in the 1960s. Literally meaning ‘poor art’. Opened possibilities 
for technique and choice of materials. Anything could be art, especially humble 
objects and processes. Tàpies was a Spanish advocate of Arte Povera. 
Abstract Expressionism 
American modernist movement, Jackson Pollock was the attributed inventor. 
Pollock looked to Indigenous arts within the Jungian concept of a collective 
unconscious. Other artists include Willem de Kooning and Mark Rothko.  
Altermodern 
The end of post-modernism. The beginning of world art history (level playing 
field regardless of culture). 
Bush art/craft, ‘every day art’ and folk art 
Everyday art is a current term for folk art. Folk art is a generic term used 
throughout the world. Bush art/craft was a mainly Australian term used to refer to 
craft/art from the Australian bush (wilderness). All terms are in current use. 
Bricolage 
 The use of different materials and diverse styles or methodologies, Bricolage is  
associated with post-modernism (Pluralism). 
Brut art 
 Art tapping raw, primal or even sub-conscious feelings 
Casual 
 Informal and direct 
Collage 
 The use of found paper or other material in art, Picasso is the attributed inventor. 
Direct 
 Fluency, straight to the point, not fussy, expedient 
Egalitarianism 
 Unpretentious, non-elitist, non-classist, a level playing field 
Figuration 
 Realistic art often with a discernable narrative 
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Found Object 
 An object found and used for its artistic qualities which may differ from its 
functional qualities. Anything could be a found object. 
Lyrical abstraction 
 A term for painterly abstraction 
Makeshift/Making do 
 Improvisation utilising materials at hand, or constructed in a (sometimes 
unprofessional) manner good enough to complete the task.  
Methodology 
 The process or method of production 
Minimalism 
 Modernist term for painting reduced to the minimal requirements to convey 
meaning. Nothing superfluous. 
Modernism 
 The period of art history from circa 1840s–1970s. Umbrella term for a succession 
of ‘isms’ or discoveries in art such as Impressionism and Surrealism. 
Neo-geo 
New wave of Hard-Edge geometric abstraction in the 1980s–90s 
Pop art 
 Art addressing and using materials associated with popular culture. 
Post-Modernism 
 The end of the successive ‘isms’ of modernism. Cynicism to notions of 
spirituality and possibilities for further inventions of art styles. Self assessing art 
and appropriation. 
Post-Colonialism 
 Often political art addressing historic colonial injustices or art addressing the 
melancholy and displacement associated with colonialists. 
Process 
 The means or method of production, not necessarily the movement of Process Art. 
Rough and Ready 
 Without refinement 
Surrealism 
 The interpretation of dreams and the subconscious in art, often figurative. Artists 
include; Salvador Dali, Albert Tucker and James Gleeson. 
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